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Abbreviations

BHB Blue Horizontal Branh

CMD Colour Magnitud Diagram

EBS Eastern Band Struture

MSTO Main Sequene TurnO�

Pal 5 Palomar 5

RC Red Clump

RGB Red Giant Branh

Sgr Sagittarius
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Chapter 1

Introdution

1.1 A Universe of galaxies

Galaxies are the fundamental bloks of the Universe's large sale struture. Galax-

ies are gravitationally bound entities that reside at the entre of dark matter

(sub)haloes, and ontain su�ient baryoni matter to trigger star formation, lo-

alized hemial and nulear reations that produe eletromagneti radiation.

Galaxies onsist of gas, dust, iy moleules, stars, planets and dark matter in

varying proportions. Gas, dust and ie moleules together with planets' interi-

ors, surfaes and atmospheres are involved in hemial reations, and the basi

elements of the Periodi Table �ranging from hydrogen to iron�are involved

in the nulear reations that take plae in the stellar interiors. Beause of the

di�erent energies at whih these proesses take plae, they show their signatures

in eletromagneti radiation over a wide range of wavelengths.

Galaxies ome in a wide range of sizes, masses, and shapes, whih are a re�e-

tion of their evolutionary stage and past history, and they an be lassi�ed in the

Hubble diagram (see Figure 1.1). Irregular galaxies host stars that follow omplex

orbits without a well de�ned rotation entre, and may be abundant in gas and

dust (with the exeption of dwarf irregulars). Spiral galaxies are also gas-rih

star-forming systems but, unlike irregular galaxies, they are rotation supported,

resulting in a well-de�ned set of strutural omponents: an inner bulge, a disk

with spiral arms, an ellipsoidal halo and, sometimes, a entral bar. It is believed

that the presene or absene of a bar is dependent on the mass available in the

galaxy �espeially the entral mass of the galaxy� and on the gas+stars to dark

matter mass ratio, as well as on its interation history. These two types of galaxies

ontain louds of old gas dense enough to undergo gravitational ollapses and

keep produing stars. By ontrast, elliptial galaxies are no star-forming and el-

lipsoidal, with their stars having metastable orbits around a well de�ned entre.

Elliptial galaxies, however, have also by and large exhausted or heated their old

moleular gas, and annot form any new generation of stars. For this reason their
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1.1 A Universe of galaxies

Figure 1.1: Hubble's lassi�ation diagram, as built by the Galaxy Zoo projet.

E indiate elliptial galaxies, S and SB indiate spiral and spiral-barred galaxies

respetively, and Irr indiates the irregular type.

spetra are dominated by old low-mass stars. These two harateristis (stellar or-

bits and old gas ontent) thus lead to morphologial di�erenes between types of

galaxies and a fundamental di�erene in their stellar population make-up, whih

is re�eted in their spetral energy distributions (SED).

Galaxies over a large range of total luminosities, from 103L⊙ to 1012L⊙,

giving rise to a relative lassi�ation of galaxies into (ultra-)faint, intermediate,

bright or ultra-luminous galaxies. They an also have a variety of masses, from

105M⊙ to < 1013M⊙ in total mass, leading to a lassi�ation into dwarf, medium

and giant galaxies. Irregular and spiral galaxies are typially assoiated with the

intermediate and smaller mass ranges, whereas elliptial galaxies are assoiated

with all mass ranges. The urrent theory for galaxy formation links this observed

distribution to their assembly history and evolution through the proess of grav-

itational aretion (Cole et al. 1994), as we will see in the following setion.

1.1.1 Galaxy formation and evolution

It is well known that a losed, isolated, isotropi and perfetly uniform system

an be onsidered in equilibrium, and therefore will not undergo any evolution

in the absene of external fores. To the best of our knowledge, the Universe

is a losed, isolated and isotropi system, but it is not and was not a perfetly

uniform system at the Epoh of Reombination and photon deoupling, as the

Cosmi Mirowave Bakground shows. This lak of uniformity is the reason why

we observe a dynami and evolving Universe, instead of a simple homogeneously

8



Introdution

expanding Universe. However any theory of galaxy formation needs to explain

how these inhomogeneities originated and how they evolved into an inreasingly

lustered and inhomogeneous state.

The theory of the Big Bang states that the Universe was born from a singu-

larity in a very high density state that underwent a brief exponential expansion

early on (the In�ation). It has ontinued to expand and ool sine. The urrent

paradigm for the early Universe is that primordial quantum �utuations were

ampli�ed by the In�ation and left tiny density variations spread throughout the

Universe, whih grew through gravitational instability. These density variations

were the seeds for urrent galaxies. As a small overdensity starts to gravitation-

ally attrat matter, the more matter it aretes, beoming an inreasingly strong

gravitational well. Eventually these density seeds areted enough gas to form

louds that ould (gravitationally) ollapse and produe the �rst stars and galax-

ies. These protogalaxies in turn merged with eah other into inreasingly massive

galaxies. This merging growth mehanism�known as the hierarhial formation

senario�omprises, together with the Big Bang theory, gravity and the early

Universe observations, the urrent paradigm for galaxy formation (White & Rees

1978).

Gravitational interations between galaxies an involve proesses of four types.

They an lead to mass growth or mass loss, as well as morphologial and dynamial

hanges. These possible proesses are high-speed enounters, galaxy mergers, tidal

stripping and dynamial frition. Simply put, high-speed enounters are those in

whih the di�erene in veloity between the two galaxies is enough in omparison

to their gravitational pull to prevent them from slowing down and beoming

orbitally bound objets (i.e., their interation is limited to one event), and they are

haraterized by high-speed proesses that perturb the galaxies. Often this type

of interations require numerial simulations in order to be understood, but, in

the simpler ase in whih the internal veloity dispersion of the perturbed galaxies

is muh smaller than the enounter veloity, the interation an be approximated

as a tidal shok, whih auses ooling and expansion of the system, and potential

mass loss.

Galaxy mergers are the diret result of a lose enounter in whih two systems

have a su�iently low orbital energy to make them slow down and mix with eah

other, eventually losing all morphologial signs of one or both of the progenitors

and beoming one integrated system. "Any bound orbit will eventually lead to a

merger beause the tidal interation between two galaxies always transfers orbital

energy into internal energy", but "if the angular momentum is high and if the

orbital energy is not low enough, the merger will not happen in a Hubble time

1

"

(Mo et al. 2010). Additionally, mergers an also happen between initially unbound

galaxies, provided that the tidal interations of the enounter drain su�ient

orbital energy from the system. Merging events an be roughly separated into

two types based on their progenitors mass ratio: major or minor. Major mergers

are those involving two galaxies of similar masses (with a mass ratio lower than

a fator of 4), whereas minor mergers are those involving two galaxies of quite

9



1.1 A Universe of galaxies

di�erent masses. Major mergers ause the violent relaxation of the resulting

remnant, and often lead to the quik onsumption or expulsion of the old gas.

This eventually turns the resulting system into a galaxy populated by old stars

with a red dominated spetrum. Minor mergers involve phase mixing and Landau

damping, and often result in a system that resembles (morphologially speaking)

the most massive progenitor.

Tidal stripping entails the removal of material from the outer regions of a

ollisionless system as a result of tidal fores. This proess is typial in orbitally

bound systems (metastable) or in systems that are on the way to beoming or-

bitally bound or fully areted (unstable). The key element of this proess is that

the tidal fores, in ombination with the rotation entrifugal fores of the sys-

tem, exeed the binding fores for some of the material in the satellite body�the

material situated further than a ritial distane from the entre of the satellite,

a distane alled the tidal radius. As a result of tidal stripping, tidal streams

and tails form out of the stripped material, leading and trailing the satellite ap-

proximately along its orbit. Tidal tails an also be observed not only in satellite

galaxies or globular lusters (Mateo et al. (1996),Odenkirhen et al. (2001)) but

also in the merging of (disk) galaxies (Toomre & Toomre 1972).

Finally, dynamial frition is the proess by whih a galaxy moving in a muh

less dense environment experienes a drag as it transfers energy and momentum to

the partiles in the environment. This auses orbits to deay with time, bringing

the galaxy experiening the frition towards the entre of the host's potential well.

Sine the drag fore is proportional to the square of the mass of the galaxy, there

is a mass segregation in the orbital deay, bringing more massive galaxies deeper

into the gravitational well, and leaving them more suseptible to mergers or tidal

stripping.

There is abundant observational evidene for all these proesses in the loal

Universe: stripped gas and stellar streams around galaxies (Figure 1.2), galaxy

ollisions (Figure 1.3) or even ram pressure stripping in galaxies falling through

a galaxy luster (Figure 1.4). However there is also ample evidene of these

proesses having ourred earlier in the Universe's history. Medium and high-

redshift researh shows statistial evidene for the merger, mass growth and type-

evolution of galaxies (from star-forming to quiesent), as summarized in Figure 1.5

(Muzzin et al. 2013). This �gure illustrates how the number density of quiesent

galaxies has been inreasing over time for all mass ranges, and that the high-mass

ut-o� has grown with time (indiating mergers). Simultaneously, the number

density of high mass star-forming galaxies has been virtually onstant, while low-

mass star-forming galaxies outnumber the quiesent ones (indiating mergers and

an eventual quenhing of star-forming galaxies). This, in ombination with the

typial spetral energy distribution (SED) of quiesent and star-forming galaxies,

supports the hierarhial formation senario and the morphologial and mass

1

The Hubble time is an estimate for the age of the Universe, based on the approximation

that the Universe has always been expanding at the same rate it does today.
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Introdution

Figure 1.2: Faint stellar tidal streams around the edge-on galaxy NGC 5907.

Image redit: R. J. Gabany in ollaboration with Martínez-Delgado et al. (2010a).

evolution of galaxies.

Numerial osmologial simulations have provided a ontext for these observa-

tions, and have shown that the underlying mehanisms for hierarhial formation

(the primordial small density variations, in ombination with old dark matter

and gravity) an atually reprodue the observed history and math (most of)

the urrent observations. One the simulations omplete the (urrently ongoing)

transition from dark matter-only to ones that inlude hydrodynamis (gas) and

stellar proesses like feedbak, stellar winds, or entral AGNs, and overome ur-

rent resolution limitations, these omparisons an grow further in sophistiation.

Together with improvements in the observed ensus of the properties of galaxies,

suh researh will further re�ne our understanding of the proesses that drive

galaxy formation.

1.1.2 A unique test ase: the Milky Way

The Milky Way�a medium-sized, modestly star-forming spiral galaxy�poses a

unique ase study of galati struture, evolution and minor merging in the Loal

Universe. As observers loated within the Milky Way, we have a 360 deg view of

the Galaxy, in ontrast with the one-diretional view (either fae-on or edge-on)

we have of any other galaxy. Additionally, as opposed to what happens with

most other galaxies exept those in our losest viinity, in the Milky Way we have

aess to spatially resolved stellar populations and spatially resolved kinematis.

This means that the disk, bulge, spiral arms and halo an be studied not just

as bulk omponents with major features, but as resolved stellar systems. Finally
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1.2 Stellar traers for Galati struture

Figure 1.3: The Mie galaxies (NGC 4676) in the proess of merging. Tidal

tails an be observed. Image redit: NASA, H. Ford (JHU), G. Illingworth

(UCSC/LO), M.Clampin (STSI), G. Hartig (STSI), the ACS Siene Team,

and ESA � APOD 2004-06-12.

our proximity allows us to probe intrinsially fainter stars and therefore study

obsured or distant regions. Similarly it gives us the possibility to build a very

aurate ensus of satellite galaxies, potentially omplete at the ultra-faint end

save the zone of avoidane determined by the Galati disk.

The study of the Milky Way through detailed analysis of its resolved stellar

populations is known as "Galati Arhaeology".

1.2 Stellar traers for Galati struture

As stars orbit their host galaxy, they su�er the perturbative in�uene of moleular

louds, star lusters, dark matter, spiral arms or nearby massive objets, even if

overall the gravitational potential is lose to a steady state. Spiral galaxies onsist

of a entral stellar bulge, a stellar thin disk and (potentially) a thik disk, and a

stellar halo. The stars in the disk are a�eted by transient spiral density waves

that aelerate and deelerate them in their orbits, but on the whole stellar disks

an be onsidered to be in a quasi-steady state. This may not be true for the

stars in the halo, however: at large radii dynamial times are long, and hene

perturbations and aretions due to minor mergers and subhaloes persist over

many Gyr. Studying the distribution, kinematis, hemial omposition and age

of stars in the intermediate and outer halo an therefore provide signi�ant un-

derstanding on the struture, evolution and aretion history of the Galaxy. This

task an be arried out using photometri data, spetrosopi data or simulations.

Partiularly, when using only photometri tehniques, ombining measurements

of di�erent types of stars at distint evolutionary stages, with diverse ages and

12



Introdution

Figure 1.4: A gas stream in X-rays (Chandra X-Ray Observatory), ram pressure

stripped from galaxy ESO 137-001 as it falls through the galaxy luster Abell

3627 (Hubble Spae Telesope). Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC.
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1.2 Stellar traers for Galati struture

Figure 1.5: Galaxy number density distribution along di�erent stellar masses for

di�erent redshifts. The di�erent panels represent the general distribution (left),

the quiesent population (entre) and the star forming population (right). Credit:

Muzzin et al. (2013).

metalliities and loated in di�erent regions an help build a full piture of the

present-day Galaxy as well as its formation and aretion history.

1.2.1 The H-R diagram

One of the fundamental photometri tools for resolved galati Astrophysis or

resolved stellar populations is the Hertzsprung�Russell diagram (H-R diagram).

The strength of the H-R diagram (left panel on Figure 1.6) lies in its desriptive

and lassifying power, appliable both to fundamental and observable properties

of stars. The H-R diagram loates stars in a 2-dimensional parameter spae of

surfae temperature and intrinsi brightness, in whih stars niely separate into

several evolutionary stage loi. From an observational point of view, the H-R

diagram is onstruted from the spetral type or photometri olour of the stars

and their absolute magnitude, whih requires to have an estimate for eah star's

distane.

Stars in the H-R diagram an be grouped along isohrones (right panel on

Figure 1.6). These, as their name indiates, are the loi for stars of equal age (and

equal omposition) but di�erent mass in the H-R diagram. Isohrones haraterize

stars that have been born from the same parent loud and are partiularly useful

to trae groups of stars that have similar age and are loated at similar distanes.

14



Introdution

Figure 1.6: Left: the Hertzsprung�Russell diagram of stars. The y-axes represent

absolute magnitude (left) and luminosity (right) ad the x-axes represent e�etive

temperature (top) and spetral lass (bottom). Right: The olour magnitude

diagram for globular luster M55; a theoretial isohrone for M55 is shown (blak

line). The y-axes represent absolute magnitude (left) and luminosity (right),

whereas the x-axes represent e�etive temperature (top) and olour (bottom).

Credits: Cristopher Shneider (left), and B.J. Mohejska and J. Kaluzny (right).
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1.2 Stellar traers for Galati struture

Figure 1.7: Left: Colour magnitude diagram (CMD) in the diretion of galaxy

luster Abell 990; stars at di�erent evolutionary stages are not distintly grouped

mainly beause of the distane e�et on apparent magnitudes. Right: Colour

olour diagram for a set of CFHT-INT �elds (hapter 3). The green dashed

line indiates the theoretial loation of the main sequene stars; the blak dots

indiate the observed olours for point-like soures.

1.2.2 Observational harateristis of stellar populations

In pratie, the observational equivalent of an H-R diagram is onstruted from

the apparent magnitude and a photometri olour (the ratio of the �ux of a star

measured through two �lters), and is alled a olour magnitude diagram (CMD).

In suh a diagram, the di�erent evolutionary stages an mix severely along the

y-axis when there is a distribution of distanes along the line of sight. Similarly,

varying metalliities and ages bring small variations in temperature for stars with

the same mass and evolutionary stage, moderately broadening in olour the stellar

loi and evolutionary traks. These e�ets make it impossible to diretly reognize

types of stars (see Figure 1.7, left panel) unless an overdense stellar population

with a well de�ned distane is present in the observed �eld. Conversely, beause

photometri olours are distane-independent, it is possible to some extent to

reover the information ontained within the H-R diagram by onstruting an

observation olour-olour diagram (Figure 1.7, right panel). This type of diagram

an be suessful in reovering a main sequene lous, for instane; but, on the

other hand and depending on the set of �lters, might be unsuessful in fully

separating the main sequene from the supergiants at the red end (Covey et al.

2007).

Stellar populations enode part of the formation history of any galaxy, sine

they ontain sibling stars formed at the same time from the same parent loud.

If stars from a given stellar population are still on�ned to a small region (in
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young open lusters that have not had time to dissolve yet or in the halo, where

dynami time sales are longer), a lear overdensity an be identi�ed in the form

of an isohrone in a CMD, and a statistial approah an be used to aurately

haraterize its age and metalliity by �tting theoretial isohrones. Hene de-

termining the birth-epoh of the stars and their ontribution to the Galaxy's

struture.

The partiular relevane of theoretial isohrones for Galati Arhaeology lies

not only in their power to haraterize the age and the metalliity of a given stellar

population, but also on the possibility of estimating its distane to us provided

that the other two parameters (metalliity and age) are known. The metalliity of

a star an be aurately measured through spetrosopy, and its age an be derived

with reasonable auray assuming a distane or a mass is known. However, with

just photometri data these parameters an only be estimated provided that very

aurate olours are known. In suh a ase the star an also be lassi�ed aording

to its spetral type and evolutionary stage.

Thorough models of stellar interiors and stellar atmospheres have been de-

veloped in the last deades to derive expeted absolute magnitudes for spei�

evolutionary stages and build robust sets of theoretial isohrones (Girardi et al.

(2010); Marigo et al. (2008); Dotter et al. (2008a), for instane). However, on top

of observational unertainties and despite the very preise theoretial isohrones,

some intrinsi hallenges remain sine an age-metalliity degeneray in absolute

magnitude and olour is present for some evolutionary stages. The reason for

this is, on the one hand, that an inreasing metal ontent always ools the tem-

perature of stellar atmospheres and dereases their luminosity beause of the

assoiated photon absorption. This moves the stars redwards and faintwards in

the H-R diagram. On the other hand, the age of stars also a�ets their e�etive

temperature, with di�erent evolutionary stages being more sensitive to age than

others (some examples are provided in setion 1.2.3).

1.2.3 Stellar evolution stages suitable for Galati studies

Espeially relevant to Galati Arhaeology are those stars that, beause of a

small satter in their intrinsi brightness, a bright evolutionary stage or a high

number density, an be used as distane traers, age traers or spatial density

traers (respetively). A brief desription and haraterization of those types

now follows.

Main sequene stars are by far the most abundant type of stars, beause all

stars must undergo this phase at the beginning of their lives and the less massive

stars an spend many Gigayears in this stage. However, preisely these most

abundant low-mass main sequene stars are intrinsially faint, and main sequene

stars over a ontinuous range of absolute magnitudes. Both fats make them poor

distane and spatial density traers. However, there is one exeption, that of the

so alled main sequene turno� point (MSTO), whih�for a given population of

stars with the same age�represents the mass or spetral type for whih stars are

urrently abandoning the ore hydrogen-burning phase. Provided that an estimate
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for the distane to the stellar population exists (from Cepheid or RR Lyrae stars,

from horizontal branh stars or from the tip of the red giant branh stars), a �t

to the MSTO an be used to determine the age and metalliity of the population.

On the other hand, if the age and metalliity of a stellar population are known

from spetrosopi works, a theoretial isohrone an be used, in ombination

with the distane modulus, to estimate the distane.

The red giant branh (RGB) stars are low-to-intermediate mass stars (0.3 −
8M⊙) that have �nished fusing hydrogen into helium in their ores but are still

fusing it in a shell surrounding the helium ore. They are intrinsially bright and

relatively numerous, whih makes them good spatial density traers. Furthermore

the tip of the branh (TRGB) has an intrinsi absolute magnitude (MI = −4.0±
0.05, Madore & Freedman (1993), Frayn & Gilmore (2003)), whih also makes

them aurate distane traers when a single population an be identi�ed in the

CMD.

The red lump (RC) is an overdensity in the H-R diagram onsisting of old

(either metal-rih or young) horizontal branh stars, and therefore already fusing

helium into arbon in their ores. The RC has an intrinsi absolute magnitude

thought to be independent of age and metalliity (Mr = 0.6, Bellazzini et al.

(2006)), a very narrow olour range (a very spei� temperature, Correnti et al.

(2010)), it is easily identi�ed in the CMD and it indiates an intermediate age

population.

The blue horizontal branh (BHB) stars are also helium-burning stars, loated

blueward of the RRLyrae stars. They are the least massive and oldest among the

horizontal branh stars, and very metal poor. They are intrinsially bright and

blue and therefore one of the most pratial distane traers in the halo, provided

that the BHB tail is avoided. They have a spei� olour-olour range (Deason

et al. 2011) and also a spei� absolute magnitude (Mg = 0.5±0.1), whih makes

them aurate distane traers. Nonetheless, RR Lyrae stars, whih are pulsating

HB stars in the instability strip, are optimal distane indiators owing to the

relation between their pulsating period and their absolute magnitude.

Substantial and ontinued e�orts by the astronomial ommunity have yielded

aurate photometri seletion riteria for these types of stars and redued on-

tamination by stellar types with similar olours. This onveniently allows for

pratial multi-band analyti star seletion and diret distane photometri par-

allax alulations of BHB, RC, TRGB and MSTO stars.

1.3 The Milky Way

As brie�y stated above, the Milky Way is a disk spiral galaxy, moderately star-

forming and medium sized. It is one of two dominant galaxies in the so alled Loal

Group halo, together with the Andromeda Galaxy. Both galaxies are heading

towards eah other and will ollide in approximately 4 Gyr, eventually produing

a merger remnant.

The dynami onstraints from satellite galaxies and globular lusters indiate
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that the dark matter ontent of the Galaxy (that of the dark matter halo) is

1 − 3 · 1012M⊙(Battaglia et al. 2006), whereas the baryoni mass is estimated

to be less than ∼ 1011M⊙. About 75% of the baryoni mass is loated in the

disk, and most of the remaining baryoni mass resides in the bulge. On the other

hand, the dark matter mass ontained within 50 kp (the distane to the Large

Magellani Cloud) is only about one quarter of the estimated total (Sakamoto

et al. 2003).

1.3.1 The struture of the Milky Way

The entral 3 kp of the Milky Way are dominated by a bulge, with a peanut

shape and mathing kinematis, indiating the presene of a bar. The bulge is

mainly omposed of an old population of stars, with a small range of ages but

a large dispersion in metalliity and a metalliity gradient along the minor axis

of the bulge (Zoali et al. 2008). This suggests that the Milky Way's bulge is a

mixture between a lassial bulge (originated early in the history of the Galaxy)

and a pseudo-bulge originated from a bukled dis, but the time of this bukling

and therefore the age of the bulge as a struture is yet unlear.

The disk hosts most of the old gas and dust of the Galaxy, and therefore most

of the star formation. It is often desribed as a ombination of two subomponents:

a thin disk with a vertial sale height ∼ 300 p and extending not further out

than RGC ≤ 15 kp, and a thik disk with sale height ∼ 900 p and only old

stars. Additionally, the disk is warped in its outer regions. The atual origin of

the thik disk is still unlear. Possible explanations are thin disk heating, early

low-inlination satellite aretions and an early turbulent gas disk that gives rise

to star formation and eventually settles into a thin disk. Moreover, the presene of

the aretion substruture denominated the Monoeros ring onfuses the proper

delimitation of the thik disk. One of the main hallenges for the future onsists of

�nding a proper and robust de�nition for these two omponents, be it kinematial,

hemial, strutural or, preferably, dynamial.

The stellar halo is a spheroidal omponent that spans all radii from the entral

parts of the bulge out to probably 100 kp. It ontains globular lusters and stellar

debris, as well as some of the satellite galaxies. The stellar debris an take the form

of shells and louds (when the material has long ago departed from the progenitor

and it is populating the apogalation in wide, heating-up orbits) or the form of

streams (elongated strips of stars in relatively round orbits or still lose to the

progenitor or the perigalation). Additionally, there are also anient debris, but

these are only reognizable in the phase spae sine by now they have already

spatially mixed up (phase wrapped) with the rest of the halo. The ESA satellite

Gaia, urrently in operation, is expeted to help unravel the halo phase spae

with unpreedented auray and reah the old heated debris ontained within

the disk and the inner halo. Current alulations indiate that only 60% of the

halo's total luminosity density an be explained by a smooth anient spheroidal

omponent (Bell et al. 2008); the other 40% most likely has been areted.
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1.3 The Milky Way

Figure 1.8: Satellite galaxies ira the Milky Way (inomplete list). Credit: J.T.A.

de Jong, after J. Bullok.

1.3.2 The satellites of the Milky Way

The halo is dim and not very densely populated by stars, but interesting aretion

phenomena take plae in it. As soon as aurate extragalati distane indiators

beame available, two prominent Southern sky objets, the Small and the Large

Magellani Clouds, were quikly identi�ed as satellite galaxies orbiting the Milky

Way. Later on, with the advent of radio observations, their tidal interation with

the Milky Way was disovered in the form of a gas bridge. However, only in 1996

the �rst evidene was gathered for a urrent disruption and annibalizing event

in the Milky Way: the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (disovered in 1994) is being

torn apart and assimilated by the Milky Way, in a stripping proess that wraps

two tails at least 180 deg around the Milky Way. Sine then, with the advent of

deep large-area surveys, many more satellite galaxies have been disovered within

∼ 400 kp of the Galati entre, as well as several narrow and wide streams. The

ensus of satellite galaxies (over 30, with 8 to 9 new additions just in 2015 and

only 8 additions between the '30s and the '90s) and the ensus of stellar debris

(inaugurated in 1996 and populated sine 2006) have genuinely exploded in the

last deade. It seems that, for now, the next disovery or improvement in the

haraterization is always one photometri traer, one surfae magnitude or one

magnitude deeper away than allowed by the urrent telesopes.

In the years between the lassi�ation of the Magellani Clouds as satellite
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galaxies and the disovery of suh a rih population of satellite dwarf galaxies,

many Globular lusters�lustered groups of old stars and metalliities di�erent

from that of the �eld halo stars�have been disovered and added to the list of

halo objets. They are systems with only one or two stellar populations and no

deteted dark matter ontent. Some of them are onsidered to be native to the

Milky Way, while others are urrently atalogued as natives of dwarf galaxy haloes

areted into the Milky Way's halo. The onnetion between globular lusters and

the lowest-mass dwarf galaxies, their role in the galaxy formation senario, and

their di�erenes with the �eld stars of the halo are yet to be fully understood and

plaed within a single piture of the formation and evolution of the halo.

1.3.3 Stars in the halo

Halo stars are typially found at very large helioentri distanes, making them

hard to detet. However, their distanes and their presene in lines of sight

away from the disk makes them muh easier to identify, both spatially and on

CMDs. With CCD astronomy and the state-of-the-art 4 − 8 meter telesopes,

we have reahed enough sensitivity to �nally survey the halo in a systemati and

statistially signi�ant way, both photometrially and spetrosopially.

The halo is mainly populated by old, metal-poor stars. The main reason for

this is that it is not an atively star-forming region in any galaxy. Cold moleular

louds are absent from our halo, sine this type of gas easily sinks towards the

disk, and only there aquires high enough densities to undergo a star-forming

Jean's instability ollapse. Therefore the halo is formed by old stars from early

generations, whose parental louds were barely enrihed with out�owing metals

from previous generations.

Sine halo stars are old stars, all of its most massive stars (O, B and A spetral

types) have by now �nished their lives, and only the least massive of them an

be observed as white dwarves. Typial halo main sequene turno� point stars

are of spetral type F, with early F and late A stars having already evolved

into red giants and horizontal branh giants. As stated earlier, the brightness

of red giants and horizontal branh stars makes them good distant halo traers.

And both the main sequene turno� point and the white dwarf sequene are

partiularly interesting to photometrially determine the age of a given equidistant

halo population. However the white dwarf sequene is even more ostly to observe

than the main sequene due to its intrinsi faintness. Therefore, the use of red

giants and horizontal branh giants has been wide-spread and main sequene

turno� point stars have been exploited to some extent, but the use of the white

dwarf sequene has been limited to spei� targets (like globular lusters) or

extremely deep Hubble Spae Telesope arhival data (Hansen et al. 2002, 2013).

The stars in the halo have spei� hemial abundanes that separate them

from the disk stars and from the old bulge population. Similarly, spei� hemial

abundanes an be used to separate average halo �eld stars from areted stars

born in satellite galaxies or globular lusters with a di�erent metal enrihment

history. The urrent and reent spetrosopi surveys are only the �rst wave
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leading towards a full taxonomy of the stellar halo and a omplete piture of its

formation history.

Overall the hierarhial formation senario o�ers a framework to interpret the

minor merger history of the Milky Way, and it means that we an dynamially,

spatially and hemially distinguish two broad groups of stars in the halo: those

belonging to the smooth �eld omponent and those areted, whih an be dy-

namially old or already spatially-mixed.

1.4 This thesis

In this thesis we target the stellar halo of the Milky Way with the aim of un-

derstanding its struture, stellar populations and urrent aretion history. In

hapters 2 and 3 we address the strutural properties of the smooth omponent of

the stellar halo. In partiular we selet near main sequene turno� point stars and

use them to build stellar density pro�les along several lines of sight. We �t stellar

halo models to these density pro�les, derive the strutural parameters for the best

�ts and determine the most plausible model. In hapter 4 we develop an algorithm

to reover halo overdensities in the form of main sequene signatures from Colour

Magnitude Diagrams where a foreground and bakground statistial subtration

to enhane the signal is not possible beause of the absene of nearby ontrol

�elds. We apply this method to several �elds and suessfully measure distanes

to the Orphan stream, the Palomar 5 stream and the Sagittarius stream, while

�nding potentially new weak overdensities. In hapter 5 we apply this method to

the searh for streams and underlying adjaent stellar populations around globu-

lar lusters. And, �nally, in hapter 6 we explore the KiDS data release 1 and 2

footprints in searh for halo substruture and overdensities. We trae the Sagit-

tarius stream in the southern sky using main sequene turno� point stars, and

we also identify the Virgo Overdensity, the Eastern Band Struture, the Sagit-

tarius stream and a Palomar 5 tail in the northern hemisphere. We searh for

potentially new overdensities suh as old streams, satellite galaxies or globular

lusters but �nd none in the area so far probed. We onlude by reporting the

future expetations for up-oming KiDS data releases.
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Chapter 2

A skewer survey of the

Galati halo from deep

CFHT and INT images

Authors

B. Pila-Díez, J.T.A. de Jong, K. Kuijken, R.F.J. van der Burg and H. Hoekstra

Abstrat

We study the density pro�le and shape of the Galati halo using deep multi-

olour images from the MENeaCS and CCCP projets, over 33 �elds seleted

to avoid overlap with the Galati plane. Using multiolour seletion and PSF

homogenization tehniques we obtain atalogues of F stars (near-main sequene

turno� stars) out to Galatoentri distanes up to 60kp. Grouping nearby lines

of sight, we onstrut the stellar density pro�les through the halo in eight di�erent

diretions by means of photometri parallaxes. Smooth halo models are then �t-

ted to these pro�les. We �nd lear evidene for a steepening of the density pro�le

power law index around R = 20 kp, from −2.50 ± 0.04 to −4.85 ± 0.04, and
for a �attening of the halo towards the poles with best-�t axis ratio 0.79 ± 0.02.
Furthermore, we annot rule out a mild triaxiality (w = 0.88± 0.07). We reover

the signatures of well-known substruture and streams that interset our lines of

sight. These results are onsistent with those derived from wider but shallower

surveys, and augur well for upoming, wide-�eld surveys of omparable depth to

our penil beam surveys.

Aepted for publiation in Astronomy & Astrophysis

Preprint in arXiv:1502.02460 [astro-ph.GA℄
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2.1 Introdution

2.1 Introdution

The stellar halo of the Milky Way only ontains a tiny fration of its stars, yet it

provides important lues about the formation of the Galaxy and galaxy formation

in general. Within the paradigm of hierarhial struture formation, galaxies

evolve over time, growing by means of mergers and aretion of smaller systems.

While in the entral parts of galaxies the signatures of suh events are rapidly

dissipated, the long dynamial timesales allow aretion-indued substrutures

to linger for Gigayears in their outermost regions. Thus, the stellar struture of

the outer halos of galaxies suh as the Milky Way an help onstrain not only the

formation history of individual galaxies, but also osmologial models of struture

formation.

Owing to the intrinsi faintness of stellar halos, the Milky Way is our best

bet for a detailed study of suh strutures. However, even studying the Galati

stellar halo is fraught with di�ulties; very sensitive data are required to probe

stars at these large distanes (out to 100 kp), and spread over su�iently large

areas to onstrain the overall struture as well as loalized substrutures. In

reent deades the advent of CCD-based all-sky surveys suh as the Sloan Digital

Sky Survey (SDSS York et al. 2000; Ahn et al. 2014) in the optial and the

2 Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS Skrutskie et al. 2006) in the infrared have

unloked unpreedented views of the outer regions of the Galaxy. This has led

to the disovery of many previously unknown substrutures (e.g. Newberg et al.

2002; Belokurov et al. 2006b; Grillmair 2006b; Belokurov et al. 2007b; Juri¢ et al.

2008; Bell et al. 2008) and to improved knowledge of the overall struture in these

outskirts (e.g. Chen et al. 2001; Juri¢ et al. 2008; de Jong et al. 2010; Sesar et al.

2010a, 2011; Faioli et al. 2014). Nevertheless, most of these reent analyses are

still limited to either the inner parts of the stellar halo (RGC ≤ 30 kp) or to

partiular, sparse stellar traers (e.g. K-giants or RR Lyrae).

In this paper we use deep photometry obtained with the Canada-Frane-

Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) MegaCam and the Wide Field Camera (WFC) at the

Isaa Newton Telesope (INT), sattered over a large range of Galati latitudes

and longitudes to probe main sequene turn-o� (MSTO) stars out to distanes

of 60 kp. Combining our data into eight independent lines of sight through the

Galati halo, we are able to onstrain the overall struture of the outer halo, and

to probe the substruture in these outermost regions. In setion 2 we desribe the

data set used for this analysis and the onstrution of our deep star atalogues.

Setion 3 presents the derived stellar density pro�les and smooth Galati model

�ts. We disuss our results in setion 4 and present our onlusions in setion 5.

2.2 Observations and data proessing

2.2.1 Survey and observations

We use g and r images from the MENeaCS and the CCCP surveys (Sand et al.

2012; Hoekstra et al. 2012; Bildfell et al. 2012) together with several arhival
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Figure 2.1: Equatorial map showing the position of all the �elds used in this work.

The di�erent olours and symbols indiate how the �elds have been grouped to

alulate the di�erent density pro�les. The bakground image is the SDSS-DR8

map from Koposov et al. (2012), whih shows the footprint of the Sagittarius

stream and the loation of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. When grouping the

�elds, we have also taken into aount the presene of this stream, the Triangulum-

Andromeda overdensity, and the antientre substrutures (ACS, EBS, and Mono-

eros), in trying to ombine their e�et in ertain pro�les and avoid it in others.

luster �elds from the CFHT-MegaCam instrument. We ombine these data with

U and i images from a follow-up ampaign with the INT-WFC instrument (van

der Burg et al., in prep.). Whereas these surveys targeted a preseleted sample of

galaxy lusters, the pointings onstitute a "blind" survey of the Milky Way stellar

halo sine their distribution is ompletely independent of any prior knowledge of

the halo's struture and substruture.

Our pointings are distributed over the region of the sky visible to both the

CFHT and the INT (see Figure 2.1). To optimize the star-galaxy separation

(see setion 2.2.2) we restrit our analysis to exposures with image quality of

subarseond seeing, typially <≈ 0.9 arcsec in the r band. This limitation,

ombined with the varying �elds of view and observing onditions between the

data sets, leads to pointing footprint sizes that range between 0.24 and 1.14 deg2.

2.2.2 Image orretion of the PSF distortion [and implia-

tions for the star-galaxy separation℄

Previous researh by our group has shown that the performane of standard star-

galaxy separation methods based on the size and elliptiity of the soures an be

improved by homogenizing the point-spread funtion (PSF) aross an image prior

to its photometri analysis (Pila-Díez et al. 2014). In addition, suh a orretion

also provides the bene�t of allowing us to perform �xed aperture photometry and

olour measurements.
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In order to homogenize the PSF of our images, we use a ode (Pila-Díez et al.

2014) that, as a �rst step, takes the shape of the bright stars in a given image and

uses it to map the varying PSF and, as a seond step, onvolves this map with a

spatially variable kernel designed to transform everywhere the original PSF into

a gaussian PSF.

2.2.3 Catalogues

From the PSF-homogenized exposures we reate photometri atalogues using

Soure Extrator (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). For the g and the r data, we stak

the di�erent exposures in eah band to reate a single alibrated image, and we

extrat the band atalogues from them. We perform a star-galaxy separation

based on the brightness, size and elliptiity of the soures and we math the

surviving soures in the two atalogues to produe a gr-atalogue of stars for

eah �eld of view (see Pila-Díez et al. (2014)). The limiting magnitudes of these

gr star atalogues reah mAB ∼ 25.0 at the 5.0σ level in the r band.

For the U and the i �elds of view, we produe several photometri atalogues,

one for eah individual exposure. We orret the magnitudes in the i atalogues for
the dependeny of the illumination on pixel position. For eah pointing and band,

the exposure atalogues are alibrated to a ommon zero point and ombined to

produe a single-band atalogue. In these single-band atalogues, the resulting

magnitude for eah soure is alulated as the median of the ontributions of all

the individual exposures. At this point the U and the i magnitudes are onverted

from the INT to the CFHT photometri system using the following equations,

whih we derive by alibrating our mixed INT-CFHT olours to the olour stellar

loi of the CFHT Legay Survey (Erben et al. (2009), Hildebrandt et al. (2009)):

iMegaCam = iINT − 0.12 ∗ (rMega − iINT ) (2.1)

uMegaCam = uINT − 0.15 ∗ (uINT − gMega) . (2.2)

Finally we position-math the soures from the U -, the i- and the gr-atalogues
to reate a �nal atalogue of stellar soures for eah �eld of view. These �nal ugri-
atalogues are shallower than the gr-atalogues beause of the lesser depth of the

i and the U observations ( see Table 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows the olour-magnitude

diagrams (CMDs) for the �nal ugri and gr atalogues (top and entre, respe-

tively), and the di�erene between them (bottom). The bottom panel highlights

that, in the olour regime of the halo (0.2 < g − r < 0.3), the ombination of the

four bands removes mainly very faint, unresolved galaxies.

We orret for interstellar extintion using the maps from Shlegel et al. (1998)

and transform the magnitudes in the ugri-stellar atalogues from the CFHT to

the SDSS photometri system. For this we use the equations on the Canadian
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Table 2.1: Groups of pointings as shown in Figures 2.1, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.8. The table

shows the entral oordinates for eah group, the number of individual �elds of

view ontributing to it, its total area and the stellar ompleteness limit in the r

band.

Group RA (deg) De (deg) l (deg) b (deg) nfields Σ (deg

2
) maglim,r,∗

A 160.654338 43.98310 171.335811 59.15040 8 5.60 22.8

B 231.593130 29.13513 45.577138 55.93598 5 3.98 22.7

C 229.347757 6.91624 9.425402 49.92775 4 3.44 24.1

D 210.062933 51.67173 99.735627 62.24580 2 0.64 23.4

E 121.918411 41.20348 179.233500 31.26694 5 2.73 22.7

F 342.735895 17.09581 86.019738 -36.99391 3 2.17 23.2

G 157.028363 17.15674 222.142793 55.48268 3 2.02 23.1

H 220.659749 2.00187 354.337092 53.38989 3 2.04 24.2

Astronomy Data Center MegaCam website

1

uMegaCam = uSDSS − 0.241 · (uSDSS − gSDSS) (2.3)

gMegaCam = gSDSS − 0.153 · (gSDSS − rSDSS) (2.4)

rMegaCam = rSDSS − 0.024 · (gSDSS − rSDSS) (2.5)

iMegaCam = iSDSS − 0.003 · (rSDSS − iSDSS) (2.6)

and invert them to turn our measurements into SDSS magnitudes. Subsequently

we alibrate eah �eld diretly to SDSS using stellar photometry from DR8. The

resulting photometry mathes the olour-olour stellar loi of Covey et al. (2007)

as shown in Figure 2.3. Unless expliitly stated otherwise, all magnitudes in this

paper are expressed in the SDSS system.

In order to redue the noise when analysing the radial stellar density distribu-

tion of the halo, we ombine the atalogues from nearby pointings, grouping them

aording to their position in the sky. This step is important beause of the na-

ture of our survey, whih is omposed of relatively small, sattered �elds of view.

We use a friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm to group the di�erent pointings. We

request two friends not to be apart by more than 20 degrees, and in a few ases

we lean or split a resulting group (red pentagons or blue and orange triangles in

Figure 2.1) or ombine others (purple diamonds) to aount for the positions of

the galati disk or major halo substrutures. Beause the di�erent pointings in

our surveys have di�erent ompleteness limits, these grouped or ombined ata-

logues �whih we name A,B,C,... H� are �nally �ltered to meet the ompleteness

magnitude threshold of their most restritive ontributor

2

.

1

www2.ad-da.hia-iha.nr-nr.g.a/megapipe/dos/�lters.html

2

To determine the ompleteness limit of eah �eld of view, we �t its magnitude distribution

to a gaussian �representing the population of faint galaxies� and another variable funtion

�representing the stellar distribution along the whole magnitude range�. We hoose as the

ompleteness limit either the transition point between the two distributions (the valley) or, if

instead there is a plateau, the turning point of the whole distribution (the knee).
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Figure 2.2: Hess diagrams showing the number of soures per olour-magnitude

bin in the ugri atalogue (top), in the gr atalogue (entre) and the di�erene

between both (bottom) for �eld A1033. Most of the soures lost when ombining

the atalogues orrespond to faint magnitudes, beause the i and the U observa-

tions are shallower. The e�et is the removal of most of the faint galaxies (loated

in the −0.2 < g − r < 0.7 and r > 23 region in the entral panel), most of the

faintest disk M dwarves (1.1 < g− r < 1.3) and a number of faint objets (in the

i or the U bands) sattered throughout the (g − r, r) diagram.
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Figure 2.3: Colour-olour diagrams (CCDs) orresponding to the �elds in group

A (pointings marked as light green irles in Figure 2.1). The soures in the ugri
atalogues (blak) and the subset of near-MSTO stars (red) have been alibrated

to SDSS using DR8 stellar photometry. The main sequene stellar loi (green

dashed lines) are the ones given in Tables 3 and 4 of Covey et al. (2007). Quasars

and white dwarf-M dwarf pairs are abundant in the u− g < 1, −0.3 < g− r < 0.7
spae.
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Figure 2.4: Estimated absolute magnitude in the r band (Mr) and estimated

metalliity ([Fe/H]) for group A for the soures typially onsidered as halo stars

(blue) and those that we have seleted as near-MSTO stars (red). The soures

seleted as halo members meet 0.2 < g − r < 0.3 and g, r, i > 17. The subset

of near-MSTO stars, additionally meets Mr > −2, −2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 and

0.1 < g − i < 0.6.
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2.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

2.3.1 Star seletion and onstrution of the radial stellar

density pro�les

The oordinates and the ompleteness limits of the groups are given in Table 2.1.

We use halo main sequene turno� stars in our �elds as traer of the stellar halo:

at the ompleteness limits of the data suh stars an be identi�ed as far out as 60
kp from the Galati entre. We �t several Galati stellar distribution models to

these density pro�les and derive a number of strutural parameters for the stellar

halo. Previous works have already used main sequene turno� point (MSTO)

stars, near-MSTO stars, BHB and blue stragglers of type A and RRLyrae as

stellar traers for the Galati stellar halo. We ompare and disuss our �ndings

to theirs in setion 2.4.2.

In order to selet the near main sequene turno� stars we make use of two

empirial photometri variables. The ratio [Fe/H] is alulated following the

photometri metalliity relation by Bond et al. (2010), and the absolute magnitude

Mr is alulated following the photometri parallax relation from Ivezi¢ et al.

(2008):

[Fe/H] = −13.13 + 14.09x+ 28.04y − 5.51xy − 5.90x2

− 58.68y2 + 9.14x2y − 20.61xy2 + 58.20y3, (2.7)

where x = u − g and y = g − r. This relation is valid in the g − i < 0.6 and

−2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 range, whih is ompatible with the regime of our near-MSTO

star seletion.

Mr = −0.56 + 14.32z − 12.97z2 + 6.127z3 − 1.267z4

+ 0.0967z5 − 1.11[Fe/H] − 0.18[Fe/H]2, (2.8)

where z = g − i. The tested validity regime of this equation enompasses the

0.2 < g − i < 1.0 range, meaning that the absolute brightnesses of our near-

MSTO stars have been properly estimated. We extrapolate the relation for the

0.1 < g − i < 0.2 range, whih is justi�ed owing to the smooth and slow hange

of Mr with z.
We selet the halo near-MSTO stars by requiring

0.2 < g − r < 0.3 ; (2.9)

g, r, i > 17 ; (2.10)

0.1 < g − i < 0.6 ; (2.11)

5.0 > Mr > −2 ; (2.12)

−2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 . (2.13)
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The �rst two restritions (2.9 and 2.10) retrieve stars typially assoiated with

the halo, in partiular distant main sequene F stars (see Table 3 from Covey et al.

(2007)). This seletion however, an be signi�antly ontaminated by quasars

and white dwarf-M dwarf pairs, whih are abundant in (but not restrited to)

the −0.2 < g − r < 0.3 range (see Figure 2.3). To redue the presene of these

interlopers and selet the bulk of the F stars population, we apply restritions 2.11

(based on Table 4 in Covey et al. (2007)) and 2.12. Constraint 2.13 ensures that

the �nal soures are at most as metal rih as the Sun (to aount for possible

ontributions from metal-rih satellites) and not more metal-poor than 0.003 times

the Sun.

The derease in interlopers attained by applying restritions 2.11, 2.12, and

2.13 ompared to only applying restritions 2.9 and 2.10 is illustrated in Figure 2.3,

where the red dots indiate the �nal seletion of halo near-MSTO stars and the

blak dots represent the whole atalogue of star-like soures. It is lear that

the �nal seletion of near-MSTO stars does not span the whole range of soures

enompassed between g − r = 0.2 and g − r = 0.3. The e�et of the [Fe/H] and
Mr seletion is further illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Using the estimated absolute brightness, we alulate the distane modulus

and the helioentri distane for all the near-MSTO stars. We de�ne distane

modulus bins of size ∆µ = 0.2 mag and ∆µ = 0.4 mag, and ount the number of

near-MSTO stars per bin for eah group of �elds (A,B,C,...). The hoie of dis-

tane bins is motivated by a ompromise between maximising the radial distane

resolution and minimising the Poisson noise in the stellar number ounts. We test

this ompromise by exploring two distane modulus bin sizes, whih orrespond

to distane bin sizes of the order of 102 p and 10 kp, respetively.

We then alulate the number density per bin and its unertainty as follows:

ρl,b,D =
Nl,b,∆µ

0.2 · ln(10) ·D3
hC ·∆Ω ·∆µ

, (2.14)

Eρ =

√

(
ρ√
N

)2 + (
ρ

√
nfields

)2 , (2.15)

where ∆Ω is the area overed by eah group, DhC is the helioentri distane, l
and b are the galati oordinates and Nl,b,∆µ is the number of stars per bin in a

given diretion of the sky. Partiularly,

∆Ω =
4π

41253
Σ(deg2) (2.16)

and the area of eah group (Σ) depends on the individual area of eah �eld

ontributing to it (Table 2.1).

The results for these number density alulations an be seen in Figure 2.5,

where we plot the logarithmi number density against the galatoentri distane

3

,

RGC , for eah group (or line of sight). For this and the subsequent analysis, we

only onsider bins with RGC > 5kpc, |z| > 10 kp (to avoid the inner regions of
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the Galaxy) and a distane modulus of µ ≤ maglim−4.5 (to guarantee a omplete

sample of the faintest near-MSTO stars

4

).

Figure 2.5 shows that the density pro�les derease quite smoothly for 40− 60
kiloparses and for most of the lines of sight.

2.3.2 Fitting proedure

We �t several models of the Galati stellar number density distribution to the

data, ranging from a basi axisymmetri power law to more omplex models with

triaxiality and a break in the power law. The models take the following math-

ematial forms, with x, y, and z being the artesian galatoentri oordinates

with the Sun at (8,0,0) kp (Malkin 2012):

- Axisymmetri model

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 ·
(

x2 + y2 +
z2

q2

)

n/2 , (2.17)

where q = c/a is the polar axis ratio or the oblateness of the halo;

- Triaxial model

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 ·
(

x2 +
y2

w2
+

z2

q2

)

n/2 , (2.18)

where w = b/a is the ratio between the axes in the Galati plane;

- Broken power law, with varying power index at Rbreak

ρ(x, y, z) =

{

ρ0 · (Rellip)
nin , Rellip < Rbreak

ρ0 · (Rellip)
nout ·Rnin−nout

break , Rellip ≥ Rbreak
(2.19)

Rellip =

(

x2 + y2 +
z2

q2

)

1/2 ;

3

RGC =
√

R2 + z2

where R and z are the radial and vertial oordinates on the ylindrial galatoentri referene

system.

4

This onstraint guarantees that there are no distane ompleteness issues due to our spei�

type of stellar traers and due to the di�erent depths of our �elds. The only subset a�eted by

inompleteness is that of maglim − 5.0 < µ < maglim − 4.5 for the stars in the 4.5 < Mr < 5.0

range; and its average loss is of 20% over the total number of near-MSTO stars (−2.0 < Mr <

5.0) in the same distane range. Several tests on di�erent upper distane thresholds for the

density pro�les show that the distane modulus onstraint of µ ≤ maglim − 4.5 is enough

to guarantee that all the lines of sight ontribute robust density measurements at the furthest

distanes and that the inompleteness inmaglim−5.0 < µ < maglim−4.5 for the 4.5 < Mr < 5.0

near-MSTO stars has no statistially signi�ant e�et on the best �t parameters.
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Figure 2.5: Logarithmi stellar density pro�les versus distane for the near Main

Sequene turno� point stars (near-MSTO) from the �elds in groups A (green

irles), B (yan squares), C (blue downward triangles), D (yellow upward trian-

gles), E (red pentagons), F (pink hexagons), G (purple diamonds) and H (orange

leftward triangles). Their symbols math those in Figure 2.1.
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- Broken power law, with varying power index and oblateness at Rbreak

ρ(x, y, z) =







ρ0,in ·
(

x2 + y2 + z2

q2
in

)

nin/2 , RGC ≤ Rbreak

ρ0,out ·
(

x2 + y2 + z2

q2out

)

nout/2 , RGC > Rbreak ,

(2.20)

where the inner power law is �t to data that meets RGC ≤ Rbreak and the

outer power law is applied to data that meets RGC > Rbreak.

We �t all these models to the data using the "urve-�t" method from Python's

Sipy.optimize, whih uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for non-linear

least squares �tting. The objetive funtion takes the form of a χ2
, and we

also alulate a redued χ2
for analysis purposes,

χ2 =

Ndata
∑

i=1

(

ρdata,i − ρmodel,i

Eρ,i

)2

, (2.21)

χ2
red =

χ2

Ndata −Nparams
, (2.22)

where Ndata and Nparams are the number of data points and the number of free

parameters, respetively.

The in�uene of the photometri unertainties on the density pro�les and

the best �t parameters is evaluated through a set of Monte Carlo simulations

that randomly modify the g,r,i,u magnitudes of eah star within the limits of

the photometri unertainties. Through this method we �nd that the variation

of the Monte Carlo best �t parameters aligns with the unertainties of our best

�t parameters (derived from the seond derivative of the �ts by the "urve-�t"

method). The entre of these variations is within 1σ of our diret �ndings.

We �t all models to four data sets: with and without [known℄ substrutures

and binned in 0.2 and 0.4magnitude ells. In this way we an hek the robustness

of our results to di�erent binning options and we are able to ompare what would

be the e�et of substruture on our understanding of the smooth halo if we were

to ignore it or unable to reognize it as suh. Spei�ally, we ut the distane

bins at RGC < 25 kp in group E to avoid ontributions by the strutures in the

diretion of the galati antientre (the Monoeros ring, the Antientre Struture

and the Eastern Band Struture), the distane bins within 15 < DhC < 40 kp in

group G to avoid ontributions by the Sagittarius stream, and the distane bins

within 20 kpc < DhC < 60 kp in group H to avoid ontributions again by the

Sagittarius stream.

2.3.3 Results

The best �t parameters for eah model resulting from �tting these four data sets

are summarized in Tables 2.2 to 2.5. Table 2.2 ontains the results of �tting the
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∆µ = 0.2mag binned data exluding regions with substruture, whereas Table 2.3

ontains the results of �tting to all the 0.2 mag bins. Similarly Table 2.4 overs

the �ts to ∆µ = 0.4 mag data without substruture bins, and Table 2.5, to all 0.4
mag bins. The redued χ2

and the initial parameters have also been reorded in

these tables.

We ompare the �tting results for the four di�erent data sets reorded in

Tables 2.2 to 2.5 and �nd that the �ts for whih the substruture has been masked

signi�antly outperform those that have been allowed to �t all the available data.

The di�erene on χ2
red for all these models and bin sizes is in every ase at least a

fator of 2.3 or larger. We �nd that allowing the models to �t data that ontains

substruture does not a�et largely most of the strutural parameters (polar axis

ratios are ompatible within the unertainties and power law indies have lose

values) exept that it dereases the disk axis ratio w by at least 10%, suggesting a

strong departure from the axisymmetri model that is not impliit in the �ltered

data sets. Heneforth we will restrit the remaining disussion to the results

derived from the leanest data sets.

Comparing the parameters resulting from the best �ts to the masked 0.2 mag

and 0.4 mag data, we �nd that the �ts to 0.2 mag binned data perform better

for all the models (χ2
red ratio of two). Nonetheless, all the measurements for the

di�erent strutural parameters in the two data sets are ompatible with eah other

within the unertainties. The best �ts for the four models and their residuals for

our eight lines of sight are shown in Figures 2.6a and 2.6b for the masked 0.2 mag

binned data. It is lear that the di�erenes between the �tted models along these

sight lines are small.

Our data are inonlusive regarding triaxiality, but are ompatible with either

a mildly triaxial halo or with no triaxiality. For the 0.2 mag data set, the triaxial

model �ts slightly better than the axisymmetri model and returns w = 0.87 ±
0.09. For the 0.4 mag data set, however, the axisymmetri model �ts slightly

better and the triaxial model returns a disk axis ratio ompatible with 1. In both

data sets the other best-�tting parameters are pratially idential for the two

models. This indiates that the ost of the extra parameter is not supported by

the 0.4 mag data. Thus, it is hard to derive a preise value for the disk axis ratio

and to onlude if it is truly triaxial, but a weighted average of w and the general

analysis show on�dently that w > 0.8.
We inrease the omplexity of the axisymmetri model by adding two degrees

of freedom and onsidering a hange in the power law index n at a spei� break

distane Rbreak (a broken power law). For this purpose, we use a grid of values

to explore all the parameters exept the density sale fator ρ0, whih we left free

to �t (see below for the grid haraterization). This model dereases the χ2
red

in both the 0.2 and the 0.4 mag binned ases, indiating that our data is better

�t by a broken power law than by a simple axisymmetri model or a triaxial

model. It turns the single power law index from n = −4.26±0.06 into a less steep
inner index nin = −2.50 ± 0.04 and a steeper outer index nout = −4.85 ± 0.04
(measurements here are for weighted averages between the 0.2 and 0.4 mag data).
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Table 2.2: Best �t parameters for the four di�erent Galati stellar distribution models resulting from removing the data that is a�eted

by known halo substrutures (the Sagittarius stream and the antientre substrutures). For the �tting, the data has been binned in 0.2 mag

distane modulus ells.

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 1.90 14 ± 6 � −4.31 ± 0.09 � � 0.79 ± 0.06 � � �

triaxial 1.86 14 ± 6 � −4.28 ± 0.09 � � 0.77 ± 0.06 � � 0.87 ± 0.09

broken p.l.n 1.52 0.071 ± 0.003 19.0 ± 0.5 � −2.40 ± 0.05 −4.80 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.03 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 1.99, 1.51 1 ± 3 19fixed � −3.3 ± 0.6 −4.9 ± 0.2 � 0.7 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.07 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 −3.00 −3.00 −3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00

Table 2.3: Same as in Table 2.2 but this time �tting all the available data (inluding those regions ontaining stellar ounts from known

substrutures and deteted overdensities).

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 4.71 8 ± 3 � −4.15 ± 0.08 � � 0.83 ± 0.06 � � �

triaxial 4.59 7 ± 2 � −4.07 ± 0.08 � � 0.82 ± 0.06 � � 0.77 ± 0.07

broken p.l.n 4.24 0.17 ± 0.01 21.0 ± 0.5 � −2.80 ± 0.05 −4.80 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.03 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 3.36,4.79 1 ± 2 21fixed � −3.3 ± 0.4 −5.0 ± 0.2 � 0.7 ± 0.2 0.89 ± 0.08 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00

Table 2.4: Same as in Table 2.2 but this time �tting the data binned in 0.4 mag distane modulus ells.

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 3.89 12 ± 4 � −4.26 ± 0.08 � � 0.77 ± 0.05 � � �

triaxial 3.97 12 ± 5 � −4.25 ± 0.08 � � 0.77 ± 0.06 � � 0.9 ± 0.1

broken p.l.n 2.61 0.11 ± 0.01 20.0 ± 0.5 � −2.60 ± 0.05 −4.90 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.03 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 4.95,2.34 1 ± 1 20fixed � −3.2 ± 0.4 −5.0 ± 0.3 � 0.7 ± 0.2 0.82 ± 0.08 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00

Table 2.5: Same as in Table 2.4 but this time �tting all the available data (inluding those regions ontaining stellar ounts from known

substrutures and deteted overdensities).

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 9.13 7 ± 2 � −4.10 ± 0.07 � � 0.81 ± 0.05 � � �

triaxial 9.19 7 ± 2 � −4.07 ± 0.07 � � 0.81 ± 0.06 � � 0.86 ± 0.09

broken p.l.n 7.74 0.058 ± 0.005 20.0 ± 0.05 � −2.40 ± 0.05 −4.8 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.03 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 6.05,9.2 0.6 ± 0.9 20fixed � −3.1 ± 0.4 −4.9 ± 0.2 � 0.7 ± 0.2 0.86 ± 0.07 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00
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2.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

(a) Fitted density pro�les for the 0.2 mag binned data.

Figure 2.6: Density pro�les in deimal logarithmi sale and the best �t models

from Table 2.2 (�tted to masked 0.2 binned data). The di�erent lines represent

the axisymmetri (blak solid line), the triaxial (green dashed line), the broken

power law with varying power index (red dotted line) and the broken power law

with varying power index and oblateness (blue dashed-dotted- dotted line) models.

The grey areas denote data that have been masked from the �tting to aount for

the presene of substruture.
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(b) Data-to-model residuals for the 0.2 mag binned data.

Figure 2.6: Residuals between the data and the best �t models from panel 2.6a.

The di�erent lines and the shaded areas follow the same olour and symbol ode.
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2.4 Disussion

It also inreases the entral value of the polar axis ratio q within the unertainties,

from a weighted q = 0.77± 0.04 to a weighted q = 0.79± 0.02. Globally, the disk
axis ratio seems to be the most stable parameter throughout the di�erent model

�ts to our data, returning a moderately oblate halo.

Finally we �x the break distane at the best �t value found by the broken

power law model (Rbreak = 19 kp and 20 kp for the 0.2 and 0.4 mag binned

data, respetively) and add another parameter to it, allowing not only n, but also
q to hange at the break distane. We �nd that the best �ts to this model return

suh large error bars for the inner halo that, in pratie, it yields unonstrained

measurements: ∆ρ0 ≤ ρ0, ∆nin is 12-18% of nin and ∆qin is 30% of qin.
We explore eah model to investigate possible parameter degeneraies, toler-

ane ranges and potential loal minima in our best �ts. For this we �x all the

parameters in the four models exept the density sale fator ρ0, and we run the

�ts aross a grid of parameter values. In partiular, the grids are built following

q2, w2 ∈ [0.1, 2.0; δ = 0.05], n ∈ [−5.0 − 1.0; δ = 0.1], nin ∈ [−4.0,−1.0; δ = 0.1],
nout ∈ [−7.0,−3.0; δ = 0.2] and Rbr ∈ [15, 50; δ = 1], where δ is the inremental

step for eah parameter. We �nd that there is a degeneray between Rbr and nin

for the simple broken power law model for both binnings (see Figure 2.7).

Finally our measurements for the density sale fator ρ0 (ρ at RGC = 1 kp)

are the result of large extrapolations and merely serve as normalizations for our

�ts. For that reason we do not disuss these values in detail.

2.4 Disussion

2.4.1 Robustness of the best �t strutural parameters

In order to determine how the data available to us in�uenes the results from our

best �ts, we remove the di�erent lines of sight one at a time and repeat the �ts.

In this way we an determine whih are the most ritial lines of sight and what

is their e�et on our results.

We �nd that most of them have no signi�ant in�uene on the best �t param-

eters of the di�erent halo models. However, starting with the polar axis ratio we

�nd that removing group A inreases slightly its value (q ≈ 0.85) and removing

groups C or E dereases it slightly (q ≈ 0.70) in both the axisymmetri and tri-

axial model in the two data sets. Regarding the power law index, again groups A

or C have an in�uene, but group B as well. Removing groups A or B inreases n
to ≈ −4.1± 0.1, whereas removing C dereases it to n ≈ −4.6. When onsidering

a triaxial halo, we �nd that groups A, B or C inrease the disk axis ratio w by

∼ 0.10, and that removing groups E or F dereases it to w ≈ 0.7. Additionally,

in onditions of triaxiality, the lak of group E redues q further to q ≈ 0.60.
Thus removing group E turns out to be ritial for both q and w, representing

a rather di�erently looking halo (signi�antly oblate and quite elliptial in the

plane). Group F also has a similar e�et on w but not on q. The reason why

group E has suh a strong in�uene in the determination of a possible triaxiality

is that it is by far the losest group to the Galati antientre. Other groups
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(a) χ2
red

map for the �ltered 0.2 mag binned data set.

(b) χ2
red

map for the �ltered 0.4 mag binned data set.

Figure 2.7: χ2
red isoontours maps for nin and Rbr from the simple broken power

law model. The minimum is indiated with a white star. The blak solid iso-

ontours range from min(χ2
red) + 0.1 to the maximum value, whereas the white

dashed isoontours range from min(χ2
red) + 0.01 to min(χ2

red) + 0.05. The maps

illustrate a degeneray between both parameters in the best �ts.
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also in�uene the measurements of the di�erent parameters, but have a smaller

in�uene on the general piture we would derive. Overall we see that the lines

of sight we use an have a drasti e�et on the w results and a signi�ant but

moderate e�et on q and n. This means that a global view of the halo is essential

owing to its omplex struture.

2.4.2 Comparison to previous studies

Previous investigations using near-MSTO stars have explored both the inner and

the outer halo out to moderate distanes (30 − 40 kp), and similar regimes

have been probed with blue horizontal branh stars and blue struggler stars,

MSTO stars or multiple stellar halo traers. Studies involving RRLyrae stars

have reahed further out to 50kp. Remarkably, the depth of our data allows us

to probe further than any previous study (out to 60 kp) in several diretions,

independently of the stellar traer.

In this setion we ompare our �ndings regarding the strutural parameters

of the stellar halo to those of the following results in the literature:

- Juri¢ et al. (2008) use near-MSTO stars from the SDSS-DR3 and DR4 as

stellar traers, and over the 5 kpc < RGC < 15 kp range. They omprise

5450 deg

2
in the northern Galati hemisphere and 1088 deg

2
in the south.

- Sesar et al. (2011) use as well near-MSTO stars from the CFHT Legay

Survey, and explore the 5 kpc < RGC < 35 kp range. Two of their four

�elds explore the South Galati Cap.

- Deason et al. (2011) use type A blue horizontal branh (BHB) stars and

blue stragglers (BS), reahing out to RGC = 40kp.

- de Jong et al. (2010) use CMD �tting of SEGUE stellar photometry to probe

the total stellar mass density from RGC = 7 kp to RGC = 30 kp along a

"piket fene" of 2.5 degree wide strips at �xed Galati longitude spanning

a large range of Galati latitudes.

- Chen et al. (2001) use more general MSTO stars from two high latitude

regions of SDSS to the North and the South of the Galati plane (49 deg <
|b| < 64 deg). They explore the inner halo regime (RGC . 30 kp).

- Bell et al. (2008) use also more general MSTO stars from SDSS-DR5 span-

ning 5 < RGC < 40 kp.

- Faioli et al. (2014) use RRLyrae in the 9 kpc < RGC < 49 kp range.

Their multiepoh data omes from the Xuyi Shmidt Telesope Photometri

Survey (XSTPS) in ombination with SDSS olours, and overs 376.75 deg2

at RA ≈ 150 deg and Dec ≈ 27 deg.

- Sesar et al. (2010a) use RRLyrae stars from SDSS-II in the stripe 82 region.

Although their data originally spans 5 kpc < RGC < 110 kp, the reanalysis
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performed by Faioli et al. (2014) to derive strutural parameters trunates

the sample at 49 kp.

- Watkins et al. (2009) use as well RRLyrae from SDSS in stripe 82, and the

omparative derivation of strutural parameters by Faioli et al. (2014)

also trunates it at 49 kp. Stripe 82 is loated in the South Galati Cap.

The result of this omparison is summarized in Table 2.6. We note that the

oblateness values for Faioli et al. (2014), Sesar et al. (2010a) and Watkins et al.

(2009) are not the result of absolute best �ts to a set of free parameters, but

the best �ts to free Rbr, nin and nout with �xed prior values for a quite oblate

(q = 0.59+0.02
−0.03) and a moderately oblate halo (q = 0.70± 0.01).

All surveys that reah beyond RGC = 30 kp oinide in the need for a break in
the power-law index of the halo density. Regarding possible triaxiality, only a few

of the studies report onstraints on w. Those that do, have either reported '�nding
unreasonable values' (Sesar et al. 2011) or have obtained limits on triaxiality

similar to ours (w > 0.8, Bell et al. (2008)).
On the break radius, there is a general onsensus towards Rbreak ≈ 27 kp.

The only exeption is that of Bell et al. (2008), who �nd a value very lose to our

measurement (∼ 20 kp). These disrepanies, however, an be explained by the

e�et of the Rbreak-nin degeneray disussed in setion 2.3.3.

The inner and outer halo power law indies mostly fall in the [−2.3,−3.0] and
[−3.6,−5.1] ranges. Our inner power law index nin = −2.50 ± 0.04 is onsistent

with these results, partiularly with the lower end. In the ase of the outer

halo power index (nout = −4.85 ± 0.04), the omparison is less trivial. First,

only Sesar et al. (2011) and Deason et al. (2011) have provided measurements

for nout based on �ts with a free q parameter (nout = −3.8 ± 0.1 and −4.6+0.2
−0.1,

respetively). Seond, only one work with nout measurements (Sesar et al. 2011)

uses a stellar traer similar to ours (the others use A-BHB and BS stars, or

RRLyrae stars). Most important, a good onstraint on nout requires deep data,

and none of these earlier surveys reah as deep as our data set. Our steep outer

index, although well in the range of previous measurements, might well indiate

a progressive steepening of the halo density, though it would be good to test this

with additional sight lines of omparable depth. In any ase, it seems safe to

onlude that nout < −4.0.
The best �t values for the polar axis ratio or oblateness q range from 0.5 to

0.9, with most of the measurements onentrated within (0.55, 0.70). The values
of q do not seem to depend on whether a break was deteted or not, nor on the

limiting distane of the survey or on the stellar traer. The disrepanies an thus

be attributed either to methodologial di�erenes or to di�erenes in the spatial

overage of the data samples. However, it is di�ult to determine the atual

ause. Our results (q = 0.79 ± 0.02) do not �t well within the most onstrited

range but rather math the upper part of the broader range.

Finally it is noteworthy that the hoie of stellar traer aross the di�erent

works does not seem to ause any signi�ant bias on the best �t parameters.
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Table 2.6: Comparison between the best �t strutural parameters found in this work (weighted averages for the parameters

of the 0.2 and 0.4 mag data sets) and those reported by other groups in previous works. The di�erent works have been

labelled as follows: J08 (Juri¢ et al. 2008), S11 (Sesar et al. 2011), D11 (Deason et al. 2011), dJ10 (de Jong et al. 2010),

Ch01 (Chen et al. 2001), B08 (Bell et al. 2008), F14 (Faioli et al. 2014), and S10 (Sesar et al. 2010a) and W09 (Watkins

et al. 2009) as reanalysed in F14. The �tted models in F14, S10 and W09 have �xed oblateness and test two di�erent

values motivated by the previous �ndings in S11 and D11.

Work stellar traer dist. range (kp) χ2
red Rbr (kpc) n nin nout q w

this work-axisym. near-MSTO [10, 60] 1.9 � −4.28 ± 0.06 � � 0.78 ± 0.04 �

this work-triax. near-MSTO [10, 60] 1.9 � −4.26 ± 0.06 � � 0.77 ± 0.04 0.88 ± 0.07

this work-broken near-MSTO [10, 60] 1.5 19.5 ± 0.4 � −2.50 ± 0.04 −4.85 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.02 �

J08 near-MSTO [5, 15] [2, 3] � � −2.8 ± 0.3 � 0.65 ± 0.15 �

S11 near-MSTO [5, 35] 3.9 27.8 ± 0.8 � −2.62 ± 0.04 −3.8 ± 0.1 0.70 ± 0.02 exluded

D11 A-BHB, -BS [−, 40] � 27.1 ± 1 � −2.3 ± 0.1 −4.6+0.2
−0.1

0.59+0.02
−0.03

�

dJ10 multiple [7, 30] [3.9, 4.2] � −2.75 ± 0.07 � � 0.88 ± 0.03 �

Ch01 MSTO [−, 30] � � −2.5 ± 0.3 � � 0.55 ± 0.06 �

B08 MSTO [5, 40] 2.2 ∼ 20 −3 ± 1 � � [0.5, 0.8] ≥ 0.8

F14 RRLyrae [9, 49] 0.8 28.5 ± 5.6 � −2.8 ± 0.4 −4.4 ± 0.7 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" RRLyrae [9, 49] 1.04 26.5 ± 8.9 � −2.7 ± 0.6 −3.6 ± 0.4 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03 �

S10 RRLyrae [9, 49] 1.1 34.6 ± 2.8 � −2.8 ± 0.2 −5.8 ± 0.9 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" RRLyrae [9, 49] 1.52 26.2 ± 7.4 � −3.0 ± 0.3 −3.8 ± 0.3 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03

�

W09 RRLyrae [9, 49] 1.1 27.6 ± 3.3 � −2.5 ± 0.3 −4.3 ± 0.4 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" RRLyrae [9, 49] 0.69 26.9 ± 3.1 � −2.1 ± 0.3 −4.0 ± 0.3 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03 �
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2.4.3 Detetion of overdensities and identi�ation

We analyse the data-to-models residuals for the di�erent lines of sight in Fig-

ure 2.6b in searh for overdensities. We �nd that, in general, all the lines of

sight present regions with data-to-models deviations of a maximum fator of two.

Additionally, ertain lines of sight �C,D, G, and H� present more signi�ant de-

viations spanning from a few kiloparses to tens of kiloparses in distane. We

disuss these overdensities in greater detail below, and we also disuss expeted

overdensities that show no signature in our data.

The most prominent overdensities in the data-to-model residuals orrespond

to the northern wrap of the Sagittarius (Sgr) stream. This stream overlaps in

projetion with groups G and H (see Figure 2.8). For group G, the residuals

indiate overdensities in the distane range where we expet to �nd both the Sgr

and the Orphan stream (20 < DhC . 40 kp or 25 < DGC . 44 kp, Pila-Díez

et al. (2014)). The overdensities indeed peak between RGC = 25 kp and 45
kp, reahing ρ/ρM = 7 ± 2, and drop sharply afterwards. Group H probes the

Sgr stream loser to the Galati entre but also for larger distanes than group

G. Based both on extensive data (summarized in Pila-Díez et al. (2014)) and

in models (Law & Majewski (2010b) and Peñarrubia et al. (2010)), we expet

this stream to span the 20 < DhC < 60 kp or 16 < RGC < 55 kp range at

these oordinates. This expetation is met all along: they steadily inrease from

RGC ≈ 15 kp, depart from ρ/ρM = 3± 1 at RGC = 30 kp, reah ρ/ρM = 6± 2
at RGC = 40 kp and peak at RGC = 45 kp with max(ρ/ρM ) = (12, 15) ± 2.
However, they do not derease near RGC = 55 kp but seem to stay stable with

a signi�ant ρ/ρM > 7 ± 2). This suggests a thiker branh than predited by

the models, but in agreement with previous RRLyrae measurements (Ibata et al.

(2001), Totten & Irwin (1998) and Dohm-Palmer et al. (2001) as summarized in

Figure 17 of Majewski et al. (2003)).

Two more modest overdensities that do not appear in the literature seem to be

present in groups C and D. In group C, a weak but onsistent overdensity spans

a distane range of RGC ≈ 35 kp to RGC ≈ 60 kp. In group D, a sharp bump

extends over a few kiloparses around RGC ≤ 20 kp.

We have looked for other known overdensities that position-math our lines of

sight (see Figure 2.8), but found no indiation of them in the residuals. The �rst

one orresponds to the tidal tails of the NGC5466 globular luster (Belokurov

et al. 2006a), whih overlap with one �eld in group A and another one in group

B (A1361 entred at (RA,Dec) = (176.09, 46.39) and A1927 at (RA,Dec) =
(217.92, 25.67)). This is a very weak old substruture loated at RGC ≈= 16 kp
and extending for 45 deg with an average width of 1.4 deg (Grillmair & Johnson

2006). As suh, it is not surprising to �nd no signature in the density pro�les.

The seond one is the ensemble of three known overdensities in the diretion

of group E: the Anti Center Stream (RGC = 18±2 kp, Roha-Pinto et al. (2003)
and Li et al. (2012)), the Monoeros ring (RGC ≈ 18 kp, Li et al. (2012)) and the

Eastern Band Struture (RGC = 20±2 kp, Li et al. (2012)). These substrutures
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Figure 2.8: Equatorial map showing the position of all the �elds used in this work and the losest old stellar overdensities

to them. These overdensities are used for omparison and disussion of the stellar density pro�le data-to-model residuals

throughout setion 2.4.3. The labels in the �gure orrespond to the Antientre Struture (ACS), the Eastern Band

Struture (EBS), the NGC5466 stream, the Grillmair & Dionatos stream (G&D), the Orphan stream, the Triangulum-

Andromeda overdensity (Tri-And) and the Pises overdensity. The bakground image is the SDSS-DR8 map from Koposov

et al. (2012), whih shows the footprint of the Sagittarius stream. The Monoeros ring also appears partially in this

bakground image, as a dark region overlapping the western part of the Galati disk in the antientre region, eastwards

of the ACS.
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are masked from our �ts and residuals when we impose |z| > 10 kp to avoid the

in�uene of the thik disk, and therefore, they annot be deteted.

The Triangulum-Andromeda overdensity ((Martin et al. 2007)) falls lose to

one of the �elds in group F. Despite this proximity, the residuals show no evidene

for an overdensity at the expeted distane of RGC ≈ 30 kp, indiating that the

overdensity does not extend further in this diretion.

2.5 Conlusions

In this paper we have used wide-�eld images from the CFHT and the INT tele-

sopes in eight broad lines of sight spread aross the sky to produe deep pho-

tometri atalogues of halo near main sequene turno� (near-MSTO) stars. Our

images have been orreted for PSF inhomogeneities, resulting in atalogues with

�xed-aperture olour measurements and improved star-galaxy separation. Thanks

to the depth and quality of our data, we reah stellar ompleteness limits ranging

from 22.7 mag to 24.2 mag in the r band, whih translate into a 60 kp distane

limit for near-MSTO stars.

We alulate galatoentri distanes for the stars based on the photometri

parallax method by Ivezi¢ et al. (2008) and the metalliity estimator by Bond

et al. (2010). We bin them by distane modulus, and alulate the stellar number

density distribution along the eight di�erent lines of sight.

In seleting the halo near-MSTO stars, we have used additional onstraints

than the standard 0.2 < g − r < 0.3 and g, r, i > 17 uts in order to obtain

a leaner sample. Partiularly, by applying additional uts based on g-i olour,

absolute magnitude and metalliity, we get a sample of mainly F stars signi�antly

deontaminated from quasars and white dwarf-M dwarf pairs.

We �t several galati halo models of the stellar distribution to our eight lines

of sight, and explore the strutural parameters resulting from the best �ts, as well

as the in�uene of substruture in those parameters. We �nd that the halo is best

represented by a broken power law with index nin = −2.50 ± 0.04 in the inner

halo (R < Rbreak = 19.5± 0.04) and nout = −4.85± 0.04 in the outer halo. Our

data annot onstrain whether a hange in the polar axis ratio also aompanies

the break in the halo. The best �t values for the polar axes ratio indiate a

moderately oblate halo: q = 0.79±0.02. The simpler (non-broken) triaxial power
law models favour a pratially axisymmetri halo, with w ≥ 0.88± 0.07 and the

rest of parameters equal to those of the axisymmetri one.

We �nd that �tting models to data that ontains substantial substruture an

bias signi�antly the pereption of triaxiality, dereasing the disk axis ratio w by

10%. We also �nd that di�erent distane modulus bin sizes and the inlusion or

exlusion of partiular lines of sight an moderately in�uene our measurements of

some strutural parameters. This alls for arefully rafted analysis and tailored

tests in any future studies. When ompared to previous works, the hoie of

stellar traer seems to have no signi�ant in�uene on the values of the strutural

parameters, at least for these distane ranges.
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2.5 Conlusions

Comparing our density pro�les to the smooth model �ts, we reover the pres-

ene of the Sagittarius stream in groups G and H. The Sagittarius stream in the

diretion of group H seems to extend further out from the Galati entre than

the models have so far predited, and on�rms previous RRLyrae detetions as-

soiated with the stream at suh distanes (Ibata et al. (2001), Totten & Irwin

(1998) and Dohm-Palmer et al. (2001)). We also �nd evidene of more modest

substrutures extending over a long range of distanes in group C (35 ≤ RGC ≤ 60

kp) and quite onentrated in distane in group D (RGC ≈ 20 kp).

Our penil beam survey has demonstrated that even a relatively small numbers

of narrow �elds of view, provided they are sampled su�iently deep and with an

abundant traer, an plae ompetitive limits on the global density pro�le and

shape of the Galati halo. The advent of similarly deep, wide-area surveys -

like KiDS, VIKING and LSST- therefore promises to enhane substantially our

understanding of the halo.
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Chapter 3

A KiDS view on the struture

of the Galati halo

Authors

B. Pila-Díez, J.T.A. de Jong and K. Kuijken

Abstrat

We study the density pro�le and shape of the Galati halo using deep multi-

olour images from the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS) on the VLT Survey Telesope,

in ombination with previous MENeaCS and CCCP surveys to strengthen the on-

straining power through multiple lines of sight. The signi�ant photometri depth

and the Southern lines of sight of KiDS allow us to probe new regions of the halo.

We build atalogues of near Main Sequene Turno� point stars by homogeniz-

ing the PSF of the images, separating stars from galaxies through �xed-aperture

photometry and using a multiolour seletion for halo F stars. We alulate gala-

toentri distanes for these stars and build density pro�les along several lines of

sight out to 60 kp. We then add lines of sight from our earlier analysis of the ME-

NeaCS and the CCCP surveys, and �t global halo models to the density pro�les.

We �nd that the stellar halo is best desribed by a power law model with a break

in the power index, loated within [22, 30) kp. The inner power law index is de-

pendent on the value of the break distane (nin = [−3.30,−3.90)±0.05), whereas
the outer power law index is quite stable (nin = −4.6 ± 0.1). We �nd a polar

axis ratio of q = 0.77± 0.05, in agreement with previous works, and an indiation

of a very mild triaxiality w = 0.94 ± 0.05. We also reover data-to-model devia-

tions mathing previously known overdensities suh as the Sagittarius stream and

the Virgo Overdensity, and possible extensions of these or other substrutures to

greater distanes than expeted.
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3.1 Introdution

Hierarhial galaxy formation is a natural onsequene of the urrent osmologial

model. Many of the oldest stars are expeted to have formed in small galaxies, long

before they were swallowed up into larger objets, and some are expeted to have

formed in-situ or evaporated from early low-mass globular lusters. Consequently,

the oldest stars provide a fossil reord of the beginnings of galaxy formation.

Even though these stars only omprise a tiny fration of the mass of present-day

galaxies, their study is therefore worthwhile. The Galaxy is a unique environment

in whih to trae old stars, beause stellar populations an be isolated star-by-

star, even in regions where the surfae brightness is well below observational limits

in external galaxies.

Extensive studies of the star distribution in the Galati outskirts have been

undertaken (mostly in the Northern hemisphere) and have revealed a wealth of

substruture in the form of streams and satellites�lear evidene of past aretion

and merger proesses (York et al. (2000); Ahn et al. (2014) and Skrutskie et al.

(2006)). Also, the overall strutural parameters of the stellar halo have been

measured, yielding a piture of an ellipsoidal distribution with a radial density

pro�le in the form of a broken power law. As data have improved, it has beome

possible to probe the halo with fainter, more abundant stars, lose to the main

sequene turno�: a signi�ant advane over older studies based on horizontal

branh or red giant stars.

In this paper we use deep photometry from the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS)

obtained with the VLT Survey Telesope (VST) and its wide-�eld amera Omega-

CAM to probe main sequene turn-o� (MSTO) stars out to distanes of 60 kp.

The KiDS main distinguishing attributes are both its footprint on the Southern

sky and its outstanding depth, wih make it ompetitive in terms of the distant

and faint or the otherwise unharted halo. We split the urrent KiDS data into

ten broad lines of sight through the Galati halo to onstrain its general stellar

struture and probe potential substruture. We ombine them with previous data

from the Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) MegaCam and the Wide Field

Camera (WFC) at the Isaa Newton Telesope (INT) � providing eight additional

lines of sight� in order to inrease its onstraining power (Pila-Díez et al. 2015).

In setion 2 we desribe the observations and the data proessing relevant to our

stellar atalogues and to our analysis. In setion 3 we over the star seletion,

the building of the density pro�les and the smooth halo models that we onsider.

Finally, in setion 4 we disuss and give ontext to our �ndings, and in setion 5

we summarize our onlusions.

3.2 Survey and stellar atalogues

3.2.1 The Kilo Degree Survey

One of the Publi Surveys onduted with the VLT Survey Telesope (VST),

the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS, de Jong et al. 2013) is urrently in the proess
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of imaging 1500 square degrees of extragalati sky in four optial broad-band

�lters (u, g, r and i). The survey area is split between two �elds, one in the

northern and one in the southern Galati ap. Aimed primarily at onstraining

the dark matter distribution in the universe through weak gravitational lensing,

KiDS delivers deep and high quality images with typial image quality (PSF

FWHM) ranging from 0.7′′ in r to 1.1′′ in u. KiDS limiting magnitudes are

approximately 2 magnitudes fainter than those of SDSS: 24.3 in u, 25.1 in g, 24.9
in r and 23.7 in i.

The individual pointings are 1×1 deg2. They are built up from four (u) or �ve
(gri) dithers to �ll inter-CCD gaps, with eah position visited one for eah �lter,

yielding the �nal survey depth in one go. During the �rst years of operation,

the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA, Driver et al. 2011) �elds have been

prioritized to maximize the synergy with these deep spetrosopi data.

The KiDS data used in this work are from the �rst and seond publi data

releases. Figure 3.1 shows the loation of the inluded �elds on the sky and the

planned �nal overage. A detailed desription of the data redution is provided

in the release notes or on the KiDS website

1

, but here follows a brief summary.

Following ross-talk orretion, satellite trak removal and �at-�elding, an illu-

mination orretion is applied in order to �atten the photometry over the �eld-

of-view. The photometri alibration is based on nightly zeropoints, after whih

the overlaps between CCDs from the di�erent dither positions are used to tie all

CCDs and dither together, resulting in photometry onsistent to the 1�2% level

over the full �eld-of-view. Small absolute zeropoint o�sets between pointings per-

sist sine the pathy distribution of the inluded survey tiles yet prevents a full

ross-alibration. After solving for the astrometri solution of all dithers together,

staked images are produed together with weight maps, masks for bright stars

and other image defets, and soure atalogs. The staked images provided in the

publi data releases form the input for our further analysis.

We arry out a point-spread funtion (PSF) homegenization aross eah im-

age. This homogenization provides improved �xed aperture photometry, orreted

shape measurements and, indiretly, re�ned olours and enhaned star-galaxy

separation. The ode for the PSF homogenization �desribed in (Pila-Díez et al.

2014)� measures the shapes of the bright stars aross a given image, maps the

varying PSF and �nally onvolves the map with a spatially variable kernel in

order to return gaussian PSFs.

From these images, photometri "Gaussian Aperture and PSF (GAaP)" ata-

logues are produed using Gaussian aperture weight funtions ω2 ·exp[−r2/2(ω2−
p2)]/(ω2−p2) at the positions of SExtrator-deteted soures. As long as the aper-
ture radius ω is larger than the Gaussian PSF dispersion p, this aperture funtion
yields the orret total �ux for isolated point soures (irrespetive of ω). For

extended soures, however, these aperture �uxes inrease with ω.

1

http://kids.strw.leidenuniv.nl/DR2
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Figure 3.1: Equatorial map showing the position of all the KiDS �elds used in

this work (Data Releases 1 and 2). The di�erent olours indiate the lines of

sight in whih the �elds have been grouped to alulate the di�erent density

pro�les. The bakground image is the SDSS-DR8 density map from Koposov

et al. (2012), whih shows the footprint of the Sagittarius stream and the loation

fo the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy. The red line denotes the expeted KiDS footprint

upon ompletion of the survey.

3.2.2 Catalogues

Stars and galaxies are separated by measuring their �ux at ω = 0.5” and 0.7” aper-
tures in the r band, and keeping only those soures with F0.5/F0.7 ∈ [0.975, 1.025],
that are deteted at > 5σ signi�ane. A stellar ompleteness limit of r = 23.2
mag is imposed to avoid ontamination by the small, round, fainter galaxies. And

dupliate objets on overlapping tiles are removed.

The apparent magnitudes are dereddened using the interstellar extintion

maps from Shlegel et al. (1998), and the GAaP photometry is orreted for

a tile-based seeing dependeny deteted on the KiDS-to-SDSS o�sets (see Fig-

ure 3.2). This dependeny, a sign of residual �ux at large radii after the PSF

Gaussianization, is orreted through diret measurements (if the tile overlaps

with SDSS data) or through a �lter-spei� interpolation. One orreted for

these o�sets, GAaP provides a muh smoother and �atter photometry on a star-

by-star aount than other photometry measuring tools, sine it orrets for the

PSF variation aross eah �eld of view. Last we transform the KiDS magnitudes

to the SDSS system by appying the olour terms:

uSDSS = uKiDS + 0.053 · (uKiDS − gKiDS)− 0.0028 · (gKiDS − rKiDS)

gSDSS = gKiDS + 0.053 · (gKiDS − rKiDS)

rSDSS = rKiDS + 0.336 · (gKiDS − rKiDS)

iSDSS = iKiDS − 0.012 · (rKiDS − iKiDS)− 0.0004 · (gKiDS − rKiDS)
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A KiDS view on the struture of the Galati halo

Table 3.1: Groups of pointings of KiDS as shown in Figures 3.1, 3.4, 3.5a and 3.6a.

The table shows the entral oordinates for eah group, the number of individual

�elds of view ontributing to it, its total area and the stellar ompleteness limit

in the r band.

Group KiDS- RA (deg) De (deg) l (deg) b (deg) nfields Σ (deg

2
) maglim,r,∗

North220W 233.395758 0.12301 4.996485 42.63794 5 5.55 23.2

North220E 218.282384 -0.30425 348.794941 53.26131 24 24.45 23.2

North180W 183.806111 -0.02812 283.687780 61.48308 18 18.23 23.2

North180E 176.151782 -0.38023 269.928812 58.14329 19 18.29 23.2

North135W 138.175020 0.10505 230.730761 31.01870 17 18.49 23.2

North135E 131.554071 0.76375 226.214265 25.68091 20 19.78 23.2

South45W 46.602118 -32.24177 231.091424 -60.36720 8 9.68 23.2

South45E 35.744934 -31.99697 232.203287 -69.55028 6 5.52 23.2

South-15W 351.902387 -31.61901 14.081849 -71.22605 4 4.93 23.2

South-15E 342.302882 -31.81892 15.507201 -63.07876 12 13.29 23.2

The �nal photometry follows the expeted olour-olour stellar loi from Covey

et al. (2007) (see Figure 3.3).

Finally the KiDS �elds are split in ten broad lines of sight based on their sky

distribution (see Figure 3.1). The number of �elds per line of sight, the entral

oordinates of these lines of sight and their a�etive area are reorded in Table 3.1.

The e�etive areas have been alulated based on a �nely spatially binned grid

where we ount the number of stars per bin as a way to determine the ombined

e�et of masks and weights and tiles edges over the �nal atalogue of stars.

3.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

3.3.1 Star seletion and density pro�les

We selet near main sequene turno� point (MSTO) stars as traers for the overall

stellar struture of the halo. To selet them, we estimate their iron-to-hydrogen

ratio and their absolute magnitude in the r band through two empirial photo-

metri relations (Bond et al. (2010) and Ivezi¢ et al. (2008), respetively):

[Fe/H] = −13.13 + 14.09x+ 28.04y − 5.51xy − 5.90x2

− 58.68y2 + 9.14x2y − 20.61xy2 + 58.20y3 , (3.1)

Mr = −0.56 + 14.32z − 12.97z2 + 6.127z3 − 1.267z4

+ 0.0967z5 − 1.11[Fe/H] − 0.18[Fe/H]2 , (3.2)

where x = u− g, y = g − r and z = g − i. Relation 3.1 is valid in the g − i < 0.6
and −2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 range, whereas relation 3.2 is valid in the 0.2 < g −
i < 1.0 range. Both regimes are ompatible (and �for a small range� smoothly

extrapolatable) to the olour regime of the nearMSTO stars.
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Figure 3.2: Relation between the KiDS-to-SDSS photometri o�sets and the full-

width at half-maximum (FWHM) in the g band for all the KiDS tiles that overlap

with SDSS data. Top: KiDS-to-SDSS o�sets based on GAaP photometry. The

average o�sets depart from zero with inresing FWHM. Centre: KiDS-to-SDSS

o�sets based on aperture-orreted photometry. The average o�sets stay lose to

zero for all values of FWHM. Bottom: di�erene between the top and entral

panels (between GAaP and aperture-orreted photometries), to remove the tile-

based satter and illustrate the seeing dependeny in GAaP. A similar relation is

observed for the u, r and i �lters.
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Figure 3.3: Colour-olour diagrams (CCDs) orresponding to one of the tiles in

KiDS-North135E. The soures in the stellar atalogue (blak) have been alibrated

to SDSS's stellar photometry. The main sequene stellar loi (green dashed lines)

are from Covey et al. (2007) (Tables 3 and 4).
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We use the following uts on the stellar olours, estimated [Fe/H℄ and esti-

mated Mr to isolate the halo nearMSTO stars:

0.2 < g − r < 0.3 ; (3.3)

g, r, i > 17 ; (3.4)

0.1 < g − i < 0.6 ; (3.5)

5.0 > Mr > −2 ; (3.6)

−2.5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ 0 . (3.7)

These uts provide a subset of halo, metal poor, distant, main sequene F

stars and help derease the ontamination by quasars and white-dwarf/M-dwarf

pairs (see Covey et al. (2007) for a general referene, or Pila-Díez et al. (2015) for

an appliation to nearMSTO halo stars).

We derive the distane modulus and the helioentri distane for eah nearM-

STO star from the estimated absolute brightness. At the stellar ompleteness

limit of KiDS, this allows us to reah as far out as 60 kp. We bin the nearMSTO

stellar distribution in units of size ∆µ = 0.2 mag. We ount the stars in eah

bin and alulate the stellar number density and its unertainty (through partial

derivatives) for the di�erent lines of sight:

ρl,b,D =
Nl,b,∆µ

0.2 · ln(10) ·D3
hC ·∆Ω ·∆µ

; (3.8)

Eρ =

√

(
ρ√
N

)2 + (
ρ

√
nfields

)2 . (3.9)

where Nl,b,∆µ is the number of stars per bin in a given diretion of the sky, DhC

is the helioentri distane, ∆Ω is the spherial area of eah line of sight, and l
and b denote the galati oordinates for that line of sight. In pratial terms:

∆Ω =
4π

41253
Σ(deg2) , (3.10)

where (Σ) is the e�etive area of eah line of sight (Table 3.1).

The resulting density pro�les are illustrated in Figure 3.4 for galatoentri

distanes. The �gures and the following analysis and disussion are restrited

to bins that meet RGC > 5kpc, |z| > 10 kp and a distane modulus of µ ≤
maglim − 4.5 = 18.7 mag (to avoid the Galati thik disk and for ompleteness

2

of the faintest near-MSTO stars, respetively).

3.3.2 Fitting proedure

We �t a number of strutural models of the Galati stellar halo to the density

pro�les, �rst by only �tting the KiDS lines of sight, and later by �tting both the

2

The inompleteness in the maglim − 5.0 ≤ µ ≤ maglim − 4.5 distane range originating in

equation 3.6 is on average 20% of the total number of near-MSTO stars present within the same

distane range.
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Figure 3.4: Stellar density pro�les versus galatoentri distane for the near

Main Sequene turno� point stars (nearMSTO) from the KiDS lines of sight KiDS-

North220W (dark green), KiDS-North220E (light green), KiDS-North180W (pur-

ple), KiDS-North180E (pink), KiDS-North135W (orange), KiDS-North135E (yel-

low), KiDS-South45W (brown), KiDS-South45E (red), KiDS-South-15W (blue)

and KiDS-South-15E (yan). Their olours math those in Figure 3.1.
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3.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

KiDS and the CFHT-INT lines of sight presented in Pila-Díez et al. (2015) sine

the ombination provides a more omplete view of the stellar halo and returns

better onstraints.

The models are expressed in the galatoentri artesian oordinate system

(x, y and z). For the helioentri to the galatoentri transformation, we assume

that the Sun is loated at (8,0,0) kp (Malkin 2012). We �t the following models:

- Axisymmetri model:

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 ·
(

x2 + y2 +
z2

q2

)

n/2 , (3.11)

where q = c/a is the polar axis ratio (or oblateness) of the halo.

- Triaxial model:

ρ(x, y, z) = ρ0 ·
(

x2 +
y2

w2
+

z2

q2

)

n/2 , (3.12)

where w = b/a is the axis ratio in the Galati plane.

- Broken power law (hange in the power index at Rbreak):

ρ(x, y, z) =

{

ρ0 · (Rellip)
nin , Rellip < Rbreak

ρ0 · (Rellip)
nout ·Rnin−nout

break , Rellip ≥ Rbreak
(3.13)

Rellip =

(

x2 + y2 +
z2

q2

)

1/2

- Double broken power law (hange in the power index and the oblateness at

Rbreak):

ρ(x, y, z) =







ρ0,in ·
(

x2 + y2 + z2

q2
in

)

nin/2 , RGC ≤ Rbreak

ρ0,out ·
(

x2 + y2 + z2

q2out

)

nout/2 , RGC > Rbreak .

(3.14)

We �t all these models to the data using Python's "urve-�t" method from

its Sipy.optimize library (built on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) in order

to obtain the best �t values for the strutural parameters. For the double broken

power law model, we use a �xed value of Rbreak, whih is the one suggested by the

best �t of the simple broken power law model. Additionally, for the triaxial and

the simple broken power law models, we also explore the �ts to the data through a

grid of �xed parameters where only the density sale fator (ρ0) is allowed to vary

freely. This allows us to evaluate the strutural parameters in those ases where
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A KiDS view on the struture of the Galati halo

the model is overparameterized in relation to the available data, and to hek for

loal minima. The grids are built so that the di�erent parameters evolve in the

following ranges with spei� inremental steps (δ): q2, w2 ∈ [0.1, 2.0; δ = 0.05],
n ∈ [−5.0− 1.0; δ = 0.1], nin ∈ [−4.0,−1.0; δ = 0.1], nout ∈ [−7.0,−3.0; δ = 0.2].

We determine the best-�t parameters by minimizing

χ2 =

Ndata
∑

i=1

(

ρdata,i − ρmodel,i

Eρ,i

)2

. (3.15)

We use its orresponding redued expression for analysis and omparison be-

tween the models:

χ2
red =

χ2

Ndata −Nparams
, (3.16)

whith Ndata and Nparams being the number of data bins and the number of free

parameters in the model, respetively.

We mask out ertain distane bins in the di�erent lines of sight so that they

are not onsidered for the models �tting. These masked regions orrespond to

the (3D) loation of known halo stellar overdensities. In partiular we exise the

Sagittarius stream in the KiDS-North220 and KiDS-South-15 �elds (at DhelioC ∈
[30, 60] kp and DhelioC ∈ [15, 35] kp, respetively), the Virgo Overdensity in the

KiDS-North180 �elds (at DhelioC ∈ [6, 25] kp) and the antinentre substrutures

�the Monoeros ring, the Eastern Band Struture (EBS) and the Anti Centre

Struture (ACS)� in the KiDS-North135 �elds (atDhelioC ∈ [9, 15] kp). As noted
in Pila-Díez et al. (2015), not removing the substruture an have an impat on

the strutural parameters, with variations of 0.2 − 0.4 for the inner power law

index and 15% on the disk axis ratio, but not neessarily limited to these values

or these parameters.

Finally we test the in�uene of the photometri unertainties on the best �t

values through a set of Monte Carlo simulations. We randomly modify the u,
g, r, i magnitudes of eah star within the boundaries provided by their photo-

metri unertainties, and produe a large number of mok atalogues. By �tting

the axisymmetri model to eah of them, we an reate a statisti on the re-

sulting strutural parameters. We �nd that their variation is well aounted for

by the statistial unertainties returned by the �ts, meaning that the simulated

parameters fall within 1σ of our observed parameters.

3.3.3 Results

The best �t parameters for the independent �t of the ten KiDS lines of sight,

for the independent �t of the eight CFHT-INT lines of sight (Pila-Díez et al.

2015) and for the ombined �t of the KiDS plus the CFHT-INT lines of sights

are presented in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4. The best �t parameters resulting from

the grid �ts are signaled by an asterisk after the name of the model and after

the χ2
red value. In the ase of the triaxial model for the ombined surveys, two
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3.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

values of χ2
red (resulting from the free-parameters �tting and the gridded �tting)

are quoted, with both having onverging best �t values for the paremeters.

The density pro�les and the best �t models for the ombined lines of sight

are illustrated in Figure 3.5, where the masked out regions ontaining known

substruture have been indiated with grey areas. The data-to-model residuals

for the best �ts of the ombined lines of sight are shown in Figure 3.6.

If we ompare the χ2
red in Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, two fats beome apparent.

The �rst one is that the χ2
red of the CFHT-INT-only �ts are systematially smaller

than those of the KiDS-only and KiDS plus CFHT-INT �ts. This suggests that the

KiDS density pro�les deviate more strongly from a smooth halo, be it beause of

areted overdensities or beause of atual departures of the smooth halo from the

models. Considering that the KiDS-North135W/E and the KiDS-South45W/E

pro�les follow the models perfetly (see Figure 3.6a), we rule out an intrinsi bias

in the KiDS photometri alibration as the possible ause of the χ2
red di�erenes.

The seond fat is that, in the three �rst �tting senarios (axisymmetri,

triaxial and simple broken power law model), the χ2
red tends to derease with

model omplexity. In partiular, the χ2
red suggests that the simple broken power

law performs better than the triaxial and axisymmetri models, even if we aount

for the di�erene in the number of parameters between a free �t and a grid �t. The

triaxial model performs slightly better than the axisymmetri model in the KiDS-

only �ts, but returns an extreme best �t value for the disk axis ratio (w = 1.4±0.1)
and shows a large degeneray along w. This suggests that the geometry of the

KiDS footprint is not enough to onstrain a possible triaxiality. When analysed

for the CFHT-INT-only or the ombined �ts, the triaxiality loses any degeneray

and omes in agreement with inner Galaxy measurements (w = 0.87 ± 0.09 and

w = 0.94±0.05, respetively); however, it does this at the expense of a χ2
red equal

(one we take into aount the smaller number of free parameters in the grid �ts)

to that of the axisymmetri model and onverging ρ0, n and q parameters. This

is suggestive of a very mild triaxiality.

In general, all the �ts �exept that of the degenerate triaxial model �t to

KiDS-only data� agree on a global power law index within n ∈ [−4.2,−4.4], an
outer power law index within nout ∈ [−4.6,−5.0] (inluding unertainties) and

a polar axis ratio within q ∈ [0.74 ± 0.05, 0.81 ± 0.05]. However, the di�erent

sets of �tted data return di�erent break distanes, Rbreak, that also a�et the

values of the inner power law index, nin (from 19.0 ± 0.5 kp to 30.5 ± 0.5 kp

and −2.45 ± 0.05 to −3.70 ± 0.05, respetively). We will disuss this further in

setion 3.4.2.

Finally, it is worth noting that both in the KiDS-only �ts and the KiDS plus

CFHT-INT �ts, the omplex broken power law model (the one with two possible

values for n and for q) returns best �t values for the inner and outer oblatenesses

that are in agreement with eah other and with the oblateness of the other models

(within unertainties). This suggests that, based on our data, there is no need for

a break in the polar axis ratio.
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Table 3.2: Best �t parameters for the four di�erent Galati stellar distribution models �tted to the ten KiDS lines of

sight. The data that is a�eted by known halo substrutures (the Sagittarius stream, the Virgo Overdensity and the

antientre substrutures) have been masked out for the �tting. Models and χ2
red signaled with an asterisk indiate that

their best �t values are the result of �tting through a parameter grid, and therefore have intrinsially smaller χ2
red than

those resulting from an all-free-parameters �t.

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 2.30 23 ± 8 � −4.31 ± 0.08 � � 0.79 ± 0.04 � � �

triaxial* 2.15* 13 ± 1 � −4.30 ± 0.05 � � 0.89 ± 0.05 � � 1.4 ± 0.1

broken p.l.n* 2.09* 3.9 ± 0.2 30.5 ± 0.5 � −3.70 ± 0.05 −5.00 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.05 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 1.39,2.86 5.3 ± 6 30.5fixed � −3.8 ± 0.3 −4.9 ± 0.3 � 0.8 ± 0.1 0.79 ± 0.06 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00

Table 3.3: Same as in Table 3.2 but this time �tting the models to the CFHT-INT data (as presented in Table 2 of

Pila-Díez et al. (2015)).

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 1.90 14 ± 6 � −4.31 ± 0.09 � � 0.79 ± 0.06 � � �

triaxial* 1.86* 14 ± 6 � −4.28 ± 0.09 � � 0.77 ± 0.06 � � 0.87 ± 0.09

broken p.l.n* 1.52* 0.071 ± 0.003 19.0 ± 0.5 � −2.40 ± 0.05 −4.80 ± 0.05 0.77 ± 0.03 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 1.99,1.51 1 ± 3 19fixed � −3.3 ± 0.6 −4.9 ± 0.2 � 0.7 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.07 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00

Table 3.4: Same as in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 but this time �tting the models to both the KiDS and the CFHT-INT

data.

Model χ2
red ρ0 (pc−3) · 10−3 Rbreak (kpc) n nin nout q qin qout w

axisymmetri 2.53 16 ± 5 � −4.27 ± 0.07 � � 0.75 ± 0.03 � � �

triaxial 2.53//2.50* 17 ± 5 � −4.26 ± 0.07 � � 0.74 ± 0.04 � � 0.94 ± 0.05

broken p.l.n* 2.36* 0.10 ± 0.01 19.0 ± 0.5 � −2.45 ± 0.05 −4.6 ± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.05 � � �

broken p.l.n, q 1.80,2.64 1 ± 2 19.0fixed � −3.3 ± 0.5 −4.6 ± 0.1 � 0.8 ± 0.1 0.76 ± 0.04 �

initial parameters � 0.001 40.0 -3.00 -3.00 -3.50 0.70 0.70 0.8 1.00
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3.3 Stellar radial density pro�les

(a) Fitted density pro�les for the KiDS lines of sight.

Figure 3.5: Density pro�les in deimal logarithmi sale and the models' best

�ts from Table 3.4 for the KiDS lines of sight. The di�erent lines represent the

axisymmetri (blak solid line), the triaxial (green dashed line), the broken power

law with varying power index (red dotted line) and the broken power law with

varying power index and oblateness (blue dashed-dotted- dotted line) models.

The grey areas denote data that have been masked from the �tting due to the

presene of substruture.
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(b) Fitted density pro�les for the CFHT-INT lines of sight.

Figure 3.5: Density pro�les in deimal logarithmi sale and the models' best

�ts from Table 3.4 for the CFHT-INT lines of sight. The di�erent lines and the

shaded areas follow the same ode as in Figure 3.5a.
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(a) Data-to-model residuals for the KiDS lines of sight.

Figure 3.6: Residuals between the data and the models' best �ts from Table 3.4

for the KiDS lines of sight. The di�erent lines and the shaded areas follow the

same ode as in Figure 3.5a.
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(b) Data-to-model residuals for the CFHT-INT lines of sight.

Figure 3.6: Residuals between the data and the models' best �ts from Table 3.4

for the CFHT-INT lines of sight. The di�erent lines and the shaded areas follow

the same ode as in Figure 3.5a.
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3.4 Disussion

3.4 Disussion

3.4.1 Robustness of the best �t strutural parameters

We test the in�uene of the di�erent lines of sight on the best �t parameters in

searh for potential soures of bias. For this, we remove the KiDS lines of sight

one at a time and perform the free-parameters �ts for the axisymmetri, triaxial

and simple broken power law models on the KiDS plus CFHT-INT density pro�les

(a similar test for CFHT-INT-only lines of sight an be found in Pila-Díez et al.

(2015)).

By doing this for the axisymmetri model, we �nd that any line of sight removal

keeps the n new values within the unertainties of the overall results. However

removing KiDS-North180W/E from the set dereases q slightly beyond the un-

ertainty of the overall oblateness, while removing KiDS-North135W/E inreases

it in a similary manner. Those same lines of sight move the n values in the same

diretions, but within the unertainty limits.

Cheking for the triaxial model, we �nd that in this ase any line of sight

removal keeps the n, q and w new values within the unertainties of the overall re-

sults, with no signi�ant deviations. KiDS-North180W/E and KiDS-North135W/E

seem to have the largest in�uenes in the same diretions they had for the ax-

isymmetri ase. Additionally, removing one of KiDS-North135W/E dereases w
the most.

Finally we test the in�uene of the di�erent lines of sight for the freely �t

simple broken power law model. When �tting all the available lines of sight, the

returned parameters were unonstrained and the break distane was muh larger

than the distanes probed by our data. This motivated the use of a parameters-

grid for �tting. When we remove the KiDS lines of sight one at a time, we �nd a

similar behaviour in all the ases exept that of KiDS-North180W. Interestingly,

removing this line of sight returns onstrained values for the parameters, meaning

that this is the line of sight introduing most of the unertainty into the �t(s). In

pratie, however, we annot exploit this improvement in the �ts to our advantage,

beause removing KiDS-North180W plaes the break distane beyond the sope

of our data, at Rbreak = 65 ± 7 kp, with a χ2
red = 2.28, e�etively representing

an axisymmetri model.

Overall, we an onlude that removing any single line of sight does not sig-

ni�antly hange the �t results.

3.4.2 KiDS vs CFHT-INT

When �tting the axisymmetri model to either one of the two surveys or to their

ombination, although the χ2
red for the KiDS �t worsens (it is 20% larger than for

the CFHT-INT �t), the three �ts return onsistent results for the halo strutural

parameters.

When �tting for triaxiality, it is lear that the w value found for the KiDS �t

is large and implausible, as ompared to previous measurements of the disk axis
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ratio and our urrent knowledge of the Milky Way. The reason for this improbable

value is that there is only one line of sight in our KiDS data set at reasonably

low Galati latitude, and therefore the onstraining power for w is poor. One

ombined with the CFHT-INT data set, the onstraining power inreases and

returns values within the antiipated range. As it should be expeted for a value

of w lose to 1, all the triaxial model �ts return values for the other parameters

in agreement with those of the axisymmetri model �ts.

For the broken power law model, the �ts to the di�erent data sets return

omparable results for the outer halo (nout) and the oblateness. This an be

explained by the fat that both surveys amply sample the outer halo, with most

data points at distanes larger than 25 kp. The only real inonsisteny between

the �ts to the two data sets happens for the break radius and, subsequently, for

the inner power law index (nin), whih we investigate further.

The olour maps and isoontours in Figure 3.7 map the best �ts χ2
red values for

di�erent values of the strutural parameters for the KiDS (left), the CFHT-INT

(entre) and the ombined data sets (right). It beomes lear from these diagrams

that the break distane is poorly onstrained, and that nin is strongly dependent

on the survey. In the ase of the KiDS-only �ts, the best �t values of nin are a

funtion of the best �t values of Rbreak. In the ase of CFHT-INT-only and the

ombined surveys, the �ts favour a small value for Rbreak, but at the same time

the sparsity of data points at RGC < 20 kp renders the value of nin degenerate.

An explanation for this degeneray of nin and for suh a small absolute best

�t value of Rbreak in the CFHT-INT and the ombined data sets lies within the

density pro�les. A lose inspetion of the density pro�les shows that these break

distane values math the distane where most of the CFHT-INT lines of sight are

beginning. Partiularly, only three out of the eight lines of sight are ontributing

density bins below the 19 kp threshold (lines B, C and H), and only two of those

three are �tted uninterruptedly further out, probing the alleged transition (H is

masked out at DhelioC = 20 kp or RGC = 15 kp). This suggests that the �tting

algorithm is indeed trying to adjust to the lak of data rather than trying to �t a

true transition within the data. The disappearane of the nin degeneray beyond

Rbreak > 22 kp suggests that the true value of the break distane lies somewhere

between this transition point and the value suggested by the KiDS-only lines of

sight. This is, somewhere between 22 kp and 31 kp, rather than at 19 kp. An

exploration of the grid parameters and their χ2
red when the break distane is �xed

at the average value from the literature (27 kp, see Table 3.5), shows that the

best �t in suh a ase holds a pratially idential value of χ2
red to that of the

absolute minimum (with a di�erene of only 1.7%).

In onlusion, the relatively small amount of data at RGC < 30 kp auses

us to be unable to onstrain Rbreak very well, and probably introdues a bias

towards small Rbreak values and degenerate nin values through the CFHT-INT

data set. Ideally, with more data available at short galatoentri distanes in a

wider survey (or ombination of surveys), one would �t models of both the thik

disk and the halo, as a way to remove our |z| > 10 kp onstraint on the density
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Figure 3.7: χ2
red isoontours maps showing the relation between a given strutural

parameter and the break distane based on the grid �ts for the simple broken

power law model. Left panels: �ts to the KiDS data set. Central olumn

panels: �ts to the CFHT-INT data set. Right panels: �ts to the ombined

data sets. Top panels: polar axis ratio versus break distane. Central row

panels: inner power law index versus break distane. Bottom panels: outer

power law index versus break distane.

pro�le bins that are used for �tting. This proedure would allow to �t the halo

at smaller radii, while also preserving the exellent handle on the outer reahes

a�orded by the KiDS and CFHT-INT deep photometry. Of ourse, this approah

omes at the ost of inreasing the omplexity by foring to onsider both the

halo and the thik disk. This has been done by Robin et al. (2014), who used

their SDSS plus 2MASS data to explore the thik disk and the halo mostly out

to RGC < 30 kp. Their �ts favour a break distane loated at Rbreak > 30 kp,

but it would seem plausible that their lak of data at larger distanes prevents

them from deteting a loser break distane, just like our lak of data at short

distanes prevents us from onstraining it.

3.4.3 Comparison to previous studies

We ompare our results on the strutural parameters of the stellar halo to several

previous results in the literature, namely: Juri¢ et al. (2008), Sesar et al. (2011),
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Deason et al. (2011), Robin et al. (2014), de Jong et al. (2010), Chen et al. (2001),

Bell et al. (2008), Faioli et al. (2014), Sesar et al. (2010a), Watkins et al. (2009)

and Pila-Díez et al. (2015). The results, stellar traers and distane ranges of

these works have been summarized in Table 3.5. A detailed desription of their

geometry and sky overage an be found in Pila-Díez et al. (2015).

Although RRLyrae stars have been used as stellar halo traers out to 110kp,
our data allows us to onstrut stellar density pro�les further out (up to 60 kp)

than any previous analysis. This provides us with an unpreedented onstraining

power for the outer stellar halo, only omparable to the results presented in Pila-

Díez et al. (2015).

In our previous work we already noted that all surveys that reah beyond

RGC = 30 kp seem to agree on the need for a break in the power law index.

The di�erene between n, nin and nout for the di�erent surveys is probably not

only an e�et of the di�erent geometries of the surveys but also a re�etion of

their di�erent distane ranges and of the sharp or progressive steepening of the

halo. The fat that the di�erent works fail to �nd a onsensual break distane

or onsensual power index values, together with the degeneray that we detet

between nin and Rbreak, are in support of this interpretation.

Nonetheless and independently of the exat interpretation, these works �nd

the break distane to be loated between 20 and 34 kp. The best �t values

for Rbreak for the CFHT-INT and the KiDS individual data sets (19.0± 0.5 and

30.5±0.5, respetively) lie near the opposite extremes of this distane range, but,

as disussed in setion 3.4.2, the degeneray between nin and Rbreak suggests

more reliable values in the [22, 30) kp range.
Several of the other studies that are limited to Galatoentri distanes smaller

than 30 kp and only �t a single power law index to the halo, provide indies in

the [−3.3,−2.5] range. The nin values of the studies that do detet a break in

the power law are roughly onsistent with this range, with the most signi�ant

disrepany oming from our KiDS-only result and our KiDS plus CFHT-INT

result in ase of a large value for Rbreak. For the outer halo, power law indies are

generally found to be in the [−3.5,−5.8] range, although the majority of studies

seems to luster around −4.0. Again, the values for nout that we �nd for our

data sets are on the steeper side of the distribution (between −4.6 and −5.0).
The reovered steepness of the power law might be related to the inlusion or

removal of large, known substrutures in the �tted data, as also noted by Robin

et al. (2014). In Pila-Díez et al. (2015) we showed that in the ase of our CFHT-

INT data set the inlusion of the Sagittarius stream leads to a power-law index

that is 0.2 dex smaller for the axisymmetri and triaxial halo models. Keeping

in mind this e�et, together with the fat that our data probes the underlying

stellar density distribution of the outer halo further out than other data sets, we

onlude that the smooth outer halo follows a power law with index lose to −4.6.
The oblateness values of several previous works seem to agree in 0.55 ≤ q ≤

0.70, with the only lear exeption of de Jong et al. (2010) (q = 0.88± 0.03) and
the wider Bell et al. (2008) (q ∈ [0.5, 0.8]). Our results, both for the KiDS-only,
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for the CFHT-INT-only and for the ombined triaxial and broken �ts, all fall

in the higher-end of this range, with values within 0.74 ± 0.05 and 0.81 ± 0.05.
Therefore it seems safe to onlude that the stellar halo is moderately oblate, and

is best represented by a steepening of the density pro�le at distanes larger than

25 kp.

We also �nd that a very mild triaxiality (w = 0.94±0.05) is a good representa-
tion of the stellar halo, although we do not test this hypothesis in ombination with

the broken power law model for the sake of simpliity and proper parametriza-

tion. The only other works that reported spei� values on the triaxiality are Bell

et al. (2008) and our previous study with CFHT-INT-only data. Both found that

w ≥ 0.8.

3.4.4 Detetion of overdensities and identi�ation

Finally, we look for overdensities in the data-to-model residuals (Figure 3.6) of

the KiDS lines of sight, sine the CFHT-INT lines of sight were already disussed

in Pila-Díez et al. (2015).

We �nd that the density pro�les for regions KiDS-North135W, KiDS-North135E,

KiDS-South45W and KiDS-South45E follow the models quite well, with a brief

maximum deviation of a fator of 2 for KiDS-North135W.

We also �nd a very lear overdensity mathing the expeted distanes for the

Sagittarius (Sgr) stream in the KiDS-North220E line of sight. We note that this

overdensity already starts to smoothly build up as early as RGC = 20 kp, and

reahes its maximum (a fator of ∼ 10) at around 40 kp. KiDS-North220W, on

the ontrary, displays a very mild and onstant overdensity of only a fator of

2+2
−1. This ould indiate that the KiDS-North220W is only partially probing the

Sgr stream, that it is probing a less dense region of the stream or that there is no

ontribution from a stream but simply a departure of the smooth halo omponent

from the theoretial model.

The lines of sight orresponding to the KiDS-North180W and KiDS-North180E

regions depart from the models at all probed distanes. In the RGC ∈ [10, 27] kp
range, we were expeting an overdensity aused by the Virgo overdensity. How-

ever, the residuals barely derease beyond this distane range (from an overdensity

of a fator of 4 ± 1 to fators of 3 ± 1 and 2 ± 1). This suggests that the Virgo

Overdensity extends farther out than previously known or, at least, that its stellar

ounts fade less sharply than in the ase of older streams. However, to what level

the departure from the models at larger distanes is due to remnants or in�uene

of this substruture or due to the intrinsi struture of the smooth halo, an not

be derived from the density pro�les.

The two overdensities showing up in KiDS-South-15E and KiDS-South-15W

are identi�ed as the Sagittarius stream, based on the distanes and loations

reovered by 2MASS and the extrapolation from the SDSS-DR8 footprint. The

overdensity in KiDS-South-15E starts to build up at RGC ≈ 15 kp and peaks

at RGC ≈ 25 kp (with a fator of 2+3
−2), dereasing slowly past the predited

distane of ∼ 35 kp and persisting at least out to 50 kp (with a fator of 4± 2).
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Table 3.5: Comparison between the best �t strutural parameters found in this work for the ombined KiDS + CFHT-INT

data, the CFHT-INT data in Pila-Díez et al. (2015) and those reported by other groups in previous works. The di�erent

works have been labelled as follows: PD15 (Pila-Díez et al. 2015), J08 (Juri¢ et al. 2008), S11 (Sesar et al. 2011), D11

(Deason et al. 2011), R14 (Robin et al. 2014), dJ10 (de Jong et al. 2010), Ch01 (Chen et al. 2001), B08 (Bell et al. 2008),

F14 (Faioli et al. 2014), and S10 (Sesar et al. 2010a) and W09 (Watkins et al. 2009) as reanalysed in F14. The �tted

models in F14, S10 and W09 have �xed oblateness and test two di�erent values motivated by the previous �ndings in

S11 and D11. This work, PD15, J08 and S11 use nearMSTO stars as a stellar traer; D11 use A-BHB and A-BS stars;

R14 and dJ10 use multiple stellar traers; Ch01 and B08 use MSTO stars; and F14, S10 and W09 use RRLyrae stars as

a traer.

Work dist. range (kp) χ2
red Rbr (kpc) n nin nout q w

CFHT-INT-broken [10, 60] 1.5 19.5 ± 0.4 � −2.50 ± 0.04 −4.85 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.02 �

KiDS-broken [10, 60] 2.1 30.5 ± 0.5 � −3.70 ± 0.05 −5.00 ± 0.05 0.81 ± 0.05 �

KiDS-CFHT-INT-triax. [10, 60] 2.5 � −4.26 ± 0.07 � � 0.74 ± 0.04 0.94 ± 0.05

KiDS-CFHT-INT-broken [10, 60] 2.4 [22, 30) � [−3.30,−3.90) −4.6 ± 0.1 0.77 ± 0.05 �

J08 [5, 15] [2, 3] � � −2.8 ± 0.3 � 0.65 ± 0.15 �

S11 [5, 35] 3.9 27.8 ± 0.8 � −2.62 ± 0.04 −3.8 ± 0.1 0.70 ± 0.02 exluded

D11 [−, 40] � 27.1 ± 1 � −2.3 ± 0.1 −4.6+0.2
−0.1 0.59+0.02

−0.03 �

R14 [0, 30] � � −3.3 ± 0.1 � � 0.70 ± 0.05 �

dJ10 [7, 30] [3.9, 4.2] � −2.75 ± 0.07 � � 0.88 ± 0.03 �

Ch01 [−, 30] � � −2.5 ± 0.3 � � 0.55 ± 0.06 �

B08 [5, 40] 2.2 ∼ 20 −3 ± 1 � � [0.5, 0.8] ≥ 0.8

F14 [9, 49] 0.8 28.5 ± 5.6 � −2.8 ± 0.4 −4.4 ± 0.7 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" [9, 49] 1.04 26.5 ± 8.9 � −2.7 ± 0.6 −3.6 ± 0.4 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03 �

S10 [9, 49] 1.1 34.6 ± 2.8 � −2.8 ± 0.2 −5.8 ± 0.9 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" [9, 49] 1.52 26.2 ± 7.4 � −3.0 ± 0.3 −3.8 ± 0.3 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03

�

W09 [9, 49] 1.1 27.6 ± 3.3 � −2.5 ± 0.3 −4.3 ± 0.4 qfix = 0.70 ± 0.01 �

" [9, 49] 0.69 26.9 ± 3.1 � −2.1 ± 0.3 −4.0 ± 0.3 qfix = 0.59+0.02
−0.03 �
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The overdensity(s) in KiDS-South-15E similarly extend from RGC ≈ 15 kp out

to 55 kp, but displays a less strongly peaked distribution and, potentially, two

possible rests. These residuals are less signi�ant than those in KiDS-South-15E,

with the highest overdensity level reahing a fator of 4+3
−2.

A more extensive investigation of all overdensities (expeted and unexpeted),

using additional tools other than stellar density pro�les, is planned for a future

publiation.

3.5 Conlusions

In this work we have used deep wide-�eld images from the Kilo Degree Survey

(KiDS) at VST to explore the stellar density pro�le of the halo. We have ho-

mogenized the PSF of our images in order to obtain more aurate �xed-aperture

photometry and enhane the star- galaxy separation. The stellar ompleteness

limit of our atalogues reahes magr = 23.2 mag. From these atalogues we

have seleted the near main sequene turno� point stars (nearMSTO stars) as

our stellar traer for the shape of the halo using olour uts in g − r and g − i,
magnitude uts for faint stars in g, r, i and metalliity and absolute magnitude

uts on the [Fe/H] and Mr estimators. This yields a subset of mainly halo F

stars, signi�antly deontaminated from white-dwarf/M-dwarf pairs and quasars.

We have alulated the galatoentri distanes of the nearMSTO stars through

the photometri parallax method and used them to build density pro�les along

ten di�erent lines of sights. We supplement these KiDS lines of sight with eight

CFHT-INT lines of sight from our earlier study (Pila-Díez et al. 2015). We have

�tted four galati halo models to these data in order to derive insight on the

stellar struture of the halo. For every �t we have masked out the pro�le setions

where we antiipated stellar overdensities of areted origin, in order to avoid

biases on the strutural parameters. Our best �ts favour slightly a power law

distribution with a break in the power law index (χ2
red = 2.4), losely followed by

a single power law distribution with a mild triaxiality (χ2
red = 2.5).

Our best �t values for the break distane seem to be biased by the distribution

of the data, favouring a value lose to the transition between masked out and �tted

data in the ase of KiDS-only �ts (Rbreak = 30.5±0.5 kp), and favouring a value

lose to the start of our density pro�les in the ase of CFHT-INT-only �ts and

KiDS plus CFHT-INT �ts (Rbreak = 19.5 ± 0.5 kp). This, in ombination with

a lear degeneray of the inner power law index for the smaller break distane

values and a disappearane of the degeneray beyond 22 kp, suggests that the

real break distane is loated somewhere Rbreak ∈ [22, 30) kp, in agreement with

previous �ndings by other works.

We have found that the best �t value for the inner power law index strongly

orrelates with the break distane. Our data favour values for the inner and the

outer indies on the steeper end of previous �ndings: nin = [−3.30,−3.90)± 0.05
and nout = −4.6 ± 0.1, where previously most of the works suggested nin ∈
[−2.1,−3.3] and nout ∈ [−3.6,−5.8]. As demonstrated in Pila-Díez et al. (2015),
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the inlusion of large substrutures suh as the Sagittarius stream in halo �ts an

signi�antly in�uene the reovered parameters. Based on the exlusion of known

substruture, together with the onstraining power of our data at large distanes,

we onlude that the smooth outer stellar halo has a power law index lose to

−4.6.
We have found a disk axis ratio of w = 0.94 ± 0.05, suggesting a very mild

triaxiality. We do not test triaxiality in ombination with the broken power law

to avoid overparametrization problems. Few other works have reported on the

triaxiality of the halo, and those who did agreed on w > 0.8. We have also

found a polar axis ratio of q = 0.77 ± 0.05, where most of the previous works

found 0.55 ≤ q ≤ 0.70 and some q ≤ 0.8. Overall there seems to be a signi�ant

onsensus on the stellar halo being moderately to quite oblate.

We have been able to reover a number of known stellar overdensities in our

data-to-model residuals. Partiularly, we learly reover a strong signal mathing

the Sagittarius stream in the KiDS-North220E and KiDS-South-15E regions, a

more moderate signal in KiDS-South-15W and a possible math (yet weak over-

density) in KiDS-North220W. Similarly, we reover overdensities mathing the

loation and extent of the Virgo Overdensity in the KiDS-North180W and KiDS-

North180E regions; in these two regions the overdensities seem to fade slowly,

indiating either that the feature extends further out than previously thought or

that it slowly blends with a smooth halo that does not exatly follow the models

at these loations. Finally, we also seem to �nd overdensities in the already men-

tioned regions of KiDS-South-15E and KiDS-South-15W at further distanes than

those expeted for the Sagittarius stream; this is suggestive of a previously un-

known struture or a departure of the Sagittarius stream from the models. These

overdensities will be further explored in future work, with tools more powerful

than density pro�les for haraterizing substruture �suh as Colour Magnitude

Diagrams or mathed �lters�.
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Chapter 4

Finding halo streams with a

penil-beam survey � new

wraps in the Sagittarius

stream

Authors

B. Pila-Díez, K. Kuijken, J.T.A. de Jong, H. Hoekstra and R.F.J. van der Burg

Abstrat

We use data from two CFHT-MegaCam photometri penil-beam surveys in the

g' and the r' bands to measure distanes to the Sagittarius, the Palomar 5 and the

Orphan stream. We show that, using a ross-orrelation algorithm to detet the

turno� point of the main sequene, it is possible to overome the main limitation

of a two-bands penil-beam survey, namely the lak of adjaent ontrol-�elds

that an be used to subtrat the foreground and bakground stars to enhane

the signal on the olour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs). We desribe the ross-

orrelation algorithm and its implementation. We ombine the resulting main

sequene turno� points with theoretial isohrones to derive aurate photometri

distanes to the streams. Our results on�rm the �ndings by previous studies,

expand the distane trend for the Sagittarius faint southern branh and trae the

Sagittarius faint branh of the northern-leading arm out to 56 kp. In addition,

they show evidene for nearby substrutures. We argue that these detetions

trae the ontinuation of the Sagittarius northern-leading arm into the southern

hemisphere, and the northern wrap of the Sagittarius trailing arm.

Published in Astronomy & Astrophysis Volume 564, A18 (2014)

Preprint in arXiv:1311.7580 [astro-ph.GA℄
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4.1 Introdution

In the past deade our piture of the Milky Way's stellar halo has dramatially

hanged thanks to the advent of several observational surveys, whih have shown

the rihness and omplexity of the substruture in the Galati halo (Ibata et al.

2001b; Newberg et al. 2002; Majewski et al. 2003; Yanny et al. 2003; Martin et al.

2004; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006b; Belokurov et al. 2006b, 2007b,). Our Galaxy

is still undergoing an assembling proess, where part of the infalling material

has already been areted and beome dynamially relaxed (Helmi et al. 1999;

She�eld et al. 2012), part of it is still dynamially old (Bell et al. 2008; Juri¢

et al. 2008) and another part is in the proess of being dynamially stripped or

even approahing its �rst dynamial enounter with our Galaxy (Kallivayalil et al.

2006b,a; Piatek et al. 2008; Besla et al. 2010; Roha et al. 2012).

The most prominent example of a urrently ongoing disruption is that of the

Sagittarius stream (Sgr stream). Sine its disovery in 1996 (Mateo et al. 1996),

the stream has been mapped over roughly 2π radians on the sky, �rst through

2MASS (Majewski et al. 2003) and later through SDSS (Belokurov et al. 2006b;

Koposov et al. 2012). There is general agreement that it is the stellar debris of a

disrupting satellite galaxy, the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ibata et al. 1994), whih

is urrently being areted by the Milky Way (Velazquez & White 1995; Ibata

et al. 1997; Niederste-Ostholt et al. 2010). The stream is omposed of the leading

and the trailing tails of this disruption event (Mateo et al. 1996; Ibata et al. 2001b;

Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2001, 2004b; Majewski et al.

2003; Belokurov et al. 2006b, 2014), whih wrap at least one around the Galaxy

but have been predited to wrap more than one (Peñarrubia et al. 2010; Law &

Majewski 2010b). In addition, a bifuration and what resembles an extra branh

parallel to the main omponent of the Sgr stream have been disovered both in

the northern hemisphere (Belokurov et al. 2006b) and in the southern hemisphere

(Koposov et al. 2012). The origin of this bifuration and the meaning of the two

branhes are still debated: they ould represent wraps of di�erent age (Fellhauer

et al. 2006), they ould have arisen due to the internal dynamis of the progenitor

(Peñarrubia et al. 2010, 2011) or they ould indeed be due to di�erent progenitors

and a multiple aretion event (Koposov et al. 2012).

On the other hand, one of the simplest and neatest examples of a disrupting

satellite is that of the Palomar 5 globular luster (Sandage & Hartwik 1977;

Odenkirhen et al. 2002; Dehnen et al. 2004) and its stream (Odenkirhen et al.

2001, 2003). This stream extends over 20o along its narrow leading and trailing

tails. It displays an inhomogeneous stellar density in what resembles gaps or

underdensities (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a); the origin of this stellar distribution

has been attributed both to interations with dark satellites (Carlberg 2012) and

to epiyli motions of stars along the tails (Mastrobuono-Battisti et al. 2012).

Finally, there are also ases of streams with unknown progenitors, suh as

the so-alled Orphan stream (Grillmair 2006a; Belokurov et al. 2006b, 2007b;

Newberg et al. 2010). This stream extends for 50o in the North galati ap,
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and the hemial signatures from reent spetrosopi observations assoiate its

progenitor with a dwarf galaxy (Casey et al. 2013b,a). A number of plausible

progenitors have been suggested (Zuker et al. 2006; Fellhauer et al. 2007b; Jin &

Lynden-Bell 2007; Sales et al. 2008), but it is still possible that the true progenitor

remains undisovered in the southern hemisphere (Casey et al. 2013b).

In general, the disovery of most of the substrutures in the halo of the Milky

Way has been possible thanks to photometri multi-olour wide area surveys. Suh

surveys pose several advantages for this kind of searh. First, their multiple-band

photometry allows for stellar population seletions (halo or thik disk; red lump,

main sequene turno� point, et.) based on olour-olour stellar loi. These

seletion riteria an be used to make stellar density maps that trak the streams

all through the survey's overage area (Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov et al.

2006b). Seond, their ontinuous overage of a large area allow the �elds adjaent

to the substruture to at as ontrol �elds. In this way, the olour-magnitude

diagrams (CMDs) of the ontrol �elds an be used to statistially subtrat the

foreground and the bakground stars from the �elds probing the substruture.

This enhanes the signature of the stellar population belonging to the stream or

satellite (by removing the noise), and makes it possible to identify age and distane

indiators suh as the red lump or the main sequene turno� point (Belokurov

et al. 2006b; Koposov et al. 2012; Slater et al. 2013).

In this paper we explore the possibilities of using deep two-band penil-beam

surveys instead of the usual wide-area multi-olour surveys in order to detet

and haraterize stellar streams of the halo and, in partiular, we revisit the

Sagittarius, the Palomar 5 and the Orphan streams. We derive photometri

distanes using purely the main sequene turno� point and �unlike other works�

regardless of the giant branh and its red lump.

4.2 Observations and data proessing

4.2.1 Desription of data set

We use deep photometri imaging from the MENeaCS and the CCCP surveys

(Sand et al. 2012; Hoekstra et al. 2012; Bildfell et al. 2012) as well as several

additional arhival luster �elds, observed with the CFHT-MegaCam instrument.

These surveys targeted pre-seleted samples of galaxy lusters; therefore the sur-

veys geometry takes the form of a beam-like survey where the pointings are dis-

tributed without prior knowledge of the halo substruture (blind survey).

Our pointings are one square degree wide and spread over the sky visible

to CFHT. Eah onsists of several exposures through the g' and r' �lters with

image quality of of sub-arseond seeing. After staking the individual exposures,

the limiting magnitudes reah ∼ 25.0 at the 5.0σ level. Out of the 97 �elds, at

least 25 fall on the struture of the Sagittarius (Sgr) stream and show distint

signatures in their CMDs, one on the Orphan stream, one on the Palomar 5

stream and three to seven on the Virgo Overdensity and the Virgo Stellar Stream

(Du�au et al. 2006; Juri¢ et al. 2008; Casetti-Dinesu et al. 2009; Prior et al. 2009;
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Figure 4.1: Equatorial map showing the position of all the �elds from our survey

(white hexagons) and highlighting the ones that lay on the Sagittarius stream

(green irles for the faint branh and green squares for the bright branh), on the

Palomar 5 stream and on the Orphan stream (orange diamonds). The bakground

image is the SDSS-DR8 map of the Sgr stream from Koposov et al. (2012), where

the loation of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy has been marked (red star).

Bonaa et al. 2012b) (see Figure 4.1). Further away from the plane of the Sgr

stream, we also �nd three �elds to be oinident with the Triangulum-Andromeda

struture (Roha-Pinto et al. 2004; Bonaa et al. 2012a), two to three with the

Pises Overdensity (Watkins et al. 2009; Sesar et al. 2010b; Sharma et al. 2010),

one transitional between the Triangulum-Andromeda and the Pises Overdensity,

four with the Antienter Struture (Grillmair 2006b) and two to three with the

NGC5466 stream (Grillmair & Johnson 2006; Fellhauer et al. 2007a). We also

�nd two �elds on the Lethe stream (Grillmair 2009), four on the Styx stream

(Grillmair 2009), one on a region apparently ommon to the Styx and Coytos

streams (Grillmair 2009) and two on the Canis Major overdensity (Martin et al.

2004).

In this paper we onentrate on the learest strutures (those where the

ontrast-to-noise in the CMD is higher) in order to test the apabilities of our

method. In partiular, we address the Sagittarius stream, the Palomar5 stream

and the Orphan stream.

4.2.2 Corretion of the PSF distortion and impliations for

the star/galaxy separation

Before building atalogues and in order to perform an aurate star/galaxy sep-

aration, it is neessary to retify the varying PSF aross the �elds of the CFHT

images.

In order to orret for this e�et, we make use of a 'PSF-homogenizing' ode
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(K. Kuijken et al., in prep.). The ode uses the shapes of bright objets unam-

biguously lassi�ed as stars to map the PSF aross the image, and then onvolves

it with an appropriate spatially variable kernel designed to render the PSF gaus-

sian everywhere. With a view to obtaining a PSF as homogeneous as possible, we

treat the data as follows (van der Burg et al. 2013): i) we implement an aurate

seletion of su�iently bright stars based on an initial atalogue, ii) we run the

ode on the individual exposures for eah �eld, and iii) we rejet bad exposures

based on a seeing riterion

1

before staking them into one �nal image, on whih

we perform the �nal soure extration and photometry.

The advantages of this proedure are twofold. First, beause the resulting

PSF for eah exposure is gaussian, all the stars beome round. Seond, beause

the PSF anisotropy is removed from all exposures before staking, the dispersion

in size for the point-soure objets beomes smaller, even if the average value

inreases after staking the individual exposures (see Figure 4.2). These two

improvements signi�antly redue the galaxy ontamination when performing the

star seletion (illustrated in Figure 4.3). Additionally, homogenizing the PSF also

allows to measure olours in �xed apertures.

From the �nal images, we extrat the soures and produe photometri ata-

logues using SExtrator (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). To derive the stellar atalogues,

we use a ode that �lters the soure atalogues as follows: i) �nds the saturated

stars and removes them from the stellar atalogue; ii) evaluates the distribution

of bright soures (r′ = [18.0, 20.0] mag) in the brightness-size parameter spae,

assumes a gaussian distribution in the size and in the elliptiity parameters (e1,
e2)

2

of stars, and uses this information to de�ne the boundaries of the stellar

lous along the bright range; iii) evaluates the dependene of the width of the

stellar lous on brightness and extrapolates the relation to fainter magnitudes;

iv) applies the extended stellar lous and an elliptiity riterion to drop galaxies

from the stellar atalogue.

For the stars resulting from this seletion (Figure 4.3), we orret their pho-

tometry from galati reddening by using the extintion maps from Shlegel et al.

(1998). The �nal stellar atalogues are used to build the CMDs employed for our

analysis. The PSF-orreted atalogues yield muh leaner CMDs than the ata-

logues with similar star/galaxy separation but no PSF-orretion (Figure 4.4).

1

The rejetion of exposures derives from trying to optimize the image quality while ahieving

the desired photometri depth. Thus our seeing riterion is a variable number dependent on the

�eld itself, the seeing distribution for individual exposures and the individual plus total exposure

time. In general it takes values <≈ 0.9 ′′
.

2

e1 =
1− q2

1 + q2
cos 2θ , e2 =

1− q2

1 + q2
sin 2θ ,

where q =axis ratio, θ =position angle of the major axis.
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Figure 4.2: Brightness versus size diagram of all the soures in one of our pointings.

The stellar lous prior to the PSF-homogenization (blak) is wider and therefore

subjet to greater galaxy ontamination at the faint end than the stellar lous

posterior to the orretion (blue) beause the PSF initially varies aross the �eld.

The soures more ompat than the stellar lous are artefats from the soure

extration; they hold no relevane for our analysis sine they do not pass the star

seletion (see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Brightness versus size diagram showing all the PSF-orreted soures

(blue) and the subset of soures seleted as stars through our star/galaxy sepa-

ration algorithm (red) for one of our pointings. Although the star seletion may

not be omplete at the faint end due to inreasing satter, our algorithm mini-

mizes the galaxy ontamination, whih otherwise would be the main obstale for

deteting faint strutures in the CMD.
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Figure 4.4: Colour-Magnitude Diagram (CMD) displaying the seletion of soures

onsidered stars (seleted as explained in setion 2.2). The plume on the red side

(g− r ≈ 1.2) is omposed of the nearby M-dwarfs, whereas the main sequene on

the bluer side (0.18 < g − r < 0.6) orresponds to a halo overdensity loated at

a partiular well-de�ned distane. The loud of soures at faint magnitudes are

faint galaxies that enter the star seletion. Left: CMD derived from an image that

has not been PSF-orreted. Right: CMD derived from a PSF-orreted image.

After homogenizing the PSF, the galaxy ontamination dereases markedly below

r ≈ 22.
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4.2.3 Identi�ation of the main sequene turno� point

The photometri depth of our data allows us to detet a number of halo substru-

tures several magnitudes below their main sequene turn-o� point. However,

beause our survey is a penil-beam survey laking ontrol �elds adjaent to our

target �elds, we have no referene-CMDs representing a lean foreground plus a

smooth halo, and thus a simple foreground subtration is not possible. Instead

the halo substrutures in our survey an only be deteted in those �elds where the

ontrast in density between the main sequene stream stars and the foreground

and bakground stars is signi�ant in the CMD.

Thus, in order to searh for main sequenes in the CMDs, we build a ross-

orrelation algorithm that runs aross a region of the CMD (the 'searh region'),

foused on the olour range assoiated with the halo turno� stars (0.18 ≤ g− r ≤
0.30). Within the boundaries of this searh region, we slide a template main

sequene-shaped 2D funtion that operates over the number of stars and, for eah

step, yields an integral representing the weighted density of stars in suh a main

sequene-shaped area. When the template main sequene funtion oinides with

a similarly shaped overdensity in the CMD), the value of the ross-orrelation

(the weighted density) is maximized, and a value for the turno� point is assigned.

This proess is illustrated in Figure 4.5.

In some ases a CMD presents more than one main sequene signature with

su�ient ontrast to noise. When this happens we use the detetion of the

primary main sequene (the position of its turno� point and its harateristi

width-funtion) to randomly subtrat a perentage of the stars assoiated with

it (lowering its density to the foreground level) and detet the next prominent

main sequene feature. We name these main sequene detetions as primary, se-

ondary, et., ranked by their signal to noise. We require the signal to noise to

be > 3.5σ for primary MSs and > 4σ for the seondary or tertiary MSs after

partially removing the primary one.

Shape of the template main sequene funtion

When onstruting the template main sequene-shaped 2D funtion (from now on,

'template-MS'), we use two ingredients. The �rst one is a theoretial isohrone

3

of

age t = 10Gyr and metalliity [Fe/H] = −1.58, whih is used to de�ne the entral

spine of the template-MS. The position of this entral spine is later shifted in mag-

nitude and olour steps during the ross-orrelation. Sine we are only interested

in the shape of this isohrone (its absolute values are irrelevant beause it will be

shifted) and sine we are searhing for halo substrutures, we hoose the above age

and metalliity values beause they yield an isohrone shape representative of old

metal-poor stellar populations. The seond ingredient is a magnitude-dependent

olour-width, whih is used to broaden the isohrone template as illustrated in

the left panel of �g. 4.5).

3

Through all this work we use a subset of theoretial isohrones from

http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/md. The theoretial isohrones (Marigo et al. (2008), with the
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Figure 4.5: Left : Dereddened CMD (blak dots) with the searh region (pink

solid-line retangle) for the ross-orrelation and the template main sequene-

shaped funtion (green solid line) at the position of maximum density (peak of

the ross-orrelation). Right : Binned diagram representing the weighted density

of stars resulting from the ross-orrelation proess. The density in eah bin

orresponds to the integral of the template main sequene-shaped funtion with

top left orner in the position of the bin.

The width is in general diretly derived from the width of the lous of nearby

M-dwarfs (1.0 < g − r < 1.4). The width of this feature is alulated for a

number of magnitude bins as three times the standard deviation in olour for

eah bin. Then a funtional form dependent on magnitude is obtained through

polynomial �tting. In a few ases, minor tweaking is needed to ompensate for

extremely large widths (olour shifts beome insensitive to any substruture) or

for extremely small widths (density values beome meaningless due to the built-in

weight [see below℄). This way of de�ning the width of the template-MS aounts

for the observational broadening of intrinsially well de�ned stellar loi due to

inreasing photometri unertainties at faint magnitudes.

Weights within the template MS-funtion

In addition to a theoretially and observationally motivated shape for the template-

MS, we also give a di�erent weight to eah region of the template. This means

that, for eah step of the ross-orrelation, the stars ontained within will on-

tribute di�erently to the enlosed stellar density depending on how far they are

from the spine of the template-MS.

orretions from Case A in Girardi et al. (2010) and the bolometri orretions for Carbon

stars from Loidl et al. (2001)) are provided as observable quantities transformed into the CFHT

photometri system.
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The weight in olour (stars near the spine of the template-MS are more likely

to belong to the main sequene than stars lose to the boundaries) is assigned

through the exponential term in a gaussian weight funtion. We math the stan-

dard deviation of the gaussian weight to the standard deviation of the template-

MS width (3σ = ωMS) so that all the stars ontained within the template-MS are

assigned a weight. To guarantee that the weight does not favour bright features,

we hoose the amplitude of the gaussian funtion to be suh that the integral of

the weight funtion between the edges of the template-MS funtion is the same

for all magnitudes.

The resulting weight funtion for a given star in the template-MS at a parti-

ular step of the ross-orrelation then follows:

W∗(mag, colour) =
A√

2πσ(mag)
· exp

{

− [colour − ηCC(mag)]2

2[σ(mag)]2

}

(4.1)

wheremag and colour are the magnitude and olour of the weighted star, ηCC(mag)
represents the theoretial isohrone at that partiular step of the ross-orrelation,

and σ(mag) = 1
3
ωMS(mag) is proportional to the width of the template-MS fun-

tion for that partiular CMD.

4.2.4 Unertainties in the turno� point

The olour and magnitude values for the turno� point of a given main sequene,

(cTO, magTO), are derived from the position of the template at whih the ross-

orrelation peaks. Therefore the unertainties for these turno� point values derive

from the ontribution of individual stars to the position and shape of the main

sequene (the unertainty from the CMD itself). To evaluate this unertainty, we

arry out a bootstrapping proess. In this proess �rst we generate re-sampled

stellar atalogues by randomly withdrawing stars from one of our true atalogues.

Seond we run the ross-orrelation and obtain the turno� points for eah of

these re-samples. Third we onsider the o�sets between these turno� points and

the original turno� point and derive the standard deviation of the distribution.

The ontribution of any CMD to the unertainty of its turno� point an then be

alulated as a funtion of a referene (bootstrapped) standard deviation, s:

Emag,CMD = fmag,BS · (smag,BS)

∂2ρCC

∂2mag

∣

∣

∣

TO

, Ec,CMD = fc,BS · (sc,BS)

∂2ρCC

∂2c

∣

∣

∣

TO

,

where, in pratie, smag,BS and sc,BS are the standard deviations alulated

for a number of representative �elds, fmag,BS and fc,BS are sale fators that allow

to obtain the unertainty for any �eld from the standard deviation of the boot-

strapped �elds, and

∂2ρCC

∂2mag
and

∂2ρCC

∂2c
evaluate the prominene of the partiular

overdensity as a funtion of magnitude or as a funtion of olour. In pratie,

Emag,CMD = smag,BS and Ec,CMD = sc,BS for the bootstrapped �elds used as a

referene.
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The photometri turno� point distanes are derived from the distane modu-

lus. Therefore the unertainties in the distanes an be alulated as a ombina-

tion of two soures of error: the unertainty derived from the observed brightness

of the turno� point (Emag,CMD, disussed above) and the unertainty derived

from the absolute brightness of the turno� point, whih depends on the hoie of

isohrone (and thus on the unertainty in the age or in the metalliity).

Eµ,TO =
√

E2
mag,CMD + E2

mag,isoch ; (4.2)

4.3 The Sagittarius stream

4.3.1 Turno� point distanes to the Sgr stream

The Sagittarius stream is learly probed by at least 25 of our 97 �elds (see the

green and the orange markers in Figure 4.1). They probe both the faint and the

bright branhes of the stream (the faint branh lying to the North of the bright

one) and also two transitional areas, indiating that the transversal drop in stellar

ounts between both branhes is not dramati. Some of these �elds present more

than one main sequene in their CMDs; for those �elds the seondary turno�

points are alulated by subtrating the primary MS and re-running the ross-

orrelation (as explained in setion 4.2.3).

Based on the turno� point values obtained from the ross-orrelation, we al-

ulate the distanes to the Sagittarius stream in these 25 �elds for 31 detetions.

For this alulation, we assume a single stellar population represented by a theo-

retial isohrone with age tage = 10.2 Gyr and metalliity [Fe/H] = −1.0 dex (for

a detailed desription on the set of isohrones see footnote 2 in setion 4.2.3). We

hoose these age and metalliity values beause they math the age-metalliity

relation for the Sgr dwarf galaxy (Layden & Sarajedini 2000) �whih is also ex-

peted to hold for its debris� and are onsistent with the range that haraterizes

old metal-poor populations.

To aount for the potential in�uene on our distane measurements of a

possible metalliity gradient along the di�erent Sgr arms (Chou et al. 2007;

Shi et al. 2012; Vivas et al. 2005; Carlin et al. 2012), we analyse the depen-

deny of the isohrones turno� point absolute brightness (MTO) with metal-

liity throughout the Sgr metal-poor range (see Figure 4.6). We �nd that for

−1.53 dex < [Fe/H] < −0.8 dex the absolute brightness remains nearly onstant

in the r band, with a maximum variation of ∆M = ±0.1 mag. We onlude

that if we take this variation in absolute brightness as the isohrone unertainty

in the distane modulus (Emag,isoch = ∆M), we an use the tage = 10.2 Gyr
and [Fe/H] = −1.0 dex isohrone to alulate distanes to any region of the Sgr

stream.

The resulting distanes and distane unertainties for these �elds an be found

in Table 4.1, together with the entral position of eah �eld (in equatorial oordi-

nates), a 'faint/bright branh' tag (derived from Figure 4.1), a tentative lassi�-

ation as leading or trailing arm where posible (see below), a 'primary/seondary
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Table 4.1: Position and distanes to the Sgr stream, together with a tag for faint

or bright branh membership, a tentative lassi�ation as leading or trailing arm

and a number speifying the hierarhy of the detetion in the CMD (primary,

seondary,et.). The distanes are indiated both as distane modulus and as

helioentri distane, with the distane unertainty (Ed) in kp.

Field arm detetion RA (deg) DEC (deg) µ(mag) d (kp) Ed (kp)

A2104

f
lead 1 235.040644 -3.33158 18.8 56.6 3.1

RXJ1524

f
trail 1 231.170583 9.93498 16.2 17.1 2.0

A2050

f
lead 1 229.080749 0.08773 18.7 54.1 8.7

A1942

f
lead 1 219.654126 3.63573 18.7 54.1 3.7

A1882

b
lead 1 213.667817 -0.30598 18.5 49.3 5.7

A1835

b
lead 1 210.259355 2.83093 18.4 47.1 4.2

RXJ1347

b
? 1 206.889060 -11.80299 15.5 12.4 7.3

ZwCl1215

b
? 1 184.433196 3.67469 16.7 21.5 2.9

ZwCl1215

b
? 3 184.433196 3.67469 15.0 9.8 2.6

A1413

f
lead 1 178.842420 23.42207 17.5 31.1 2.7

A1413

f
trail 2 178.842420 23.42207 16.2 17.1 1.9

A1246

f
lead 1 170.987824 21.40913 17.6 32.6 9.2

A1185

f
? 1 167.694750 28.68127 16.3 18.7 12

ZwCl1023

b
? 1 156.489424 12.69030 17.4 29.7 11

A795

b
lead 1 141.030063 14.18190 16.0 14.2 2.8

A795

b
? 2 141.030063 14.18190 15.6 14.2 2.8

A763

b
? 1 138.150298 15.99992 16.7 21.5 2.6

A763

b
lead 2 138.150298 15.99992 15.8 14.2 1.0

RXJ0352

f
lead 1 58.263173 19.70387 15.7 13.6 0.7

RXJ0352

f
trail 2 58.263173 19.70387 17.7 34.1 4.3

A401

f
trail 1 44.759558 13.58975 17.4 29.7 3.4

A399

f
trail 1 44.478652 13.05185 17.6 32.6 11

A370

b
trail 1 39.963713 -1.65806 17.6 32.6 4.8

A223

b
trail 1 24.557005 -12.77010 17.0 24.7 1.7

RXJ0132

f
trail 1 23.169048 -8.04556 17.1 25.9 2.3

A133

b
trail 1 15.673483 -21.88113 16.6 20.6 2.4

A119

f
trail 1 14.074919 -1.23337 16.9 23.6 2.9

A85

b
trail 1 10.469662 -9.28824 16.9 23.6 1.6

A2670

f
trail 1 358.564313 -10.40142 16.6 20.6 1.1

RXJ2344

f
trail 1 356.059633 -4.36345 16.7 21.5 5.6

RXJ2344

f
lead 2 356.059633 -4.36345 15.6 13.0 1.2

A2597

f
trail 1 351.336736 -12.11193 16.9 23.6 1.4

b
Bright branh

f
Faint branh
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Figure 4.6: Absolute brightness of the turno� point in the r band as a funtion of

metallliity and age for metal poor populations (green irles). The values in this

diagram meet the age/metalliity relation for the Sgr dwarf galaxy from Layden

& Sarajedini (2000). The isohrone used in this paper to derive distanes to the

Sgr stream is represented with a yellow star, and its maximum di�erene to the

other brightness values in this range is ∆M = ±0.1mag.

detetion' tag and the distane modulus (µ). In Figure 4.7 we ompare our re-

sults to values from the literature

4

, split in two diagrams (top panel for the faint

branhes and bottom panel for the bright branhes in both hemispheres).

Remarkably our turno� point distanes are not only in agreement with previ-

ous distane measurements to known wraps, but also ompatible with the distane

preditions for nearby wraps by the models of Peñarrubia et al. (2010) and Law

& Majewski (2010b). In the following setion we disuss in detail these �ndings.

4.3.2 Comparison with models of the Sgr stream

Using the model preditions shown in �gures 4.8 and 4.9, we lassify eah �eld as

belonging to the leading or trailing arm, by mathing the distane and the sky

position. It is worth noting, however, that the distane for a given partile in

the models is sensitive not only to the right asension but also to the delination

of the partile. While we take into aount both oordinates when lassifying a

detetion as faint or bright branh, we do not spei�ally aount for the delination

when omparing the distanes of the modelled streams and the distanes of our

4

The SDSS-DR8 measurements shown in this paper for the southern bright arm have been

orreted for the di�erene in the alibration of the red lump absolute magnitude, as pointed out

in Slater et al. (2013) and orreted in Koposov et al. (2013)). And the SDSS-DR5 measurements

have been dereased by 0.15 mag to math the BHB signal from SDSS, as presribed in Belokurov

et al. (2014).
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Figure 4.7: Photometri main sequene turno� point distanes for the Sagittarius

stream along right asension (northern-leading tail and southern- trailing tail).

The top panel shows results for the faint branh, whereas the bottom panel or-

responds to the bright arm. Our data (blue irles for leading tails and red irles

for trailing tails) are based on the theoretial isohrones by Marigo et al. (2008)

and the orretions by Girardi et al. (2010), for a 10.2 Gyr old stellar popula-

tion with [Fe/H] = −1.0. Other distane values orrespond to Belokurov et al.

(2006b) (green and grey triangles), Koposov et al. (2012, 2013) (green asterisks),

Belokurov et al. (2014) (pink triangles) and Slater et al. (2013) (yellow squares

for > 3σ detetions and white squares for < 3σ). White irles denote detetions

that an not be unambiguously tagged as leading or trailing.
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detetions in �gures 4.8 and 4.9. This may have some in�uene in the signi�ane

of the o�sets between our distane measurement and the mean distane of the

N-body partiles for a given RA.

Of these two models, the model by Peñarrubia et al. (2010) was designed to

illustrate the e�et of internal satellite rotation on the orbit of the Sgr debris, and

it seems to reover better the separation in stellar density distribution that gives

rise to the northern bifuration into faint and bright branhes (Figure 4.8, upper

panel). On the other hand, the model by Law & Majewski (2010b) was designed

to reprodue the known observational properties of the stream (angular positions,

distanes, radial veloities), and it seems to reprodue better the projeted 2MASS

stellar density distribution (Figure 4.9, upper panel). In relation to the southern

region of the stream, although neither of the two models predited the bifuration

in it, they sueed in reproduing the general distribution of the debris.

Northern leading arm

From our eighteen measurements on the bright and the faint branhes of the

northern-leading arm (branhes A and B, in the terminology of Belokurov et al.

(2006b)), nine (blue irles in Figure 4.7) learly reprodue the distane trends

of Belokurov et al. (2006b) and Belokurov et al. (2014) (green+grey and yan

triangles in Figure 4.7, respetively) based on red giant and blue horizontal branh

stars. For the faint branh, we extend westwards the distane measurements

beyond those of SDSS, and we provide its most distant detetions so far �out to

56kpc at RA ∼ 235o. Comparing these most distant detetions to the distane

trend of the models and to the bright branh at a similar right asension, one an

argue that these detetions likely lie lose to the apoenter of the faint branh

(or represent the apoenter themselves), and therefore they are probably a good

estimation for its distane.

For the other nine detetions, we �nd that the derived distanes are either in

mild disagreement with the trends of the leading arm (four ases, white irles

in Figure 4.7) or inompatible with the leading arm (�ve ases, red and white

irles in Figure 4.7). In the single ase of mild disagreement for the faint branh

(A1185, RA ∼ 168o) the distane is well below the trends of both this and previ-

ous work (o�set ≈ 10 kpc); however its large unertainty prevents us from ruling

out that it belongs to the faint branh. We will disuss an alternative member-

ship in subsetion 4.3.2. The three ases of mild disagreement for the bright

branh (ZwCl1023, A795-2 and A763-1, RA ∼ 150o) are slightly above the dis-

tane trend of this branh. Partiularly, �elds A795 and A763 also display two

additional detetions (primary and seondary, respetively) slightly under the ex-

peted distane trend. Fields A795 and A763 lie lose in the sky (less than 4o

apart) and both yield primary and seondary distane measurements very on-

sistent with eah other and with this dihotomy. We interpret this as possibly

indiating a region of the sky where the bright branh runs broader in distane.

Out of the �ve detetions inompatible with the distane trends of the lead-

ing arm, we will disuss three (RXJ1524,A1413-2 and ZwCl1215-1) in subse-
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Figure 4.8: Our data ompared to the preditions by the model from Peñarrubia

et al. (2010). Top panel : Equatorial map with the position of our �elds plotted

over the simulation. Bottom panel : Distane vs RA diagram with our results

ompared to the model preditions. Fields on the faint branh are denoted with

irles, and �elds on the bright branh are denoted with squares. Measurements

mathing the leading arm are denoted in pink, whereas those mathing the trail-

ing arm are denoted in light blue. White markers represent detetions that an

not be unambiguously tagged as leading or trailing; grey markers in the upper

panel orrespond to �elds with more than one MS detetion (they unfold in the

bottom panel). The olour sales represent the time sine the partiles from the

simulations beame unbound.
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Figure 4.9: Same as in Figure 4.8 but for the model from Law &Majewski (2010b).
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tion 4.3.2, together with the above mentioned A1185. Regarding the other two

(RXJ1347 and ZwCl1215-3, RA ∼ 205o and RA ∼ 185o respetively), we have

studied them individually and found the following. On the one hand, ZwCl1215-3

mathes the distane to the Virgo Overdensity (Bonaa et al. 2012b) when using

the appropriate age and metalliity values for the theoretial isohrone, so it is

likely a detetion of this loud. On the other hand, RXJ1347 mathes the dis-

tane and position predited by the model from Peñarrubia et al. (2010) for an

older northern-wrap of the leading arm, but also the distanes predited by the

two models for the northern-trailing wrap. However we an not draw onlusions

regarding membership for an isolated detetion and we lak kinemati data, so at

the moment we an not disriminate between both options (or even a third one).

Northern trailing arm

In this subsetion we revisit four detetions in the galati northern hemisphere

whih yield distanes inompatible with (or o�) the leading arm. These dete-

tions are RXJ1524, A1413-2 (red irles in Figure 4.7), A1185 (ompatible with

the faint leading branh thanks to its large error bars, but severely o�set from

the distane trend) and ZwCl1215-1 (white marker at RA ∼ 185o on the bright

branh). The three detetions in the faint branh (RXJ1524, A1413-2 and A1185)

show distanes strongly onsistent with eah other (∼ 17 kpc). And the three of

them are the �elds most apart from the Sgr orbital plane in our northern sample,

spreading 60o along the orbit.

Remarkably both their distanes and their positions in the sky are in extremely

good agreement with the preditions from the above mentioned models for the

Sgr debris in the northern-trailing arm, and they are roughly omparable to the

results in Correnti et al. (2010). However they are at odds with the laim in

Belokurov et al. (2014) that branh C (at lower delinations and more distant;

see grey triangles in Fig. 4.7) is indeed a part of the northern-trailing arm and

the ontinuation of the Gemini stream/arm (Newberg et al. (2003), Drake et al.

(2013); see pink triangles from Belokurov et al. (2014) in Fig. 4.7)).

Given the onsisteny of our distane measurements with eah other and with

the simulations, and given the distribution of the �elds along the faint branh of

the stream, we believe these detetions are part of the Sgr stream, most likely a

wrap of the northern trailing arm. However kinemati data or a spatially broader

photometri overage are needed to on�rm this.

Additionally, ZwCl1215-1, whih lies on the bright branh, yields a distane

measurement ompatible with the trend predited for the northern-trailing arm.

But its position on the sky (on the bright branh) an not be reoniled with the

urrent models for the trailing tail, neither with the age, metalliity and distane

values for the Virgo Overdensity. Thus, its membership and meaning in the puzzle

of the halo remain an open question.
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Southern trailing arm

Our measurements on the bright and the faint branhes of the southern-trailing

arm reprodue the distane trends of Koposov et al. (2012, 2013) and Slater et al.

(2013) based on red lump and turno� point stars. For the faint branh, we

on�rm the trend set by the < 3σ detetions in Slater et al. (2013), and we brie�y

extend westwards and eastwards the distane measurements. Contrary to Slater

et al. (2013), we �nd no evidene for a di�erene in distane between the faint

and the bright branhes of the southern-trailing tail. However it is possible that

suh di�erene remains hidden in our distane unertainties.

When omparing to the above mentioned models, we �nd that the measures

are in general agreement with the preditions for both the faint and the bright

branhes. However the distane gradient in the faint branh seems to be less steep

in the data than in the models, and the branh seems to be thinner in distane than

predited for any value of the probed RA range. In this sense it is worth noting

that, in ontrast to what happens to many of our northern hemisphere �elds,

only two of the CMDs in the southern galati hemisphere show seondary MS

detetions (RXJ0352 and RXJ2344, at RA ∼ 58o and RA ∼ 356o, respetively).

And the di�erene between the turno� point brightness of these double detetions

does not favour a thik branh, but rather the detetion of a previously unknown

nearby wrap (see subsetion 4.3.2).

Southern leading arm

In this subsetion we revisit the double detetions of 4.3.2, namely RXJ0352-1

and RXJ2344-2, (RA ∼ 58o and RA ∼ 356o, primary and seondary detetions,

respetively). We show their CMDs and their ross-orrelation density diagrams

in �gures 4.10 and 4.11. We �nd that, using the same isohrone we have used to

derive distanes to all the Sgr �elds, both yield a distane of ∼ 13 kpc. These dis-

tanes are in exellent agreement with the preditions from the two simulations for

the leading arm in the South and also with the trend set by the leading-northern

data. We thus laim that these two detetions are part of the ontinuation of the

northern-leading arm into the southern hemisphere (Chou et al. 2007). The posi-

tions of these �elds, however, suggest that the leading arm dives into the southern

hemisphere at higher delinations than predited, overlapping in projetion with

the faint branh of the trailing arm.

If the detetion of the southern-leading arm or the northern-trailing arm pro-

posed in this paper are on�rmed in future works (with kinemati measurements

for membership or photometri follow-up for spatial overage), our measurements

will be the losest and the oldest debris of the Sgr stream deteted to date. If so,

this would mean that our method has sueeded in deteting nearby substruture

in regions of the sky that had already been explored. The explanation to suh

a performane would lie on the fat that we use a sample of stars (a large part

of the main sequene) to identify the overdensities in the CMD larger than the

sample of the usual halo traers (red lump, red giants or blue horizontal branh),
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Figure 4.10: Left : Dereddened CMD for the westernmost pointing probing the

leading arm in the southern hemisphere; the template main sequene funtion

and the turno� point (green) are plotted for the maximum of the primary ross-

orrelation. Right : Weighted-density diagram resulting from the primary ross-

orrelation. The maximum (white bin, blak ross) marks the top left orner of the

template-MS at the position of the southern-leading arm main sequene, whereas

the red overdensity at fainter magnitudes orresponds to the southern-trailing

arm.

and this ould inrease the ontrast in regions of low onentration and thik disk

ontamination.

Presene of sparse nearby streams in SDSS

In the muh shallower SDSS data the deteted MS features are signi�antly

smeared out by photometri unertainties and poorer star/galaxy separation (see

CMD omparison in �g. 4.12). As a onsequene, meager main sequenes would

be more di�ult to indentify in SDSS (and meager BHB or RC ounterparts would

be impossible to identify). This leads us to think that the ability to detet sparse

stellar populations like the ones in setions 4.3.2 and 4.3.2 is strongly dependent

on the initial image quality and the star seletion proess.

The strength of SDSS lies in the large area it overs, whih might allow the

detetion of a nearby, dynamially old stream in some statistial way. However

this pursuit is beyond the sope of this paper.
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Figure 4.11: Left : Dereddened CMD for the easternmost pointing probing the

leading arm in the southern hemisphere; the template main sequene funtion

and the turno� point (green) are plotted for the maximum of the seondary ross-

orrelation. We have randomly removed 50% of the stars ontributing to the

primary detetion, whih orresponds to the southern-trailing arm of the Sgr

stream. Right : Weighted-density diagram resulting from the seondary ross-

orrelation. The maximum (white bin, blak ross) marks the top left orner of

the template-MS funtion at the position of the Orphan stream's main sequene.

The primary detetion has been partially removed, and the remainings an be

seen as a weak tail at fainter magnitudes and slightly bluer olour.
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Figure 4.12: Left : Smoothed CMD for �eld RXJ1524 ontaining the CFHT

soures lassi�ed as stars by us. Right : Same as the diagram in the right for

the SDSS soures lassi�ed as stars in the database. The weaker features in the

left �gure are not detetable in the right �gure due to photometri unertainties

and the di�erent star/galaxy separations.

4.4 The Palomar 5 stream and the Orphan stream

4.4.1 Turno� point distanes to the Pal5 stream and the

Orphan stream

The Palomar5 stream and the Orphan stream are also probed by two of our �elds

(see orange diamonds in Figure 4.1). Their CMDs and their orresponding turno�

points are shown in �gures 4.13 and 4.14, together with their ross-orrelation

maps.

We use these turno� point values to alulate photometri distanes to eah

of the streams. One again we assume single stellar populations haraterized

by theoretial isohrones but now with tage = 11.5 Gyr (Martell et al. 2002)

and metalliity [Fe/H] = −1.43 (Harris 1996) in the ase of the Pal5 stream, and

tage = 10.0 Gyr and metalliity [Fe/H] = −1.63 in the ase of the Orphan stream

(Casey et al. 2013a). These values orrespond to measurements for these parti-

ular streams, whih are more metal-poor than the Sgr stream for similar ages.

Sine the absolute brightness of the turno� point for a given stellar population

depends on its age and metalliity, it is important to selet representative values

in order to derive the right photometri distanes.

The resulting distanes are olleted in Table 4.2 and displayed in �gures 4.15

and 4.16, respetively, where they are ompared to previous �ndings by other

groups. Both results show good agreement for the adopted age and metalliity
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Figure 4.13: Left : Dereddened CMD for the pointing ontaining the Palomar

5 stream as its primary feature; the template main sequene funtion and the

turno� point (green) are plotted for the maximum of the ross-orrelation. The

seondary main sequene at fainter magnitudes orresponds to the faint arm of the

Sgr stream. Right : Weighted-density diagram resulting from the ross-orrelation.

The maximum (white bin, blak ross) marks the top left orner of the template-

MS funtion at the position of the Palomar 5 stream's main sequene, whereas

the yan overdensity at fainter magnitudes orresponds to the Sgr stream.
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Figure 4.14: Left : Dereddened CMD for the pointing ontaining the Orphan

stream as its seondary feature; the template main sequene funtion and the

turno� point (green) are plotted for the maximum of the seondary ross-

orrelation. We have randomly removed 60% of the stars ontributing to the

primary detetion, whih orresponds to the bright arm of the Sgr stream. Right :

Weighted-density diagram resulting from the seondary ross- orrelation. The

maximum (white bin, blak ross) marks the top left orner of the template-MS

funtion at the position of the Orphan stream's main sequene. The primary

detetion has been removed, and thus it does not show in the density diagram.
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Table 4.2: Position and distanes to the Palomar5 and Orphan streams:

Field stream RA (deg) DEC (deg) µ(mag) d (kp) ∆d (kp)

A2050 Pal5 229.080749 0.08773 17.0 23.1 1.1

ZwCl1023 Orphan 235.040644 -3.33158 16.6 23.8 2.2

Figure 4.15: Photometri main sequene turno� point distanes along right as-

ension for the Palomar5 stream. Our data point (blue irle) is based on a single

stellar population of age 11.5 Gyr and metalliity [Fe/H] = −1.43. The other

values orrespond to Grillmair & Dionatos (2006a) (green triangles) and Vivas &

Zinn (2006) (pink star).

values.

4.4.2 In�uene of the age/Z isohrone values on the dis-

tanes

For the Palomar 5 stream and the Orphan stream, our penil-beam survey re-

turns only one detetion eah. We ompare their derived distane measure-

ments (Table 4.2) to previous work (�gures 4.15 and 4.16, respetively) and

�nd that our measurements are onsistent and well within the values to be ex-

peted from interpolations. We interpret this as an independent validation of

the stellar population parameters for these streams in the literature: 11.5 Gyr
and [Fe/H] = −1.43dex for the Pal5 stream (Martell et al. 2002; Harris 1996),

and 10.0 Gyr and [Fe/H] = −1.63dex for the Orphan stream (Casey et al.

2013a). Variations in the absolute magnitude for the turno� point of the the-

oretial isohrone assigned to a given stellar population (haraterized by a given

age and metalliity) propagate into the distane modulus, thus yielding variations

in the distane. For the Pal5 stream, our distane measurement an tolerate a

relative variation of ∆drel ≈ ±0.15 and still be in agreement with the previous

distane measurements; this variation threshold translates into an absolute mag-

nitude variation threshold of ∆M ≈ ±0.35. We �nd that variations in ∆t =+1.7
−3.2
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Figure 4.16: Photometri main sequene turno� point distanes along delination

for the Orphan stream. Our data point (blue irle) is based on the theoretial

isohrone for a 10.0 Gyr old stellar population with [Fe/H] = −1.63. The other
values orrespond to Belokurov et al. (2007b) (green triangles), Newberg et al.

(2010) (orange diamonds) and Casey et al. (2013a) (yan star).

Gyr (limited by the formation time of the �rst stars) or in ∆[Fe/H] =+0.72
−0.82 dex

(limited by the minimum metalliity available in the set of theoretial isohrones)

for the age and metalliity of the employed theoretial isohrones meet this toler-

ane riterion. For the Orphan stream, our distane measurement an tolerate a

relative variation of ∆drel =
+0.24
−0.05, whih translates into ∆M =+0.60

−0.11. Variations

in ∆t =+3.2
−1.3 Gyr or in ∆[Fe/H] =+0.83

−0.49 dex (same limitations as above) for the

age and metalliity of the theoretial isohrones respet this requirement.

4.5 Conlusions

In this work we have used data from two deep luster surveys, whih provide

randomly sattered photometri penil-beams in g' and r', and a �eld of view of

1deg2 per pointing. We have used this data to haraterize previously known sub-

struture in the stellar halo of the Milky Way. We analysed these data using two

novel ingredients: a PSF-homogenization for the images and a ross-orrelation

algorithm for the olour-magnitude diagram (CMD). The PSF-homogenization

algorithm orrets the inhomogeneous distortion of the soures aross an image

aused by the telesope's optis. In this way, it reovers the true shapes and

size distribution of the soures, improving the performane of any star/galaxy

separation proedure, speially at the faint end. The ross-orrelation algorithm

explores the CMD of eah �eld searhing for an overdensity with the shape of

a stellar main sequene, and returns the (olour,magnitude) oordinates of the

orresponding turno� point, from whih distanes an be derived. Through this

method, we have shown that it is possible to exploit a two-�lter penil-beam sur-

vey to perform suh a study of streams or satellites, provided that the ontrast-

to-noise ratio of the substruture's main sequene is moderately signi�ant. In
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this way our method bypasses the need for nearby ontrol-�elds that an be used

to subtrat a referene foreground from the target CMDs.

Using a set of theoretial isohrones (Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010),

we have alulated the distanes to di�erent regions of the Sagittarius stream

(faint and bright branhes in both the northern and southern arms) and obtained

results in good agreement with previous work (Belokurov et al. 2006b; Koposov

et al. 2012, 2013; Slater et al. 2013) (see Figure 4.7).

We detet what seems to be the ontinuation of the northern-leading arm into

the Southern hemisphere; we �nd that its distanes are in exellent agreement with

the preditions by the models in Peñarrubia et al. (2010) and Law & Majewski

(2010b), while the trajetory seems to be loated at higher delinations. We also

�nd evidene for a nearby branh of the northern-trailing arm at RA > 160o.
Both the distanes and the footprint on the sky are in good agreement with the

preditions from the models, and are omparable to work by Correnti et al. (2010).

It is also ompatible with being the ontinuation of Gemini arm (laimed as part

of a northern-trailing wrap in Belokurov et al. (2014)) if it turns or broadens to

higher latitudes as it evolves westwards, but it does not follow the same distane

trend as branh C (Belokurov et al. 2006b). The �nal interpretation of these

di�erent overdensities in the ontext of the Sgr stream will require kinemati data

and a photometri onnetion between the known and the temptatively assoiated

regions.

We have also used age and metalliity measurements from previous work

(Martell et al. 2002; Harris 1996; Casey et al. 2013a), to alulate distanes to the

Pal5 stream and the Orphan stream. These distanes are in good agreement with

the results in the literature (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a; Vivas & Zinn 2006; Be-

lokurov et al. 2007b; Newberg et al. 2010; Casey et al. 2013a), attesting �together

with the results from the Sgr stream for previously known regions of the stream�

the robustness and auray of the ross-orrelation.

The methods presented in this paper open the possibility of using deeper

existing penil-beam surveys (maybe originally aimed for extragalati studies)

to measure aurate distanes (or ages or metalliities, provided that two of the

three parameters are known) to streams, globular lusters or dwarf galaxies. The

existene of these penil-beam surveys or the redued requirements of prospetive

ones, allow for more omplete maps of the Galati halo substruture at redued

observational osts.
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Chapter 5

A searh for stellar tidal debris

of defunt dwarf galaxies

around globular lusters in the

inner Galati halo
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Abstrat

In the hierarhial formation senario in whih the outer halo of the Milky Way

is the result of the ontinuous aretion of low-mass galaxies, a fration of the

Galati globular luster system might have originated in and been areted with

already extint dwarf galaxies. In this ontext, we expet that the remnants

of these progenitor galaxies might be still populating the surroundings of those

areted globulars. In this work, we present wide-�eld photometry of a sample of

23 globular lusters in the Galatoentri distane range 10 ≤ RG ≤ 40 kp, whih

we use to searh for remnants of their hypothetial progenitor systems. Our deep

photometry reveals the presene of underlying stellar populations along the line-of-

sight of about half of the globulars inluded in our sample. Among the detetions

lying in the footprint of the Sagittarius tidal stream, whih we identify via the

omparison with its orbit derived from numerial simulations, only Whiting 1

and NGC7492 seem to be inmersed in that remnant at a ompatible helioentri

distane. We also on�rm the existene of a subjaent Main-Sequene feature in

the surroundings of NGC1851. A tentative detetion of the vast Herules-Aquila

loud is unveiled in the bakground of NGC7006.

Published in MNRAS Volume 445, 2971 (2014)
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5.1 Introdution

The formation of the outer regions of dis galaxies in the ontext of the urrently

most aepted osmologial model, namely Lambda Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM,

Peebles 1974), took plae via the hierarhial aretion of minor stellar systems,

similar to the nowadays Galati satellite dwarf galaxies (Font et al. 2011b). Nu-

merial simulations based on this model and foused in our Galaxy (Bullok &

Johnston 2005; Cooper et al. 2010; Font et al. 2011a; Gómez et al. 2013) predit

that the Galati halo might be populated by stellar remnants, vestiges of these

aretion events. An important observational e�ort has been made to validate

this theoretial work by deteting stellar tidal streams in the halo of the Milky

Way.

The �rst satellite dwarf galaxy disovered that is urrently in the proess of

being areted is the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal (Sgr dSph; e.g. Ibata et al.

1994; Bonifaio et al. 2004; Bellazzini et al. 2006b; Siegel et al. 2007) whih is

following an almost polar orbit around the Galaxy. The destrution of this minor

system has generated the largest and most omplex halo substruture observed so

far (Majewski et al. 2003; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2004a; Belokurov et al. 2006b;

Koposov et al. 2012), whih has allowed for an investigation of the mass distri-

bution - potential - of the Milky Way by reonstruting its orbit from diverse

spetrosopi and photometri datasets (e.g. Law & Majewski 2010b; Peñarru-

bia et al. 2010). However, there are still signi�ant aspets of this substruture

pending for a satisfatory explanation, like the existene of a bifuration into two

parallel streams on its northern setion (Fellhauer et al. 2006; Peñarrubia et al.

2011) .

Far from being the only deteted tidal debris, wide-sky surveys as the Sloan

Digital Sky Survey and the Two Miron All Sky Survey (SDSS and 2MASS re-

spetively; York et al. 2000; Skrutskie et al. 2006), have revealed the existene

of substrutures suh as the Monoeros ring (Newberg et al. 2002; Yanny et al.

2003; Roha-Pinto et al. 2003; Conn et al. 2005, 2007; Juri¢ et al. 2008; Sollima

et al. 2011), diverse streams suh as the Orphan (Grillmair 2006a; Belokurov et al.

2007b; Sales et al. 2008; Newberg et al. 2010), Aquarius (Williams et al. 2011),

Cetus (Newberg et al. 2009) and Virgo (Du�au et al. 2006), and the over-densities

of Herules-Aquila (Belokurov et al. 2007a; Simion et al. 2014) and Virgo (Juri¢

et al. 2008; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2007; Bonaa et al. 2012b) as the best-studied

examples. In addition, minor mergers and faint substrutures have been observed

in spiral galaxies in the Loal Universe (e.g. Ibata et al. 2001a, 2007; Martínez-

Delgado et al. 2008; MConnahie et al. 2009; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2010b),

showing that our Galaxy is not unusual in this respet.

The globular luster (GC) population of a given galaxy ontains valuable in-

formation about the formation proess of its host galaxy. Evidene for separate

populations of GCs in the Milky Way and other galaxies have been steadily au-
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mulating, and it is interpreted as evidene that supports the hierarhial galaxy

formation senario (Zinn 1993; Leaman et al. 2013; Tonini 2013). In their seminal

paper Searle & Zinn (1978) showed that while GCs in the inner Galati halo

(at distanes < 8 kp) show a lear radial abundane gradient, GCs in the outer

halo do not follow this trend. In terms of the relation between the horizontal

branh (HB) type and metalliity found for GCs (and assuming the age as the

seond parameter), Zinn (1993) lassi�ed globulars into old halo and young halo

lusters, where the latter would orrespond to the areted fration of Galati

GCs. Simulations suggest that whereas the outer halo lusters (RG ≥ 15 kp)

were probably formed in small fragments subsequently areted by the Galaxy

(with the most massive GCs suh as Omega Centauri and M54 as the possible

remnant ores of the disrupted progenitor; van den Bergh & Makey 2004), an

inner omponent of the Milky Way halo (and possibly a fration of the halo GCs)

may have formed in situ (e.g. Zolotov et al. 2009). A reent analysis of the rel-

ative ages for 55 lusters alulated from the turn-o� magnitude (Marín-Franh

et al. 2009; VandenBerg et al. 2013) showed that the GCs age-metalliity relation

is bifuarted into two distint groups. Interestingly, these studies �nd that most

of the outer halo GCs belong to the branh haraterized by the steeper age-

metalliity relation although GCs belonging to both branhes over omparable

age ranges.

Among the Milky Way satellites, Fornax and the ore of the Sgr dSph host

a population of 5 and 4 (at least) GCs respetively (Ibata et al. 1997; Strader

et al. 2003), suggesting that areted low-mass systems might have ontributed

with their own globulars to the Galati GC system. The fration of areted

Galati lusters estimated by Forbes & Bridges (2010) represents 1/4 of the

entire Galati GC system, when onsidering parameters suh as age-metalliity

relations, retrograde orbits and HB morphologies. A higher fration of ∼ 50%

of areted GCs was estimated by Leaman et al. (2013), whih is also onsistent

with the estimated fration of areted halo stars for the Galaxy (Zolotov et al.

2009; Cooper et al. 2013). In this ontext, we expet part of the Milky Way GC

population to be assoiated with some of the tidal streams that populate the outer

halo, similar to what has been observed in M31, where the loation of the outer

GC system oinides with the streams observed around that galaxy (Makey et al.

2010, 2013). If these GCs were formed in subsequently areted stellar systems,

they might be still surrounded by the tidal streams generated by the disruption

of their progenitor satellites.

The possible assoiation of Galati GCs with the stellar tidal stream of Sgr has

been extensively onsidered in the literature using di�erent methods and datasets

(e.g. Dinesu et al. 2000; Bellazzini et al. 2002; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2002;

Palma et al. 2002a; Forbes et al. 2004; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2004a; Carraro

2009; Forbes & Bridges 2010). Bellazzini et al. (2003) found that, among the

Galati globulars in the distane range 10 ≤ RG ≤ 40 kp, there are at least

18 GCs ompatible both in position and kinematis with the orbit proposed for

that dSph galaxy by Ibata et al. (1997). More reently, (Law & Majewski 2010a,
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hereafter L10) also investigated the assoiation of 64 Galati GCs with the Sgr

stream as predited by Law & Majewski (2010b). In that ase, 9 GCs were

suggested as systems formed in the interior of the Sgr dSph, latter areted by

the Milky Way.

The searh for Galati GCs assoiated with the other possible major aretion

event, the Monoeros ring, has been ompliated by the unertainty about the

origin and dynamial history of that stellar struture and the unknown loation of

its tentative progenitor galaxy. Di�erent formation senarios have been proposed

for the stellar ring, from the aretion by the Milky Way of a dwarf ompanion

system (Helmi et al. 2003; Martin et al. 2004; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2005; Peñar-

rubia et al. 2005; Sollima et al. 2011) to the distortion or detetion of more distant

Galati omponents (Momany et al. 2004; López-Corredoira 2006; Momany et al.

2006; Hammersley & López-Corredoira 2011). Regarding the hypothetial pro-

genitor areted dwarf galaxy, the ontroversial Canis Major stellar over-density

in the diretion (ℓ, b) = (240◦,−8◦) at ∼ 7 kp from the Sun has been proposed

as its remnant nuleus (Martin et al. 2004; Dinesu et al. 2005; Martínez-Delgado

et al. 2005; Bellazzini et al. 2006b) but its origin has also been the subjet of de-

bate during the last years (Momany et al. 2004; Moitinho et al. 2006; Mateu et al.

2009). Nonetheless, several low-latitude GCs have been proposed as members

of the Monoeros progenitor galaxy GC system inluding NGC1851, NGC1904,

NGC4590 and Rup 106 (Martin et al. 2004; Forbes & Bridges 2010), NGC2298

(Crane et al. 2003; Frinhaboy et al. 2004; Martin et al. 2004; Forbes & Bridges

2010) and NGC7078 (Martin et al. 2004).

In this work, we explore the possibility of the presene of stellar remnants of

areted dwarf galaxies around a sample of GCs in the inner Galati halo, whih

have been extensively onsidered as traers of the hierarhial formation of the

Milky Way halo. With that purpose, we present wide-�eld deep photometry of a

statistially signi�ant sample of lusters and of the area surrounding them.

5.2 Observations and data redution

5.2.1 Sample seletion and observations

The results presented here are part of a systemati survey of stellar tidal debris

around GCs of the Galati halo, based on photometri observations of these

systems with wide-�eld ameras at di�erent intermediate-size telesopes during

the last 10 years. Preliminary results of this survey were presented in Martínez-

Delgado et al. (2002), Martínez-Delgado et al. (2004a) and Carballo-Bello et al.

(2012). In this work, we have foused on lusters lying in the distane range

10 ≤ RG ≤ 40 kp (only 9 Galati GCs are found beyond that distane), whih

might inlude the suggested transition region between areted and in-situ formed

Galati stellar halo (RG ∼ 15�20 kp Carollo et al. 2007). To minimize the

presene of dis stars whih ould severely a�et our photometry, we exluded

from the initial sample all those lusters at low Galati latitude (|b| ≤ 20◦) with
the exeption of NGC2298 and Rup 106, globulars whose properties suggest an
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Table 5.1: Sample of Galati GCs: positional data, tidal radii and metalliities (Harris

2010; Carballo-Bello et al. 2012).

Cluster ℓ(◦) b(

◦
) d⊙(kp) RG(kp) rt (armin) [Fe/H℄

Whiting 1 161.2 -60.7 30.1 34.5 3.2 -0.70

NGC1261 270.5 -52.1 16.3 18.1 10.9 -1.27

NGC1851 244.5 -35.0 12.1 16.6 11.6 -1.18

NGC1904 227.2 -29.3 12.9 18.8 11.3 -1.60

NGC2298 245.6 -16.0 10.8 15.8 10.1 -1.92

NGC4147 252.8 77.2 19.3 21.4 6.6 -1.80

Rup 106 300.8 11.6 21.2 18.5 9.0 -1.68

NGC4590 299.6 36.0 10.3 10.2 21.4 -2.23

NGC5024 332.9 79.7 17.9 18.4 18.0 -2.10

NGC5053 335.7 78.9 17.4 17.8 13.1 -2.27

NGC5272 42.2 78.7 10.2 12.0 25.4 -1.50

AM4 320.3 33.5 32.2 27.8 3.3 -1.30

NGC5466 42.2 73.6 16.0 16.3 23.4 -1.98

NGC5634 342.2 49.3 25.2 21.2 9.6 -1.88

NGC5694 331.1 30.4 35.0 29.4 4.7 -1.98

NGC5824 332.6 22.1 32.1 25.9 5.7 -1.91

Pal 5 0.8 45.9 23.2 18.6 21.1 -1.41

NGC6229 73.6 40.3 30.5 29.8 3.8 -1.47

Pal 15 18.8 24.3 45.1 38.4 5.6 -2.07

NGC6864 20.3 -25.7 20.9 14.7 6.8 -1.29

NGC7006 63.8 -19.4 41.2 38.5 5.7 -1.52

NGC7078 65.0 -27.3 10.4 10.4 17.5 -2.37

NGC7492 53.4 -63.5 26.3 25.3 9.2 -1.78
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external origin (Crane et al. 2003; Forbes & Bridges 2010; Dotter et al. 2011). We

have also exluded NGC6715, Terzan 7, Arp 2 and Terzan 8 beause their loation

has already been established within the main body of the Sgr dSph (Bellazzini

et al. 2003, 2008) and Pal 12, whih has previously been assoiated to its stream

(Dinesu et al. 2000; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2002). Following these riteria, our

�nal sample is omposed of 23 of these systems. It represents a half of the GCs

in the onsidered Galatoentri distane range and the 3/4 of the lusters that

math our latitude riteria.

Table 5.1 inludes the position, distane and other relevant information of our

GC sample. The positions and [Fe/H℄ estimates are taken from the Harris (2010)

atalogue. Tidal radii are taken from Carballo-Bello et al. (2012), where strutural

parameters for these globulars were derived using the same photometri database

presented in this paper, with the exeption of the lusters Whiting 1, AM4, Pal 15

and NGC7006 not inluded in that work and for whih they have been estimated

using a similar proedure as the desribed in Carballo-Bello et al. (2012). The

radial density pro�les for these 4 GCs have been obtained inluding information

for the inner region of the lusters from the literature (Harris 1991; Trager et al.

1995; Carraro et al. 2007; Carraro 2009).

Our survey strategy was based on obtaining deep photometri observations in

a wide �eld of view (FOV) around the lusters, whih allows us to explore for

the �rst time their external regions, poorly represented in shallower photometri

data. In this ase, the main traers of the tidal debris of these possible progenitor

systems are main-sequene (MS) stars 2�3 magnitudes fainter than the MS turn-

o� (TO) of the old stellar population. Given the low levels of surfae-brightness

for known tidal streams (µV > 30mag arse

−2
, Martínez-Delgado et al. 2001;

Majewski et al. 2003), very deep olour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) are needed

to get enough statisti of MS-TO stars in the explored area. In addition, good

seeing onditions are essential to undertake a reliable deontamination of bak-

ground galaxies in the CMD, whih would otherwise a�et the detetion of a MS

feature assoiated to an underlying stellar population in the blue region of the

diagram at fainter magnitudes (e.g. see Figures 5.2 and 5.7).

Observations have been performed using theWide Field Camera (WFC) mounted

at the Isaa Newton telesope (INT), established at El Roque de los Muhahos

Observatory on the island of La Palma (Canary Islands) and the Wide Field Im-

ager (WFI) at the MPG/ESO2.2m telesope, at the La Silla Observatory (Chile).

The WFC provides, with 4 CCDs with a pixel size of 0.333 arse pixel

−1
, a total

FOV of 34 armin × 34 armin. The WFI provides a similar FOV of 34 armin ×
33 armin overed by 8 idential CCDs. A summary of the observations is shown

in Table 5.2, inluding the oordinates of eah of the pointings. The typial ex-

posure times were 4×900 s in the B band and 6×600 s in R. The typial seeing

was FWHM < 1′′. Daily sky-�ats and bias were obtained and used for bias and

�at-�eld orretion by means of redution routines based on iraf standard tasks.

A set of Landolt (1992) standard stars were observed during the runs, at di�erent

airmass ranges to allow a preise alibration of the �nal photometri atalogs.
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Table 5.2: Coordinates, exposure times, mean seeing and dates of the observational

ampaigns in whih the GCs were observed. Servie mode observations are denoted by

(s).

Cluster RA(2000) DEC(2000) texp B(s) texp R/r(s) seeing(�) Instrument Obs. run date

Whiting 02:02:56 -03:15:10 4×900 6×600 1.2 WFC 2010/08/17-19

NGC1261 03:13:41 -55:25:28 4×900 4×600 0.8 WFI 2009/11/08-12

NGC1851 05:13:04 -39:49:58 3×900 6×600 0.6 WFI 2005/07 (s)
05:15:02 -40:11:57 4×900 6×600 0.8 WFI 2010/02/14-19

NGC1904 05:23:29 -24:19:21 3×900 5×600 0.5 WFI 2005/07 (s)
05:25:29 -24:19:19 3×900 5×600 0.5 WFI 2005/07 (s)

NGC2298 06:50:05 -35:50:47 4×900 4×600 0.9 WFI 2009/02/19-22

NGC4147 12:09:40 +18:20:03 4×600 4×600 0.8 WFC 2002/05/15-17

Rup 106 12:38:48 -51:12:36 4×900 6×600 0.9 WFI 2009/02/19-22

NGC4590 12:38:36 -26:31:45 4×900 6×600 0.8 WFI 2010/02/14-19

NGC5024 13:12:30 +17:49:59 3×900 3×600 0.7 WFC 2002/05/15-17

NGC5053 13:16:01 +17:21:51 4×900 6×600 0.6 WFC 2010/06/11-13

NGC5272 13:41:20 +28:45:32 2×900 3×600 1.1 WFC 2010/05/18 (s)
13:42:11 +28:57:32 3×900 6×600 0.7 WFC 2010/06/11-13

AM4 13:56:06 -27:19:18 6×900 6×600 0.9 WFI 2009/02/19-22

NGC5466 14:03:51 +28:16:58 4×900 4×600 0.9 WFC 2008/05/11-12

NGC5634 14:28:45 -05:45:21 4×900 6×600 0.9 WFI 2010/02/14-19

NGC5694 14:38:40 -26:21:25 4×900 5×600 0.8 WFI 2010/02/14-19

NGC5824 15:04:14 -32:53:15 4×900 6×600 1.0 WFI 2010/05/15-19

Pal 5 15:15:41 -00:06:48 2×1000 3×900 0.9 WFC 2001/06/20-27

NGC6229 16:46:25 +47:20:06 3×900 5×600 1.2 WFC 2010/08/17-19

Pal 15 16:59:36 -00:24:45 4×900 6×600 0.9 WFI 2010/05/15-19

NGC6864 20:05:46 -21:41:30 3×900 6×600 0.5 WFI 2010/05/15-19

NGC7006 21:01:29 +16:11:15 4×900 4×600 1.0 WFC 2001/06/22-28

21:08:48 +18:24:51 3×900 4×600 0.9 WFC 2001/06/22-28

NGC7078 21:29:36 +12:09:00 3×900 6×600 1.0 WFC 2010/06/11-13

21:29:58 +12:40:00 4×900 6×600 0.8 WFC 2010/06/11-13

NGC7492 23:09:16 -15:49:14 4×900 5×600 0.9 WFI 2009/11/08-12
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5.2.2 Photometry and ompleteness test

PSF photometry was obtained using daophot ii/allstar (Stetson 1987) Our

�nal atalogs only ontains objets with |SHARP| ≤ 0.4, reduing the pollution

in the CMDs by bakground galaxies and allowing us to detet the MS of the

tentative underlying streams in the region of the diagram dominated by these

non-stellar objets. The aperture orretion of our magnitudes were performed

using bright stellar-shaped objets in the outer regions of the �eld, far from the

GC, with σ < 0.1. With these riteria, we had a good sample of bright stars to

ompare the PSF �tting from allstar with the aperture photometry obtained

with daophot ii/phot. The typial orretions are below 0.2mag. To estimate

the magnitude of our stars outside the atmosphere, we used the extintion oe�-

ients omputed for eah observatory: AB = 0.22 and Ar = 0.07magnitudes per

airmass unit for the Roque de los Muhahos Observatory and AB = 0.19 and

AR = 0.06 at La Silla Observatory.

For the alibration of the WFC photometry, we have searhed for stars present

both in our data and in SDSS. Due to the di�erenes between the �lters used by

this survey and those used in our projet, we transformed the SDSS magnitudes

(ugriz) to the Johnson-Cousins system (BR) using Chonis & Gaskell (2008) equa-

tions (for stars in the olor range 0.08 < r − i < 0.5 and 0.2 < g − r < 1.4). The

brightest subsample of ommon stars (20�30 stars per hip) was used to obtain a

orretion fator to apply to our objets and that also aounts for the di�erenes

between the photometri systems. No signi�ant olor trends have been notied

in the omparison between B and R magnitudes in the WFC and Johnson-Cousin

photometri system. For this reason we applied only a systemati shift. Mean

values for these orretions are found to be CB = 25.10± 0.08 and CR = 25.72±
0.09. For the WFI data, we derived transformations from the omparison of the

instrumental results for the Landolt (1992) standard stars observed and their

alibrated magnitudes. The mean values for the transformation oe�ients are:

BLan −Binst = 25.09 (± 0.09 ) + 0.19 (± 0.23 ) (B −R)inst (5.1)

RLan −Rinst = 24.57 (± 0.07 )− 0.02 (± 0.02 ) (B −R)inst (5.2)

In order to estimate the ompleteness of our photometri atalogs in the sur-

rounding area of the lusters, we have onsidered separately the furthest hip with

respet to the luster entre. We have inluded in the images syntheti stars with

magnitudes in the range 17 ≤ B,R ≤ 26 and olor 0.5 < B −R < 1.5, randomly

distributed throughout the hip. The total number of syntheti stars added in

eah of the frames was designed not to exeed 15% of the number of originally
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Figure 5.1: Examples of the photometri ompleteness obtained in this work for the B

(solid line) and R (dashed line) bands as a funtion of the magnitude for WFC (grey)

and WFI (blak), for the lusters NGC6229 and NGC5634 respetively. Syntheti stars

with magnitudes below 22 in the WFI are ompletely reovered, while that perentage

drops below 80% at B,R ∼ 24. As for the WFC photometry, a ompleteness of 80% is

derived up to magnitudes B,R ∼ 23.5, while it drops to the 60% at B,R ∼ 24. All the

magnitudes are in the Johnson-Cousins system.

observed soures and have been plaed in separated ells to avoid self-rowding.

For eah of the globulars, we obtained 50 of these altered images and they were

proessed with daophot ii using the same PSF model derived for the observed

stars.

We estimated the fration of syntheti stars reovered by allstar for all the

images and derived a mean variation of that fration as a funtion of the magni-

tude. In Figure 5.1 it is shown the perentage of reovered stars for the B and

R bands, orresponding to one of the outer hips in the mosais obtained for

two lusters with typial exposure times and seeing (see Table 5.2), but observed

with di�erent instruments. Our results show a similar behaviour for both bands

but with small di�erenes between the instruments. On the one hand, our WFI

photometry reovers around the 100% of the syntheti stars up to magnitudes

B,R ∼ 22 and in that ase the ompleteness drops marginally below 80% at

B,R ∼ 24. For the WFC, onsidering the same magnitudes ranges de�ned above,
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we obtained a 90 and 60% of ompleteness for B,R ∼ 22 and 24 respetively.

Despite these di�erenes regarding the number of reovered soures in both in-

struments, we onlude that, given the depth of our data, our photometry should

be able to detet the presene of subjaent tidal streams if they are present in the

surroundings of these GCs. Hereafter we de�ne < V >= (B +R)/2.

5.3 Methodology

There are several senarios where one might expet to observe apparent tidal

debris around Galati halo GCs: i) the GC ould itself be in the proess of tidal

disruption due to the tidal �eld of the Milky Way (e.g. Pal 5; Odenkirhen et al.

2001, 2003), ii) the tidal debris ould originate from the disruption of the reli

of the galaxy that originally hosted the luster (as is the ase with the Sgr dwarf

GCs and almost ertainly those seen apparently embedded in tidal substrutures

in and around M31 (Makey et al. 2013) and iii) the GC ould by hane be

superimposed in projetion against other large-sale halo substruture.

Here, we fous on the detetion of debris from a subjaent galaxy remnant. A

omplete on�rmation of suh assoiation between GCs and tidal stream would

require follow-up spetrosopy (e.g. veloities, hemial tagging) for the members

of these tidal debris. With photometry only it is not possible to di�erentiate

between these senarios, so our results are a �rst step to identify those Galati

GCs possibly areted.

5.3.1 Seletion of the extra-tidal �eld of the luster

An important issue in this work is to estimate the tidal edge of the luster and

separate the possible stellar remnants from the GC stellar ontent. Tidal radii,

ommonly denoted by rt, are key strutural parameters in King models (King

1966) and indiate the distane at whih the radial density pro�le reahes the

theoretial zero level. It has been lassially used as the physial edge of a GC

and all those stars lying beyond this distane have been typially lassi�ed as

extra-tidal ontent. Carballo-Bello et al. (2012) found that when MS stars are

inluded to derive a more omplete radial density pro�le, the derived rt are a 40%
bigger on average than those derived from shallower photometry. Moreover, in

many ases the overall shape of the density pro�le is not well reprodued by King

models, espeially in the outer parts of the luster. This indiates that rt is only
a rough estimate of the edge of a luster (see also MLaughlin & van der Marel

2005) and by assuming it as the separation between luster and fore/bakground

stellar populations, the CMD orresponding to the latter might be still populated

by luster members.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the importane of using that seletion riteria in the

obtention of the CMDs for the fore/bakground stellar populations. We have

generated both the diagrams orresponding to the stars beyond the tidal radius

of NGC5694 set at rt = 4.7 armin and 1.5 rt, using in this ase the value

derived from the pro�les obtained in Carballo-Bello et al. (2012). It is apparent
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Figure 5.2: Left: radial density pro�le derived by Carballo-Bello et al. (2012) for NGC5694, where the vertial lines indiate the

position of the King tidal radius (rt) derived on that work and 1.5 times that distane from the luster entre. The middle and

right panels orrespond to the CMDs generated with the stars beyond those distanes from the luster entre. When stars beyond

the tidal radius are onsidered, the CMD shows an over-density assoiated with the presene of NGC5694 stars as expeted from

the position of rt in relation to the derived radial pro�le.
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that the King tidal radius lies within the outer part of the GC pro�le, so the

ontribution of NGC5694 stars beomes important even outside this distane.

On the ontrary, when the distane at whih the radial density remains nearly

onstant is onsidered, the over-density assoiated to the GC ontent is not present

in the diagram. Trying to avoid as muh as possible the ontamination by GC

stars, our riterion for this separation was set on 1.5 times the formal King tidal

radius rt, in most ases this oinides with the distane at whih the radial density
reahes the bakground level. We adopted the tidal radii determined in Carballo-

Bello et al. (2012) using the present photometri dataset (listed in Table 5.1). For

the lusters Whiting 1, AM4, Pal 15 and NGC7006, not inluded in the above

work, we determined tidal radii using the same proedure desribed in Carballo-

Bello et al. (2012). Hereafter, we de�ne rbg = 1.5 rt. Figures 5.3 to 5.6 show

the radial density pro�les of our target lusters where the adopted value of rbg is

indiated.

Unfortunately, beause of the relatively small extra-area and limited angular

overage of our data we are not able to detet any large-sale gradient and/or

asymmetry in the distribution of extra-tidal area.

5.3.2 Identi�ation of tidal debris in wide-�eld photometry

with MilkyWay syntheti olour-magnitude diagrams

Galati tidal streams are highly dispersed resulting in a low surfae-brightness

struture that generates a modest representation of more evolved stars in the

CMDs. Thus, we expet that the only feature that may indiate the presene

of a stream around a GC is the presene of a MS that might be oinident with

that of the GC if they lie at the same distane. However, the same feature ould

be present if the luster has developed tidal tails beause of its interation with

the Milky Way. In the majority of the ases, the MS stars from the subjaent

tidal remnant are hidden in the CMD due to the ombination of the ontributions

of a minor fration of luster members, fore/bakground stellar populations from

the di�erent Milky Way omponents (mainly the dis and halo) and bakground

galaxies.

The best method to orret from these ontribution is to obtain observations

of adjaent ontrol �elds with similar Galati latitude but several degrees away

from the GCs, with similar FOV and exposure time than the target �elds. How-

ever, we ould not obtain these kind of observations during the observing time

granted for this projet. For this reason, to disentangle the Milky Way stellar halo

ontribution and to identify any subjaent population, we ompared the observed

diagrams with syntheti CMDs for the same line-of-sight of eah luster and for a

similar solid angle omputed assuming a Milky Way model. In this work, we have

onsidered the TRILEGAL (Girardi et al. 2005; Vanhollebeke et al. 2009) and

Besançon (Robin et al. 2003) Milky Way models, that provides publi available

webpage sripts to ompute simulated CMDs in seleted Galati �elds.

Figure 5.7 shows a CMD observed for one of the GCs in our sample (NGC2298),

together with the diagrams obtained with the two models, for the same diretion
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Figure 5.3: Radial density pro�les as derived by for Whit 1, NGC1261, NGC1851,

NGC1904, NGC2298 and NGC4147. The vertial line indiate the distanes from the

luster entre where the luster ontent has been separated from the rest of objets in

the photometri atalogues. The red line orresponds with the best King model �tting

(Carballo-Bello et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.4: Radial density pro�les as derived by for Rup 106, NGC4590, NGC5024,

NGC5053 and AM4. The vertial line indiate the distanes from the luster entre

where the luster ontent has been separated from the rest of objets in the photometri

atalogues. The red line orresponds with the best King model �tting (Carballo-Bello

et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.5: Radial density pro�les as derived by for NGC5466, NGC5634, NGC5694,

NGC5824, Pal 5 and NGC6229. The vertial line indiate the distanes from the luster

entre where the luster ontent has been separated from the rest of objets in the

photometri atalogues. The red line orresponds with the best King model �tting

(Carballo-Bello et al. 2012).
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Figure 5.6: Radial density pro�les as derived by for Pal 15, NGC6864, NGC7006,

NGC7078 and NGC7492. The vertial line indiate the distanes from the luster entre

where the luster ontent has been separated from the rest of objets in the photometri

atalogues. The red line orresponds with the best King model �tting (Carballo-Bello

et al. 2012).
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in the sky. This omparison allows us to identify the over-density of objets in

the bluer region of the diagram, around V ∼ 24, as bakground galaxies, a har-

ateristi feature in wide-�eld photometry. The di�erenes observed between the

syntheti CMDs learly indiate that the hoie of the Milky Way model for om-

parison would play a relevant role in the detetion of Galati substrutures. In

that �gure, we have delimited a region in the CMD that enompasses the om-

ponent assoiated with the Galati halo, in whih this study is foused, de�ned

by 0.6 < B − R < 1.5 and 21 < V < 23.5. This learly shows that the Besançon

model predits a larger number of stellar halo stars than TRILEGAL, a�eting

the signi�ane of any eventual tidal debris

We have ompared the stellar ontent of TRILEGAL/Besançon in that box

of the CMDs for di�erent setions of the Galati halo. We have obtained 12

syntheti CMDs using both models with an area Ω = 0.25deg2 for the Galati

longitudes ℓ = 0, 90 and 180◦ and latitudes b = 25, 40, 60 and 90

◦
. The number

of predited halo stars in that box, for all the diretions in the sky onsidered,

is larger for the Besançon results. For ℓ = 180◦ and ℓ = 90◦ we �nd a similar

behaviour, showing that the ontribution of halo stars in the TRILEGAL model

with respet to Besançon is onsiderably lower with NT/NB ∼ 0.3−0.4, where NT

and NB represent the star ounts in that box for TRILEGAL and Besançon, re-

spetively. These di�erenes might arise from the di�erent strutural parameters

assumed by these models to desribe the Galati stellar halo. On the one hand,

the TRILEGAL model allows the user to selet between a r1/4 and an oblate

r1/4 stellar halo distribution, where in the latter ase the oblateness parameter qh
remains as free parameter. Instead, in the Besançon model, the spheroid ompo-

nent is desribed by a power-law with slope α = −2.44 with a �xed value for the

oblateness set at qh = 0.76.
Gao et al. (2013) has reently studied the ability of these models to reprodue

Hess diagrams generated from SDSS data in a spei� area of the sky. Although

in their results both models show problems to reprodue the observations, the

setion of the CMD dominated by halo stars - area of interest for this work -

was more adequately represented by the syntheti diagrams generated by TRI-

LEGAL. Given these signi�ant di�erenes in the ontribution of halo stars, we

will ontinue using as referene both the CMDs generated with TRILEGAL and

Besançon, although new inoming versions of these models, �tting the parameters

to wide-sky surveys (e.g. Robin et al. in preparation), will have to be taken into

aount in future searhes for halo substrutures.

To estimate the signi�ane of the detetions in our photometry, we have

ompared the observed stellar ounts with those omputed from the syntheti

CMDs generated with TRILEGAL for the same line-of-sight and solid angle. The

input parameters for that model are taken from the optimization obtained by Gao

et al. (2013) (see Table 3 on that paper). For the Besançon model, we have used

the default parameters. The observed stars onsidered to derive the signi�ane

of a subjaent population are those ontained between the V -level of the TO and

the level where the CMD is dominated by bakground galaxies, with a di�erene
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in olour 0.1< δ(B − R) < 0.2 with respet to the orresponding isohrone (see

Setion 5.3.4). Assuming the unertainty in the number ounts as σN =

√
N , the

signi�ane is given by

S =
(NCMD −Nmodel)√
NCMD +Nmodel

(5.3)

where NCMD is the number of observed stars following the riteria desribed

above and Nmodel the TRILEGAL/Besançon ounts in the same area of the syn-

theti CMD after orreting for ompletness. In this work, S will indiate the

signi�ane of the detetions with respet to the syntheti model. Given the un-

ertainties linked to the performanes of the Galati models in reproduing the

real Galati �eld population we de�ned a onservative treshold for a positive

detetion of an underlying stellar population when S >5.
Our ability to detet the presene of stellar substrutures with surfae-brightness

omparable to those of Galati tidal streams is also a�eted by the position of

the �elds. It is possible to estimate the surfae-brightness detetion limit of our

method to detet a Sgr-like stellar population that stands out with S = 5 above

the Galati stellar populations and as a funtion of the diretion in the sky. We

have used the distane-dependent expression proposed by Bellazzini et al. (2006a):

µV = −2.5 log(n) + 2.5 log(Ω) + (m−M)0 +K (5.4)

where n is the number of MS stars, Ω the solid angle observed, (m−M)0 the

distane modulus to the stellar population and K inludes theoretial elements

(see the omplete formula in Bellazzini's paper). We have alibrated the latter

term applying this expression to the subjaent Sgr population unveiled around

Whiting 1, and using a surfae-brightness for that portion of the stream of µV =

30.6mag arse

−2
, measured by (Koposov et al. 2012). We de�ne a box in the

CMD inluding all the stars in the subjaent MS to determine K - assuming the

same helioentri distane that of Whiting 1 - and used that box in the syntheti

CMDs used in Setion 5.3.2 to ount the number of stars predited by TRILEGAL

(after orreting for inompletness). After that, we estimated the neessary num-

ber of stars in that box to obtain a S = 5 detetion above the fore/bakground

population using Equation 5.3 and translate those ounts into surfae-brightness

by applying Equation 5.4, assuming the same distane modulus of Whiting 1.

Figure 5.8 shows the limiting surfae-brightness (5σ detetion) as a funtion

of b and for the ℓ values onsidered above. As expeted, we will be able to

detet the presene of fainter halo substrutures at higher Galati latitudes,

where the halo omponent beomes less important in the obtained CMDs. A

tidal stream as the one found around Whiting 1 would be deteted in the area

b > 80

◦
for all ℓ, when the surfae-brightness of that struture is as faint as 31.5

< µV < 32mag arse

−2
. The surfae-brightness required for a tidal stream to
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Figure 5.7: Top: example of CMD obtained for the surroundings of NGC2298 for stars

beyond rbg from the luster entre. Middle and bottom panels: CMDs obtained with

TRILEGAL and Besançon models respetively for a �eld in the diretion of NGC2298,

with a similar solid angle to that of the observed area around the luster. The remarkable

over-density observed in the bluer region of the observed CMD with V > 24 is generated

by the presene of bakground galaxies in the wide-�eld photometry. In order to ompare

both syntheti models, we have seleted the area in the CMD de�ned by 0.6 < B−R <

1.5 and 21 < V < 23.5 (over-plotted grey retangle).
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Figure 5.8: Limiting surfae-brightness for three diretions in the sky (ℓ = 0, 90 and

180

◦

), de�ned by the star ounts required to obtain a 5σ signal above TRILEGAL. As

expeted, faint substrutures as tidal streams will be more easily detetable at higher

values of b, far from the Galati stellar omponents (dis, bulge).

be di�erentiated from the fore/bakground populations in the area around the

Galati entre (ℓ = 0

◦
, b < 40

◦
) is brighter ompared to the values obtained

for the same stream in the Antientre diretion. These results indiate the areas

where faint stellar substrutures as the known tidal streams will be more easily

detetable.

5.3.3 Finding stellar debris with a ross-orrelation algo-

rithm

Given that the detetions (and their signi�anes) derived from the syntheti

CMDs might depend on the seletion of the Milky Way model and the input

parameters, we have also used an alternative approah to look for MS features of

stellar streams based on the ross-orrelation method desribed in Pila-Díez et al.

(2014). This algorithm has been suesfully proven in the ase of a photometri

penil-beam survey of the Sgr tidal stream using CFHT MegaCam deep data but

laking ontrol �elds adjaent to the target �elds, whih is the same situation

of our GC survey. This method is based on an algorithm that takes a CMD as

an input and looks aross it for the over-density that best mathes a template

MS population. The template MS is built from the shape of an old, metal-
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poor theoretial isohrone

1

(Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010) mathing

the spei� photometri system of the CMD. The width of this template MS is

tailored to the photometri quality of the CMD by aounting for the inrease

in olour error with magnitude of a well de�ned stellar lous (partiularly, the

nearby M-dwarf stars at 2 < B − R < 3). To eah region of the MS template

a weight based on the distane to the entral region of the template is given so

that - for eah step of the ross-orrelation - stars plaed in the inner part of

the template have a larger weight than stars at the edges of the template. This

aounts for possible outliers and statistial ontamination.

The algorithm returns two produts: the �rst one is a binned density diagram

in the olour-magnitude spae reording the stellar density ontained within the

template MS for eah iteration of the ross-orrelation. The seond one is the MS

TO point oordinates (in the olour-magnitude spae) for the best math (peak

of the ross-orrelation). We used these binned density diagrams to evaluate the

quality of the detetion by estimating the signal-to-noise of the ross-orrelation

proedure and used this last parameter to determine whether the best math

atually represents a real halo feature. We de�ne a positive detetion when the

S/N is larger than 5. In all ases with S/N>3, we an use the MS TO point

magnitude to alulate the distane modulus and the helioentri distane to the

substruture (see below). For the templates in this work we have used two types

of theoretial isohrones: one orresponding to the age and metalliity of eah

GC, whih we use on both the orresponding GC and on the extratidal �eld at

r > rbg CMDs, and another one orresponding to possible subjaent streams,

whih we only use for the outer-region CMDs.

5.3.4 Distanes to the underlying populations with isohrone

�tting

Distanes to the hypothetial tidal debris are fundamental to onlude if they

are assoiated to the GCs or a bakground, unassoiated tidal stream or Galati

substruture. Helioentri distanes were derived from the position of the MS-

feature of the tidal debris in the CMD by �tting a reddening-orreted theoretial

isohrone. First, the seleted isohrone is shifted by varying the distane modulus

in the range 12 < (m − M)V < 19 with a step of δ(m − M)V = 0.2. The χ2

for eah position was omputed taking into aount all the stars loated in the

MS feature (mainly populated by the possible stream stars and Galati halo

stellar omponent). The distane modulus value orresponding to the minimum

χ2
is then seleted as initial input for an iterative proedure to obtain a more

aurate estimate of the position of the isohrone. In this ase, we analyzed

the distane modulus range within a 10% above and below that value with a

smaller step δ(m − M)V = 0.01 (∼150 p). This �tting method has been tested

using the CMD orresponding to the inner regions of the GCs, for whih we used

1

This isohrone and all the ones assoiated to the ross-orrelation have been retrieved from

the Padova Stellar Evolution database, available at http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/md.
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the isohrones assuming previous estimates for their age t and [Fe/H℄ (Forbes &

Bridges 2010; Harris 2010). Figure 5.9 shows the omparison between the (m −
M)V obtained for the 23 globulars and those listed in the Harris atalog. There is

no evidene of systemati deviation from the 1:1 line, this is also on�rmed by the

obtained orrelation oe�ient (r = 0.97). This test on�rms that it is possible to

obtain the helioentri distanes for stellar remnants using our method and, more

importantly, there are not systemati e�ets in our photometry, even though is

based in observing ampaigns from two di�erent telesopes spread over ten years.

Beause of the lak of a red-giant branh (RGB) feature assoiated to the

deteted tidal debris, it is not possible to obtain insights on their metalliity from

our CMDs. This also prevents us from seleting the most suitable isohrone for

eah ase. For this reason, we use only two di�erent ases for our derivation

of these distanes: in the ase of the remnants possibly assoiated to the Sgr

stream (see Setion 5.5.1), we used an isohrone based on Siegel et al. (2007)

results, with an intermediate age of t = 6Gyr with [Fe/H℄ = -0.6. For the over-

densities found around other lusters, we assume that they are dominated by an

old stellar population similar to those of the typial Milky Way dSph galaxies

(i.e. Ursa Minor or Drao). In these ases, an isohrone with t = 12Gyr and

[Fe/H℄ = -1.5 is used for the �tting method desribed above. We have used the

theoretial isohrones generated by Dotter et al. (2008b) in ombination with the

Galati extintion maps from Shlegel et al. (1998) and the extintion oe�ients

from Shla�y & Finkbeiner (2011). Possible e�ets of spatial variations on the

extintion over the FOV are expeted to be smalle (∆E(B−V ) < 0.02) even in the
lusters at the lowest latitude inluded in our sample, and have been negleted.

The resulting helioentri distane for the possible tidal remnants deteted in this

study are given in Table 5.3.

In addition to these distane estimates, the MS TO point oordinates for

the best math (i.e. peak of the ross-orrelation) obtained from the algorithm

desribed in Setion 5.3.3 were used to alulate the distane modulus and the

helioentri distane to the substrutures. The potential age and metalliity gra-

dients of the subjaent streams and their e�et on the distane alulation have

been inluded in the unertainties as disussed in Pila-Díez et al. (2014). The

results of this method are given in Table 5.4.

5.4 Results

Figures from 5.10 to 5.15 show the alibrated CMDs for the GGs in our sample.

For eah luster, we show the CMD for its entral region (middle panel) and for

those stars situated at a distane beyond rbg from the luster entre (right panel;

with the exeption of Pal 5, see below). In order to avoid rowding problems,

we have inluded only a fration of the entral regions of the luster on�ned

between an arbitrary distane from the entre and the half-mass radius (rh),
whih generates the di�erenes in limiting magnitude between the diagrams in

some of the lusters (e.g. NGC6229 and NGC4590). The left panels display the
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between the Harris (2010) distane modulii and the values

derived using the isohrone �tting method desribed in Setion 5.3.4. (m − M)V and

(m − M)VHarris represent the distane modulus obtained for the GCs inluded in our

sample and the one taken from the Harris atalog respetively. The dashed line indiates

the 1:1 relation.
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Table 5.3: Results from the isohrone �tting method desribed in Setion 5.3.4. Areas observed, distanes derived for the GCs and

for the subjaent populations are given in the olumns labeled with Abg, dGC and dbg respetively. Signi�ane of the detetions

ST and SB , with respet to TRILEGAL and Besançon respetively, are omputed using the number of star ounts in the observed

CMD (NCMD) and the ounts for the same area of the diagrams obtained with the model onsidered here (NT or NB). The identity

of the subjaent population is suggested in funtion of the projeted position of the sample and the onsidered model. Clusters

ordered by ST.

Cluster Abg (deg

2
) dGC (kp) dbg (kp) NCMD NT NB ST SB Note

NGC5634 0.21 25.7± 3.8 47.9 ± 4.7 190 36.2 50.1 10.2 ± 0.8 9.0 ± 0.9 Sgr

Whiting 1 0.31 25.4± 3.2 26.3 ± 3.3 181 35.2 20.3 10.0 ± 0.8 11.3 ± 0.7 Sgr

NGC4147 0.23 21.6± 2.3 29.3 ± 4.9 254 95.7 88.2 8.5 ± 0.9 9.0 ± 0.9 Sgr

NGC5053 0.17 13.2± 3.7 32.8 ± 5.3 86 10.0 29.4 7.8 ± 0.7 5.2 ± 0.9 Sgr

Pal 5 0.18 25.4± 2.9 52.8 ± 5.6 244 106.7 58.5 7.3 ± 0.9 10.7 ± 0.8 Sgr

27.6 ± 3.8 108 24.6 34.2 7.2 ± 0.8 6.2 ± 0.9 Tail

NGC7006 0.52 40.9± 2.1 22.3 ± 2.5 705 455.4 410.2 7.3 ± 1.0 8.8 ± 1.0 Her�Aq/?

NGC7492 0.22 26.3± 2.1 22.0 ± 3.8 136 46.3 85.2 6.6 ± 0.9 3.4 ± 1.0 Sgr

NGC1851 0.36 24.7± 2.0 11.9 ± 2.0 227 125.2 90.2 5.4 ± 1.0 7.7 ± 0.9 Mon?/GC Halo

NGC1261 0.21 16.6± 2.0 14.9 ± 2.6 151 71.4 71.8 5.3 ± 1.0 5.3 ± 1.0 Tail?

NGC5024 0.13 18.7± 2.0 37.7 ± 5.7 48 15.7 26.0 4.1 ± 0.9 2.6 ± 1.0 Sgr

NGC7078 0.20 10.0± 1.7 14.4 ± 3.7 218 160.2 168.3 3.0 ± 1.0 2.5 ± 1.0 Her�Aq/?

NGC1904 0.32 13.6± 2.1 15.4 ± 2.4 132 98.4 94.2 2.2 ± 1.0 2.5 ± 1.0 ?/GC Halo

NGC6229 0.24 35.0± 3.1 17.7 ± 3.2 98 71.9 82.2 2.0 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.9 Her�Aq/?

1
2
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position of the stellar soures onsidered in our �nal photometri atalogs with

respet to the position of the luster entre. This provides a good referene for

the sky area (in degrees; see Table 5.3) overed around eah target in this work.

The total area observed around eah luster was estimated taking into aount

the gaps between the hips at both instruments and the position of the luster

entre in the �eld.

The signi�ane of the underlying populations by means of the omparison

with a syntheti CMD from the TRILEGAL and Besançon Galati models is

shown in Table 5.3. The number of observed stars (NCMD) and the TRILEGAL

and Besançon ounts (NT and NB respetively) are used to alulate ST and

SB using Equation 5.3. In Table 5.3 we show the derived helioentri distanes

for their r > rbg populations. Given that the S values depend learly on the

syntheti Milky Way model and the input parameters used (Table 5.3), our pos-

itive detetions are ompared with the results obtained from the appliation of

the ross-orrelation method to the region de�ned by 0.0 < B − R < 1.6 and

18.0 < V < 24.0 in the r > rbg CMDs. Aording to these results, we group the

lusters in the following ategories:

• Group A: Clusters for whih neither the omparison with Galati mod-

els nor the ross-orrelations return signi�ant detetions (S < 5; S/N <
5). These CMDs orrespond to the lusters AM4, NGC1904, NGC2298,

NGC4590, NGC5024, NGC5272, NGC5466, NGC5694, NGC5824, NGC6229,

NGC6864, NGC7078, Pal 15 and Rup 106. We refer to this group as "no

detetions".

• Group B: Clusters for whih an overdensity with S > 5 is deteted with

respet one of the adopted referene Galati �eld models and the CMD

ross-orrelation provides a good math with S/N > 5. The only luster in

this group is NGC7492. We refer to this group as "unertain" detetions.

• Group C: Clusters for whih an overdensity with S > 5 using both referene

Galati �eld models is deteted but the CMD ross-orrelation provides an

inonlusive result. The CMDs in this group orrespond to NGC5053 and

NGC7006. We refer to this group as "possible" detetions.

• Group D: Clusters for whih an overdensity with S > 5 using both referene

Galati �eld models is deteted and the CMD ross-orrelation identi�es a

distint MS with S/N > 5 and pins its TO point. The CMDs in this group

orrespond to NGC1261, NGC1851, NGC4147, NGC5634, Pal 5 (twie)

and Whithing 1. We refer to this group as "probable" detetions. Their

density diagrams are shown in Figure 5.16.

The distane moduli and helioentri distanes to the strutures belonging to

group D are alulated using the ross-orrelation algorithm and the two possible

isohrones mentioned above (either the one from the nearby GC or the one from
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Table 5.4: Cross-orrelation results for every �eld (both inner and outer). For every

�eld we indiate whether there is a detetion (D) or not (B), or if the �eld presents

any problem for the method (A and C). For all the inner ases and the outer D ases,

we inlude the ross-orrelation MS TO point in the V band. For these �elds we also

provide the distane modulus and helioentri distane (in kp) as derived from two

di�erent theoretial isohrones: one representing the stellar population of the nearby

GC (dGC−iso) and the other one representing that one of the Sgr stream (dSgr−iso).

Cluster Field Group S/N TOV (m − M)V GC−iso dGC−iso (m − M)V Sgr−iso dSgr−iso

am4 in 5.4 21.0 17.2 28 ± 2 17.2 28 ± 2

am4 out A

ng1261 in 4.4 19.8 15.9 15 ± 1 16.0 16 ± 1

ng1261 out D 6.9 20.0 16.1 16 ± 2 16.2 18 ± 2

ng1851 in 3.9 19.4 15.5 13 ± 1 15.6 13 ± 1

ng1851 out D 7.3 19.0 15.1 11 ± 1 15.2 11 ± 1

ng1904 in 4.0 19.8 15.9 15 ± 1 16.0 16 ± 1

ng1904 out A 4.4 20.2 16.3 18 ± 2 16.4 19 ± 2

ng2298 in 6.4 19.5 15.5 13 ± 1 15.7 14 ± 1

ng2298 out A

ng4147 in 6.7 20.5 16.6 21 ± 1 16.7 22 ± 1

ng4147 out D 5.0 21.9 18.0 41 ± 6 18.1 42 ± 6

ng4590 in 4.5 19.1 15.4 12 ± 1 15.3 12 ± 1

ng4590 out A

ng5024 in 5.4 20.4 16.5 20 ± 1 16.6 21 ± 1

ng5024 out A

ng5053 in 4.9 19.9 16.1 17 ± 1 16.1 17 ± 1

ng5053 out C

ng5272 in 6.0 18.1 14.2 6.8 ± 0.3 14.3 7.3 ± 0.3

ng5272 out A

ng5466 in 5.9 19.9 15.9 15 ± 1 16.1 17 ± 1

ng5466 out A

ng5634 in 4.3 21.1 17.2 28 ± 1 17.3 29 ± 1

ng5634 out D 6.5 22.4 18.5 51 ± 9 18.6 53 ± 10

ng5694 in 5.0 22.1 18.1 42 ± 2 18.3 46 ± 2

ng5694 out A

ng5824 in 4.9 22.1 18.1 42 ± 2 18.3 46 ± 2

ng5824 out A

ng6229 in 5.3 21.5 17.5 32 ± 2 17.7 35 ± 2

ng6229 out A

ng6864 in 4.7 20.9 17.0 26 ± 1 17.1 27 ± 1

ng6864 out A

ng7006 in 4.8 22.2 18.3 45 ± 2 18.4 48 ± 2

ng7006 out C

ng7078 in 4.1 19.8 15.9 16 ± 1 16.0 16 ± 1

ng7078 out A

ng7492 in 4.7 20.5 16.6 21 ± 1 16.7 22 ± 1

ng7492 out B 5.4 20.2 16.3 18 ± 2 16.4 19 ± 2

pal15 in

pal15 out A

pal5 in 6.4 20.8 17.0 25 ± 1 17.0 25 ± 1

pal5 out D 5.0 22.6 18.8 58 ± 6 18.8 58 ± 6

pal5 out D 6.1 20.8 17.0 25 ± 2 17.0 25 ± 2

rup106 in 4.7 21.0 17.2 27 ± 1 17.2 28 ± 1

rup106 out A

whit1 in 5.4 20.8 17.3 29 ± 3 17.0 25 ± 2

whit1 out D 5.2 20.5 17.0 26 ± 2 16.7 22 ± 1
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the Sgr stream). The derived distanes (Table 5.4) are onsistent with those ob-

tained using the isohrone �tting method given in Se. 3.4, without any evidene

of systemati o�set or trend. We thus onlude that the ross-orrelation method

independently on�rms (within the unertainties) the distane measurements for

the GCs lassi�ed as group D.

5.5 Disussion

5.5.1 Overdensities assoiated with the Sagittarius tidal stream

The stellar debris around lusters possibly assoiated with the Sgr tidal stream

are, in general, the easiest ases to identify sine the position and distane along

the stream is well known from wide-sky surveys (Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov

et al. 2006b; Koposov et al. 2012) or numerous N -body simulations (Law & Ma-

jewski 2010b; Peñarrubia et al. 2010, hereafter P10). To hek the possible pres-

ene of Sgr tidal debris in our sample, we overplot the position and distanes of

our sample to the Sgr tidal stream model presented by P10 in the (RA, De) and

(ℓ, d⊙) planes (Figure 5.17). We �nd that 13 GCs of our sample lie within the

projeted position of the stream: Whiting 1, NGC4147, NGC4590, NGC5024,

NGC5053, NGC5272, AM4, NGC5466, NGC5634, NGC5694, Pal 5, NGC6864

and NGC7492. In addition to this omparison with theoretial models, we om-

pare the projeted position of these lusters with the MS star density map of this

struture from the SDSS by Koposov et al. (2012). This shows that NGC5466

and NGC5272 are out of the projeted path of the stream, whih is onsistent

with our negative detetions of tidal debris around these lusters. This ould be

also the ase for NGC6864, NGC5694, NGC4590 and AM4 (see below).

Our survey around these Sgr stream GC andidates reveals the lear presene

of "probable" tidal debris from this stream around four of these lusters (Whit-

ing 1, NGC4147, NGC5634 and Pal 5; see CMDs in Figure 5.18) plus a "possible"

debris around NGC5053 and an "unertain" debris around NGC7492.

One of the most signi�ant (ST , SB > 10) detetions is unveiled in the area

observed around the low-mass luster Whiting 1, whih was also suggested as

member of the Sgr GC system by Carraro et al. (2007). The break in the radial

stellar distribution found at ∼ 6 armin (Carraro et al. 2007) suggests that this

low-density luster is urrently going through a disruption proess due to the

fores exerted by the Milky Way. However, it seems unlikely that the highly

ontrasted MS disovered in the area lose to the luster (B − R ∼ 1, 20.5 <
V < 23) shown in Figure 5.10, laking of any ollimated spatial distribution, was

generated by stars that have (or are lose to) left Whiting 1. We identify the

subjaent system as the trailing arm of the Sgr tidal strem and the position of the

luster relative to the stellar over-densities assoiated with that halo substruture

supports that senario (Koposov et al. 2012).

The isohrone �tting shows that Sgr and Whiting 1 are spatially oinident, as

also suggested by the ross-orrelation results in Table 5.4. The on�rmation of

the assoiation of suh a young GC (6.5Gyr; Carraro et al. 2007) will help to study
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Figure 5.10: CMDs orresponding to the lusters Whiting 1, NGC1261, NGC1851 and

NGC1904 (middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre

(right olumn). A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet

to the luster entre is also inluded (left), where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.11: CMDs orresponding to the lusters NGC2998, NGC4147, Rup 106 and

NGC4590 (middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre

(right olumn). A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet

to the luster entre is also inluded (left), where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.12: CMDs orresponding to the lusters NGC5024, NGC5053, NGC5272 and

AM4 (middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre (right

olumn). A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet to the

luster entre is also inluded (left), where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.13: CMDs orresponding to the lusters NGC5466, NGC5634, NGC5694

and NGC5824 (middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre

(right olumn). A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet

to the luster entre is also inluded (left), where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.14: CMDs orresponding to the lusters Pal 5, NGC6229, Pal 15 and NGC6864

(middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre (right olumn).

A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet to the luster

entre is also inluded (left), where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.15: CMDs orresponding to the lusters NGC7006, NGC7078 and NGC7492

(middle olumn) and to those objets beyond rbg from the luster entre (right olumn).

A map showing the distribution of the stars in the atalog with respet to the luster

entre is also inluded (left). Note that in the ase of NGC7006, only one of the pointings

has been inluded in that map, where rbg is indiated by a red line.
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Figure 5.16: Density diagrams resulting from ross-orrelating the CMDs of the

outer regions with the MS template. From left to right and top to bottom:

NGC1261, NGC1851, NGC4147, NGC5634, Pal 5 (twie) and Whiting 1.
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Figure 5.17: The Sgr tidal stream as presented in the model by P10. The upper panel

shows the predited orbit of the stream in the sky where the olour indiate di�erent

aretion times for the partiles in ranges of 0.25Gyr long. The middle and bottom

panels show the helioentri distane and radial veloity distribution of the stream,

using the same olour sheme. The position and radial veloity of the globulars in our

sample are over-plotted as stars. Only the fration of the substruture with d⊙ < 60 kp

has been onsidered.
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Figure 5.18: CMDs for the surrounding area of the GCs possibly assoiated with the

Sgr tidal stream, with stellar over-densities that stand out in the omparison with the

syntheti diagrams. The Sgr isohrone orresponding to the radial distane derived is

over-plotted.
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the GC formation proess in Sgr, given that Whiting 1 might be the youngest GC

among the lusters already assoiated with that dSph (∼ 1Gyr younger than the

intermediate�age GCs Arp 2, Ter 7 and Pal 12, already assoiated to Sgr). This

would indiate that Sgr was able to form GCs during a period of 6Gyr as pointed

by Carraro et al. (2007).

NGC5634 is one of the losest lusters to the plane that ontains the orbit of

the Sgr dSph (L10) and stream stars were identi�ed by Majewski et al. (2003)

in that line-of-sight. Our photometry shows for the �rst time a CMD morphol-

ogy ompatible with that of the Sgr stream in the surroundings of this luster.

It however does not reveal any underlying population at a similar distane of

this luster. A more important ontribution in the bakground is deteted, at a

distane nearly twie the distane to NGC5634, as on�rmed by both distane

determination methods. On the basis of the P10 model, we identify that system

in the bakground as a distant setion of the leading arm of the Sgr tidal stream.

The CMD of Pal 5 presents the most omplex morphology in our survey, dis-

playing two MS-like features at di�erent distanes as shown in Figure 5.18. The

�rst lies is a high signi�ane stellar population in the bakground of Pal 5 at a

similar distane of the luster. These stars are likely luster members populating

the well-studied massive tidal tails emerging from this luster (Odenkirhen et al.

2001; Rokosi et al. 2002; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a). A seond and signi�ant

(S ∼ 8) MS is deteted below the feature assoiated to the tidal tails (see Fig. 12

in Pila-Díez et al. 2014) at a radial distane ompatible with that of the Sgr tidal

stream aording to P10. Interestingly, Sbordone et al. (2005) derived α-element

abundanes for Pal 5, resembling those obtained for M54 and Ter 7, members of

the Sgr GC system.

Bellazzini et al. (2003) argued for the assoiation of NGC 4147 with the Sgr

stream from its radial veloity and the detetion of M giant Sgr stars around this

luster. The detetion of a MS feature from the Sgr stream stellar population

around NGC4147 in our penil-beam survey was already reported in Martínez-

Delgado et al. (2004a), before the mapping of this struture with large-sale sur-

veys (e.g. Majewski et al. 2003; Belokurov et al. 2006b; Koposov et al. 2012). We

detet an underlying stellar population likely assoiated to that halo substruture

at d⊙ ∼ 35 kp, separated from the GC along our line-of-sight by ∼ 15 kp, in

agreement with the position of the leading arm predited by P10. Our results

indiate that this luster is not immersed in the Sgr tidal stream, as also pointed

out in Martínez-Delgado et al. (2004a), where the integrals of motions of both sys-

tems were analyzed. SDSS mapping has also showed that the path of the stream

rosses the surroundings of NGC5024 and NGC5053, whih are in the viinity of

NGC4147 in projeted position (see Koposov et al. 2012).

Around NGC5053 (lassi�ed in the group C) we have found an over-density

in its bakground CMD suggesting a subjaent population at ∼ 40 kp, ompat-

ible with the radial distanes predited by P10 for the Sgr leading arms on that

diretion of the sky. The signi�ane for the over-density in NGC5024 is S < 5.

However, the ross-orrelation method returns unonlusive or ambiguous dete-
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tions in the ase of both globulars, likely produed by the presene of blended

populations in the diagrams, with a seond MS possibly orresponding to a more

distant wrap of Sgr with a low S/N . From these globulars, only NGC5053 is

presented by L10 as a genuine andidate to belong to the Sgr GC system.

NGC7492 is the only luster of our sample for whih an "unertain" detetion

of an underlying debris (group B) has been found, and it is one of the globulars

with low probability of belonging to the Sgr GC system aording to L10. We

identi�ed a subjaent MS feature at a distane ompatible with that of the luster,

whih is not predited in the syntheti TRILEGAL CMDs, while the signi�ane

of suh a feature drops below the adopted treshold when the Besançon model is

adopted. With our photometry only, it is not possible to address the question

of whether this detetion is real or assoiated to tidal tails originating from the

luster. However, in the radial pro�le obtained for this luster (see Carballo-Bello

et al. 2012), the stellar density beyond rbg (∼ 14 armin) suggests the presene of

a homogeneously distributed population. This suggests that the eventual underly-

ing population is assoiated to a di�erent system in the bakground of NGC7492.

Figure 5.17 shows that the projeted position and distane of the most reent

areted fration of the Sgr stream trailing arm (taccr < 0.25Gyr) is ompatible

with the position of this globular. Interestingly, the region around this luster

falls in a sky area without SDSS data (see Figure 5.19), but with evidene of Sgr

stars in its viinity, whih strenghtens the hypothesis that this GC is embedded

in the Sgr stream.

The negative detetions in the surroundings of the other andidates prevent us

from obtaining a �nal onlusion about the possible assoiation of those lusters

with the Sgr tidal stream, within our surfae-brightness detetion limits. Among

them, only AM4 has been suggested as member of the Sgr GC system by Carraro

(2009) but, aording to the bakground CMD obtained, there is no evidene of a

subjaent stellar population assoiated to that stream. These negative detetions,

even in ases where the projeted positions are favouring the detetion of Sgr

stream stars spatially oinident with the globulars (e.g. NGC5053 or NGC5634),

might be used to establish the limitations of our photometri survey. Indeed, the

absene of tidal remnants might be related to the evolution of the Sgr dSph

and its interation with the Milky Way. Aording to the model of P10, while

Whiting 1 and NGC7492 are spatially oinident with the Sgr stars areted in

the last 0.75Gyr, NGC5053, NGC5634 and Pal 5 are surrounded by the material

areted from the satellite > 2Gyr ago. This is a onsequene of the fat that

setions of the stream generated a long time ago are more dispersed, with a lower

surfae-brightness, and only the most reent arms of the Sgr tidal stream ould be

deteted by our survey . This senario is also valid for Pal 12, a luster previously

assoiated to Sgr by Martínez-Delgado et al. (2002), whih in the ontext of the

P10 model seems to be assoiated with the setion of the stream areted in the

last 0.75Gyr.

In the bottom panel of Figure 5.17 we ompare the predited radial veloity

of the stream with those values measured for the lusters in our sample (Harris
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2010). The globulars that are kinematially ompatible and oinident with the

position of the P10 tidal stream are Whiting 1, NGC5053, NGC5634 and Pal 5

(suggested as members of the Sgr GC system by L10). On the other hand, there is

a di�erene of ∆vr ∼ 100 km s

−1
in the ase of NGC7492. So, for this stellar sys-

tem, luster and stream seem to be independent systems, although the orbit and

struture of the Sgr stream in the southern sky are not well onstrained beause

of the lak of a deep full-sky photometri database as the one available in the

northern hemisphere (see disussion in L10, P10). Further follow-up spetrosopy

is required to investigate the nature of the stellar population disovered around

NGC7492.

5.5.2 Other over-densities

The analysis of the CMDs orresponding to the GCs not assoiated with Sgr

suggests the presene of MS features likely assoiated with subjaent stellar pop-

ulations in three of them: NGC1261, NGC1851 and NGC7006. In this setion,

we disuss the possible origin of these tentative remnants and their possible asso-

iation with other known over-densities or stellar streams already reported in the

Milky Way.

An extended stellar over-density around NGC1851?

One of the most onspiuous over-density of our survey, not assoiated with the

Sgr stream, was deteted around NGC 1851, �rst disovered by Olszewski et al.

(2009), who interpreted this featuare as an extended halo surrounding this luster

up to distanes of 75 armin (∼ 6.5rt) from the luster entre, and independently

reported by (Carballo-Bello & Martínez-Delgado 2010).

NGC1851 is one of the most interesting andidates in our sample beause

of its multiple stellar populations (Milone et al. 2008; Han et al. 2009) and the

well-studied star-to-star abundane variations (e.g. Milone et al. 2009; Zoali

et al. 2009; Carretta et al. 2010, 2011; Campbell et al. 2012; Carretta et al. 2012),

whih suggest a senario in whih this luster is the result of the merging of two

previous GCs, formed in the nuleus of an areted dwarf galaxy (Carretta et al.

2010; Bekki & Yong 2012). This luster is member of a group of GCs formed

by NGC1851, NGC1904, NGC2298 and NGC2808, whih seems to be on�ned

in a sphere with a radius of 6 kp. That spatial distribution resembles that of

M54, Terzan 7, Terzan 8 and Arp2, globulars found in the main body of the Sgr

dSph (Bellazzini et al. 2004; Martin et al. 2004). In addition, all 4 lusters show

extended HB morphologies in their CMDs, feature that has been suggested as an

indiator of an extra-Galati origin in GCs (Lee et al. 2007).

Figure 5.10 shows the presene of the prominent MS population in the sur-

roundings of this luster, whih is the same reported by Olszewski et al. (2009).

This feature is not predited by the TRILEGAL or Besançon models and it is

also deteted when the ross-orrelation method is used (Table 5.4) at a similar

helioentri distane than the luster. Using low resolution spetra for a sample

of 107 stars seleted from the same photometry presented in this work, Sollima
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et al. (2012) deteted a unexpeted distint stellar omponent with a radial velo-

ity distribution that annot be assoiated neither with the Galati veloity �eld

nor NGC1851 outliers, with a mean di�erene with respet to those omponents

of ∆vr ∼ 150 km s

−1
and ∆vr ∼ 200 km s

−1
, respetively. These authors disuss

the possible assoiation of this feature with the Monoeros ring, showing that

the observed veloity distribution and the predition made by the P05 model for

that ring-like struture are slightly di�erent, although not ompletely inonsis-

tent given the unertainties in the adopted Galati potential. However, a reent

spetrosopi analysis by Marino et al. (2014) analysed a set of medium-resolution

spetra for a sample of stars in the outer halo of NGC1851 reporting the lak of

any signi�ant over-density of stars at the veloity of suh supposed stream. Sum-

marizing, with the present dataset it is not lear if the deteted over-density is

linked to the preene of an extended halo of luster member stars (as suggested

by Olszewski et al. 2009) or to a subjaent stream (possibly the Monoeros ring).

Deep data extending over a wider FOV are needed to distinguish between these

two hypotheses.

NGC7006

NGC7006 is a luster slightly younger than other similar lusters in the inner

Galaxy (Dotter et al. 2011). In addition, this GC is one of the most energeti

lusters in the Milky Way with a very eentri orbit (Dinesu et al. 2001), sug-

gesting and extra-Galati origin for that system. Figure 5.15 show the presene

of a signi�ant MS feature in the outer region of NGC7006 (�rst reported in

Martínez-Delgado et al. 2004a). Sine our ross-orrelation method fails to detet

these features due to the rowding of the �elds (this luster is lassi�ed in the

group C), our distane estimates are only based on isohrone �tting (Table 5.3).

Our results show that the hypotheti subjaent stellar population is at di�erent

distane from the luster. In partiular, we derived a di�erene in distane of ∼
8 kp for this possible tidal debris from the main body of NGC7006. However, an

inspetion of the CMD of this luster (Figure 5.15) shows that the MS TO of this

feature is severely a�eted by the presene of bright Milky Way dis stars at V ∼
20�21, making the estimate of its position very unertain. Therefore, we believe

that this population lies at a distane d⊙ = 15− 20 kp.

Figure 5.19 shows a stellar density map of MS-stars in a region of the sky from

the SDSS photometri database, whih inludes both NGC7006 and NGC7078

(marked as open irles). These globulars seem to be inmersed in a region of high

density of halo stars, that extends up to Galati latitudes b ∼ −40◦ (see also

Deason et al. 2014) and that might be the best explanation for the presene of

this feature in the CMD of NGC7006. However, an aurate model for the shape

of the stellar halo is needed to on�rm this possibility.

An alternative senario might be the presene of the southern omponent of

the Herules�Aquila over-density in the positions of this luster. Reent results by

Simion et al. (2014) supports the presene of a prominent over-density of RRLyrae

stars assoiated to this vast over-density in this region of the sky, with a distane
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Figure 5.19: Density maps generated from SDSS data of the sky area where the GCs

NGC6229, NGC7006, NGC7078 and NGC7492 are loated. The huge stellar over-

density observed might be assoiated whether with the Herules-Aquila loud (Belokurov

et al. 2007a; Simion et al. 2014) or with the region of higher density of halo stars reported

by Deason et al. (2014). Note the presene of the Sgr stream in the bottom left orner

of the map.
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range of 10 < d⊙ < 25 kp (see their Fig. 9), strengthing the hypothesis of its

origin from the tidal disruption of an anient dwarf galaxy. That distane range

is ompatible with the one derived from our CMDs and suggests that NGC7006

might be well embedded in (and possibly assoiated to) this giant loud of debris.

Interestingly, Simion et al. (2014) also found that the Herules�Aquila loud is

barely visible as a RR Lyrae over-density in the northern hemisphere, suggesting

that this loud is possibly not symmetri with respet to the Galati plane. This

is onsistent with the low signi�ane overdensity (S < 2.5) of this omponent in

the surroundings of NGC6229 (see Figure 5.14).

NGC1261

NGC1261, lies in a projeted position aligned with two other massive GCs show-

ing an extended-HBmorphology in their CMDs, NGC1851 and NGC1904. Around

this luster we have unveiled a stellar population (see Figure 5.10) that stands out

signi�antly when the bakground diagram is ompared with the ones generated

with the onsidered Galati models and it is also apparent in the results obtained

through the ross-orrelation method (see Table 5.4). The radial distane to the

underlying omponent is similar to that of the luster, suggesting that either it is

omposed of luster members or of an unknown stellar population. The possible

relation with the group of lusters desribed in Setion 5.5.2 enourages to explore

the area between NGC1261 and those GCs.

5.5.3 Negative detetions

There are no signatures of the presene of signi�ant subjaent populations around

the remaining andidates (AM4, NGC1904, NGC2298, NGC4590, NGC5024,

NGC5272, NGC5466, NGC5694, NGC5824, NGC6229, NGC6864, NGC7078,

Pal 15 and Rup 106) as we �nd no evidene of distint stellar population on-

entrated at a spei� distane within the probed olour-magnitude range using

both the ross-orrelation and the isohrone �tting methods. The photometri

non-detetion of tidal debris around the halo GCs in this study is an important

result to onsider in the ontext of hierarhial stellar halo assembly theories.

Whether or not suh non-detetions an rule out an aretion origin for these

GCs (and a portion of the Milky Way stellar halo) depends on two main fators:

1) how massive were the progenitor dwarf galaxies these GCs were areted with,

and 2) when were these dwarf galaxies and their GCs areted into the Milky

Way? Indeed, GCs hosted in low luminosity dwarfs whih were areted early,

may show minimal assoiated stellar debris when observed at present.

5.6 Conlusions

We have presented the wide-�eld photometry of 23 Galati GCs in the Gala-

toentri distane range 10 ≤ RG ≤ 40 kp, searhing in their surroundings for

the stellar remnants of their areted dwarf galaxy progenitors. We have deteted

a subjaent stellar populations beyond 1.5 times the rt from the entre of 6 out

the 23 GCs in our sample, and for three other lusters we found hints of possible
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debris. These populations are in some ases onsistent with known streams in the

same line-of-sight of the GCs, while in other ases these over-densities might be

assoiated with extended halos or tidal tails. Unfortunately our data do not over

a region wide enough to detet the full extension of the observed overdensities and

their symmetry with respet to the luster entre.

We identify the Sgr tidal stream in the diretion of 6 GCs in our sample (4

"probable", 1 "possible" and 1 "unertain" detetion ) and at distanes om-

patible with the P10 orbital model. However, the helioentri distanes to the

subjaent populations are onsistent with those of the related GCs only for 2 of

them (Whiting 1 and NGC7492). Around NGC4147, NGC5634 and Pal 5 (and

with a smaller level of signi�ane NGC5053), previously suggested as members

of the Sgr GC system, there are no signi�ant detetions orresponding to the

same luster distane, although the signature of the Sgr MS is visible as a bak-

ground feature. These negative detetions might be related with our ability of

unveiling faint subjaent tidal streams (at µV > 32mag se

−2
). It is possible that

these globulars were areted from the Sgr dSph a long time ago and the surfae-

brightness of the tidal remnants lies beyond our detetion threshold above the

fore/bakground populations. On the ontrary, Whiting 1 and NGC7492 seem to

be immersed in the most reently areted fration of the stream (< 0.75Gyr).

Follow-up spetrosopy is needed to on�rm the nature of the stellar population

revealed by our photometry, more importantly in the latter ase, where the dete-

tion is more unertain and there exists a signi�ant deviation between the radial

veloities of the luster and the predition of the model by P10.

A subjaent stellar population has been also unveiled in the surroundings of

NGC1851, NGC1261 and (possibly) NGC7006. These lusters lie far from the Sgr

predited orbit and ould be therefore related to other streams like the Monoeros

ring (NGC1851) the Herules-Aquila loud (NGC7006) or other unknown debris.
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Chapter 6

Searh for halo substruture in

KiDS

Authors

B. Pila-Díez, J.T.A. de Jong, K. Kuijken and the KiDS onsortium

Abstrat

We use data from the data release 1 and data release 2 from the Kilo Degree

Survey, a publi survey at the ESO VLT Survey Telesope, to map the halo using

near main sequene stars and red lump stars. We searh for stellar overdensities

at di�erent distane or magnitude ranges, aiming to detet new satellites or tidal

debris. We reover broad strutures like the Sagittarius stream (both in the

northern and in the southern hemisphere), the Eastern Band Struture, the Virgo

Overdensity and part of the Galati disk, and we also identify a piee of the

Palomar 5 tails. Using Colour Magnitude Diagrams and derived stellar density

maps, we test several andidate narrow overdensities for both olour-magnitude

and spatial oherene, but onlude that none of the andidates is a real satellite

or a piee of old areted substruture.
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6.1 Introdution

The searh for satellites and for tidal remnants is one of the main goals of Galati

halo studies, sine they provide a look both into the urrent aretion history of

the Galaxy and into the star formation history of the satellite or the progenitor.

They an also provide onstraints on the mass and shape of the dark matter halo.

Additionally they help set onstraints on the Λ-Cold Dark Matter osmologial

model and serve as a test benh for its preditions.

In the last deade, many satellite galaxies have been disovered, and the �rst

old stellar streams in the halo of the Galaxy have been revealed. This has been

possible thanks to the advent of deep multi-olour large area surveys suh as

2MASS, SDSS, Pan-STARRS, DES and others. 2MASS was partiularly suess-

ful in traing with red giant stars the two tails of the Sagittarius stellar stream

wrapping at least 180 deg eah around the galaxy (Majewski et al. 2003). SDSS

has unovered a wealth of new satellite galaxies (Belokurov et al. 2007; Zuker

et al. 2006) and a myriad of streams, assoiated both to dwarf galaxies (Be-

lokurov et al. 2006b; Grillmair 2006a; Newberg et al. 2010) and to globular lusters

(Odenkirhen et al. 2001; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a; Grillmair & Johnson 2006).

Pan-STARRS, on the other hand, has disovered one thin old stream (Bernard

et al. 2014). And the PAndAS survey �whih targeted M31's halo� has probed

at least �ve stellar strutures in the Milky Way's halo along the line of sight to the

Andromeda galaxy: the Monoeros ring, the Pises/Triangulum globular luster

stream and three strutures possibly assoiated to the Triangulum/Andromeda

overdensity (Martin et al. 2014). Most reently, DES has reported the disovery of

9 new satellites in the Southern sky (The DES Collaboration et al. 2015; Koposov

et al. 2015), and last year ATLAS also unveiled a new stream in the Southern sky

(Koposov et al. 2014).

The Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS), is one of three publi surveys urrently un-

derway on the ESO VLT Survey Telesope (VST). It is designed to map the large

sale dark matter distribution through weak gravitational lensing, and is urrently

sanning the sky to over 1500 deg2 to a depth approximately 2 magnitudes fainter

than SDSS. Most of the planned footprint of KiDS targets the Southern hemi-

sphere of the sky whih, for logisti reasons, has not been as extensively surveyed

as the Northern hemisphere thus far. Ongoing surveys in the South�suh as

KiDS itself but also ATLAS and DES�are now reporting �rst results. With the

�rst data releases, KiDS DR-1 and DR-2, now available, it is time to start testing

the data set and explore the halo for signs of substruture.

In this hapter we brie�y review the observations, survey strategy and data

proessing of KiDS (setion 6.2), desribe the tehniques we have used to searh for

new substruture (setion 6.3.1), present reovered substrutures and andidate

overdensities (setion 6.3.2) and disuss our results as well as the future prospets

(setion 6.4). Finally we summarize the main ideas of the work in setion 6.5.
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6.2 Observations and data proessing

The Kilo Degree Survey (de Jong et al. 2013, KiDS) is an optial broad-band

multi-�lter survey (u, g, r, and i) with the VST, imaging 1500 deg2 over a northern
and a southern �eld. The �eld of view of its individual pointings is 1 × 1 deg2

with an image quality between 0.7′′ for the r band and 1.1′′ for the u band (PSF

FWHM). It reahes limiting magnitudes of 24.3 in u, 25.1 in g, 24.9 in r and 23.7

in i, making it 1.5 to 2.0 magnitudes deeper than SDSS or ATLAS.

In this work we use the images from the �rst and seond publi data releases

(DR), a total of 148 square degrees. The sky footprint for these DR-1 and DR-2

images is shown in Fig.6.1.

The PSF is homogenized aross eah image in order to be able to obtain au-

rate shapes, PSF-orreted mathed-aperture photometry, improved olours and

a re�ned star-galaxy separation. We produe photometri atalogues using the

"Gaussian Aperture and PSF" (GAaP) ode desribed in setion 2.1 of hapter 3,

and use the �ux ratio between two apertures in the r band (0.5′′ and 0.7′′) to sep-
arate (Gaussian) stars from (more extended) galaxies. We orret for interstellar

extintion using the Shlegel et al. (1998) dust maps and we ut the soure ata-

logues at a magnitude limit of r < 23.2 mag to avoid small, round, faint galaxies.

Finally, we orret the photometry for a seeing-dependeny and transform the

KiDS magnitudes to the SDSS system.

Finally, from these atalogues we selet near main sequene turno� point

(nearMSTO) stars, red lump (RC) stars and blue horizontal branh (BHB) stars

following the presriptions in Pila-Díez et al. (2015) (hapter 2), Correnti et al.

(2010) and Belokurov et al. (2014) (after Yanny et al. (2000) and Deason et al.

(2011)), respetively. We note that the RC sample may su�er ontamination from

K0-K2 main sequene �eld stars, and may be loally enhaned if a main sequene

overdensity is present. This preludes us from diretly inferring distanes for the

RC sample but, nonetheless, it does not prevent us from using the sample in

searh for spatially loalized overdensities in the apparent magnitude spae.

More details on the survey, on the data proessing, on the prodution of the

stellar atalogues and on the photometri transformations desribed above an be

found in hapter 3.

6.3 Searh for overdensities

6.3.1 Methodology

We use the nearMSTO, the RC and the BHB stars atalogues to build stellar maps

and stellar density maps for di�erent distane or magnitude ranges. The BHB

maps result in very few ounts with no lear overdensities, so we do not use them

further. On the other hand, the nearMSTO and the RC maps return su�iently

populated maps to be used in the searh for spatial enhanements. The distane-

slied stellar and stellar density maps for the nearMSTO stars in the di�erent

KiDS �elds are shown in �gures 6.6 to 6.9. We present the star density in eight
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Figure 6.1: Top panel: equatorial map showing the KiDS DR-1 and DR-2 foot-

print (in olour) and several of the halo stellar streams (grey sale). Bottom panel:

equatorial map showing the KiDS DR-1 and DR-2 footprint (in olour) together

with the Sagittarius stream as seen by SDSS (bakground image) and by 2MASS

(sattered blak dots). The SDSS density map is from Koposov et al. (2012)

while the 2MASS data are from Majewski et al. (2003). The red star indiates

the position of the stream's progenitor, the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy.
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Table 6.1: KiDS �elds of view as shown in Figure 6.1. The table indiates the

total area probed by KiDS DR-1 and DR-2 for eah �eld and the a fator used

to alualte the kernel's bandwidth for the stellar density maps. Parameter a is

a magi number hosen to optimize the granularity of the density maps.

Group a Area (deg

2
)

KiDS-North220 4.8 29

KiDS-North180 6.6 37

KiDS-North135 5.4 37

KiDS-South45 3.6 14

KiDS-South-15 14.1 16

distane slies (from [10, 15] kp to [40, 55] kp) in two forms: i) satterplots

showing individual stars, and ii) density maps built with a k-Nearest Neighbours

algorithm that uses a gaussian kernel with spatially variable bandwidth. The

bandwidth is tailored to eah KiDS �eld, and is alulated as a/std(map), where
a is a onstant (see table 6.1) and std(map) is the standard deviation of the

stellar ounts in that �eld at the spei� distane range of eah map. The density

for eah map is normalized over the mean density for that partiular �eld and

distane range, resulting in a pixel by pixel signal-to-bakground funtion.

On these maps we look for two things: �rst, we look for broad density gradients

aross the maps, as a sign of large substrutures spanning several degrees in width

and length. Seond, we look for spei� small overdensities spanning only a few

degrees in width (if they are elongated) or in diameter (if they are rounded). We

request these features to have high signal-to-bakground values and to fade out

into more than one distane slie.

For the large gradients and strutures, we look for a spatial overlap with

known overdensities given that most of our ontinuous overage is in the North

�elds (where SDSS has already probed the halo). This helps us identify the

overdensities. We also produe magnitude (distane) vs RA maps for the North

and the South �elds as a way to reover again these features and trae their

evolution along RA (Figures 6.12 to 6.15).

For the andidate small overdensities, we plot the individual CMD of the tile

where eah one is loated and look for distint main sequenes or red lumps. A

plot of the positions of just these stars in an equatorial map of the tile an then be

used to assess whether this is a distint objet or a hane enhanement. Results

of our analysis of the most promising overdensities are presented in Table 6.2).

6.3.2 Results

We identify large strutures in all the KiDS �elds exept in KiDS-South45. In

partiular, Figure 6.12 and 6.13 show the Eastern Band Struture (Li et al.

2012, EBS) in KiDS-North135, the Virgo Overdensity (Bonaa et al. 2012b) in

KiDS-North180 and both the Galati disk and the Sagittarius stream in KiDS-
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Figure 6.2: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the losest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North220.
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Figure 6.3: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the furthest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North220(ontinuation of Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.4: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the losest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North180.
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Figure 6.5: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the furthest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North180(ontinuation of Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.6: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the losest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North135.
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Figure 6.7: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the furthest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-North135 (ontinuation of Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.8: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the losest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-South45.
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Figure 6.9: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the furthest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-South45(ontinuation of Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.10: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the losest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-South-15.
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Figure 6.11: Stellar satter maps and stellar density maps for the furthest distane

slies in �eld KiDS-South-15(ontinuation of Figure 6.10).
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North220. It is worth noting that the inner-halo or disk strutures are more

easily reognizable in the distane-RA maps than in the mag-RA maps, whereas

the outer halo strutures show the opposite e�et. The reason for this is the log-

arithmi onentrating power of magnitudes in relation to distanes as distanes

inrease, whih beomes very relevant when large volumes are probed and the

average stellar densities derease. Conversely, the same e�et washes out short

sale overdensities when these ones are loated nearby.

In the KiDS-North220 �eld, the presene of disk stars is deteted at least

out to 12− 15 kp. The Virgo Overdensity strethes out to 20 kp in helioentri

distanes and, in its western-most regions, possibly out to 25−30 kp. The EBS is
mostly onentrated at under 15 kp, with some potential debris extending further

out to 20 kp. The Sagittarius stream's nearMSTO stars overdensity in KiDS-

North220 learly peaks at 22.0−22.2 mag in r but extends from ∼ 21.6 to ∼ 22.9,
indiating a broad branh and possibly a dependene of distane with delination.

Assuming an average absolute magnitude of Mr,TO = 4.00 for the MSTO of the

Sagittarius stream (Pila-Díez et al. 2014), these magnitudes translate into a peak

distane of 40 kp and [33, 60] kp (soft) boundaries.
Figure 6.14 and 6.15 show the Sagittarius stream in KiDS-South-15, in agree-

ment with its loation on the 2MASS maps. At these latitudes, the stream sits at

a distane between ∼ 15 kp and ∼ 30 kp, in agreement with the preditions of

Law & Majewski (2010b) and Peñarrubia et al. (2010). Suh a wide range of dis-

tanes suggests the possible presene of two wraps (the leading and the trailing)

or a quite thik branh in this region of the sky.

Among the small andidate overdensities, we identify one as a fragment of

the Palomar 5 (Pal5) globular luster tidal tails (Grillmair & Dionatos 2006a).

The still pathy overage of KiDS in the RA > 225 deg range unfortunately

prevents us from fully traing the stream. Nonetheless, we follow the proe-

dure desribed above to analyse the CMD of this overdensity and demarate

the exess of stars within the tiles area. A lear main sequene and main se-

quene turno� point are visible in the CMD orresponding to the tile entred at

(RA,Dec) = (230.0, 0.5) deg (left panel on Figure 6.16), and even a seondary

main sequene turno� point is loated at fainter magnitudes. As disussed in

Pila-Díez et al. (2014), these originate in the Pal5 tail and the underlying Sagit-

tarius stream, respetively. We isolate the stars in the Pal5 tail's main sequene,

and build a stellar density map of the tile spei� to this substruture (right panel

on Figure 6.16). This map niely shows the Pal5 tail rossing the tile through its

North-East quadrant.

For the rest of the small overdensities (Table 6.2) we follow the same proe-

dure. From their CMD and stamp maps we �nd that these are either i) spurious

enhanements in the distane/magnitude-slied maps (this is, RC/nearMSTO-

olour overdensities in the CMD without the ompanion RGB/main sequene

overdensity), or ii) apparent main sequenes in the CMD but without a oherent

spatial feature in the stamp map (meaning that, when plotting di�erent olour-

magnitude setions of the apparent main sequene on the stamp map, they popu-
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Searh for halo substruture in KiDS

Figure 6.12: Distane vs RA (top) and magnitude vs RA (bottom) satter maps

for the nearMSTO stars in the KiDS Northern �elds. Both the disk and large

halo strutures like the Sagittarius stream, the Virgo Overdensity and the EBS are

visible. This �gure illustrates that the nearby strutures are more easily reogniz-

able in the distane spae than the far strutures, whereas the far strutures are

more easily reognizable in the magnitude spae. This is due to the logarithmi

onentrating power of magnitudes in relation to distanes.
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6.3 Searh for overdensities

Figure 6.13: Same as in Figure 6.12 but showing the stellar density map instead

of the stellar ounts map. The density has been alulated with a gaussian kernel

of variable bandwidth.
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Figure 6.14: Distane vs RA (top) and magnitude vs RA (bottom) satter maps

for the nearMSTO stars in the KiDS Southern �elds. The Sagittarius stream is

visible in the eastern part of the �eld.
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Figure 6.15: Same as in Figure 6.14 but showing the stellar density map instead

of the stellar ounts map.The density has been alulated with a gaussian kernel

of variable bandwidth.
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Figure 6.16: CMD (left) and stellar density map (right) for the stars in the main

sequene of the CMD (right), pointing entered at (RA,Dec) = (230.0, 0.5) deg.
The main sequene at 20.0 < r < 22.0 represents the Palomar 5 stream. The

seondary main sequene visible at r ≈ 23 is the Sagittarius stream.

Table 6.2: Potential small overdensities identi�ed in the distane-

slied/magnitude-slied nearMSTO or RC density maps. The table indiates the

entral oordinates of the tile where eah was identi�ed, tags them and provides

a diagonisis (true or false positive).

Overdensity Field RAtile (deg) Detile (deg) positive

Pal5 KiDS-North220 230.0 0.5 true

A KiDS-North180 179.0 -0.5 false

B KiDS-North135 135.0 0.5 false

C KiDS-North135 132.0 -0.5 false

D KiDS-South45 47.8 -31.2 false

E KiDS-South-15 350.6 -32.1 false

late di�erent regions of the tile). Examples for the two types of ases are provided

in Figures 6.17 and 6.18, respetively, orresponding to overdensities A and E. We

onlude that all A to E overdensities are false positive halo substrutures.

6.4 Disussion

The methods used in this work are tehnially robust (k-Nearest Neighbours,

CMDs, distane or magnitude sliing, olour-olour star seletion) and their ef-

fetivity for the halo has been amply tested in the literature. Indeed we are able

to reover large known halo strutures and also a fragment of the Palomar 5 tidal

tails.

Therefore we assoiate the lak of a new disovery in the KiDS DR1/2 data

to the small sky overage that KiDS has so far ahieved in areas of the sky not
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Figure 6.17: CMD (left) and stellar density map (right) orresponding to the

pointing entered at (RA,Dec) = (179.0,−0.5) deg (labelled as A in Table 6.2).

The stellar density map ontains the stars in the apparent main sequene of the

whole pointing (not shown), and the CMD is built of the stars loated in the

viinity of the overdensity at (RA,Dec) ≈ (178.9,−0.7) deg. The lak of a main

sequene and an RGB on this CMD indiates that this overdensity in nearMSTO

stars is a spurious enhanement and, therefore, is a false positive. Similar analysis

on weaker spatial overdensities in this pointing lead to onlude that there is no

loalized main sequene in this pointing.

Figure 6.18: CMD (left) and stellar density map for the stars in the main sequene

of the CMD (right). They orrespond to the pointing entered at (RA,Dec) =
(350.6,−32.1) deg and to the overdensity labelled as E in Table 6.2. The lak of

a oherent spatial feature indiates this is a false polsitive.
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probed yet by other surveys. In partiular, in the KiDS' northern �elds there is

a total overlap with the footprint of the latest SDSS data releases, and there was

originally a ∼ 80% overlap planned. Of the urrent 133 deg2 sanned by KiDS

DR-1 and DR-2 in the four bands, only 23% belongs to the southern hemisphere.

This limits KiDS urrent hanes of deteting new globular lusters or satellite

galaxies, and limits its ability to detet and trae weak streams.

Based both on the laims of a fundamental plane of satellite galaxies (Palma

et al. (2002b), Zentner et al. (2005), Pawlowski et al. (2012)) and on the possibility

of suh a fundamental plane being probed wrong, but based mainly on the satellite

population in the northern sky, the number of satellite galaxies expeted to inhabit

the southern sky is high. Furthermore the reent results by DES and ATLAS show

good prospets, and do not suggest a fundamental asymmetry in the density of

satellites between the northern and southern Galati hemispheres. Given the

urrent estimates for the Galati satellite luminosity funtion (Koposov et al.

2008) and KiDS unpreedented power to probe faint objets, the prospets for

KiDS are partiularly good at the faint end. Therefore there is no reason for

disouragement and future data releases of KiDS should unover new satellites

and stellar debris.

6.5 Conlusions

The Kilo Degree Survey is urrently mapping 1500 deg2 of the sky at an unpree-

dented depth among large area surveys. Its good image quality, seeing onstraints

and multi-olour photometry make it partiularly suited to explore the Galati

halo in depth. It targets both the North and the South Galati hemispheres,

overlapping with SDSS and ATLAS in eah region respetively, but probing an

average of two magnitudes deeper than any of the two surveys in any of the

four photometri �lters. The PSF-homogenization that we arry out allows us

to aurately separate stars from galaxies, reahing a stellar magnitude limit of

magr = 23.1 without signi�ant galaxy ontamination. This allows us to properly

exploit main sequene turno� point stars out to large helioentri distanes (∼ 60
kp).

In this work we present magnitude-slied or distane-slied maps for photo-

metrially seleted red lump stars and near main sequene turno� point stars.

We identify broad halo strutures suh as the Sagittarius stream, the Virgo Over-

density and the Eastern Band Struture in the northern hemisphere, and the

Sagittarius stream in the southern hemisphere. In the northern hemisphere we

also identify the disk stars at longitudes and latitudes neighbouring the Galati

entre. We trae these features in distane spae and magnitude spae and report

helioentri distanes ompatible with previous works.

We also identify in these distane/magnitude-slied maps a number of small

overdensities potentially representative of halo substruture. Of the seven iden-

ti�ations, we reognize one as a piee of the Palomar 5 tidal tails. The rest are

lassi�ed as false positives after lose inspetion of their CMDs and the spatial
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distribution of any CMD overdensities.

The Kilo Degree Survey is promising in the searh for small, sparse and faint

substruture, given both its tehnial apabilities and the fat that it is probing

unharted halo territory in the Southern hemisphere. The urrent methodology

presented in this hapter, together with state-of-the-art mathed-�lter algorithms,

should su�e to identify new substruture in the halo one the spatial overage

of KiDS reahes a more mature stage and allows for more lines of sight (to detet

new overdensities) and their spatial ontinuous follow-up.
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Samenvatting

De rol van galatish kannibalisme in het heelal

Sterrenstelsels zijn systemen die bestaan uit sterren, planeten, stof, gas, ijs-

moleulen en donkere materie. Ze worden gekarakteriseerd door de emissie van

liht in een groot gol�engtebereik waardoor wij de nuleaire (kern-) en hemishe

reaties kunnen bestuderen die de drijfveer zijn van de vershillende proessen.

De kernreaties vinden plaats in sterren terwijl de meeste hemishe reaties zih

afspelen in het zogenaamde interstellaire medium (gas wolken en stofdeeltjes) of

in planeten en irumstellaire wolken. Sterrenstelsels worden geregeerd door de

wetten van de zwaartekraht die alle elementen bij elkaar houden en de grondslag

leggen voor de algehele strutuur en evolutie.

De eerste sterrenstelsels zijn ontstaan uit hele kleine kiemen met bijzonder

hoge dihtheid die zih bevinden in het hele Universum, als gevolg van de groei

van donkere materie, gaswolken, en later de geboorte van sterren onder invloed

van de zwaartekraht. Deze regio's met hoge dihtheid waren het resultaat van de

kwantum �utuaties die aanwezig waren na de Big Bang en zijn versterkt tijdens

de zogenaamde In�atie periode. Ehter, de grootte van (en het aantal) sterrens-

telsel dat vandaag de dag wordt waargenomen kan niet volledig worden uitgelegd

door alleen gravitationele groei in aht te nemen gedurende de hele geshiedenis

van het Universum. Het kan wel worden verklaard door een proes dat gala-

tish kannibalisme heet. In dit proes eet de grotere vissen de kleinere, wat zoveel

inhoudt als dat het grootste (meest massieve) sterrenstelselde de kleinere (min-

der massieve) sterrenstelsels dihterbij doet komen, doet opsplitsen en het vri-

jgekomen materiaal in zih opnemen. Het grootste sterrenstelsel oefent in feite

de eigen zwaartekraht uit wat leidt tot de vernietiging van het kleinere sterrens-

telsel. Wanneer beide sterrenstelsel ongeveer een gelijke massa en grootte hebben

noemen we dit proes grote samensmelting en als ze vershillende massa's hebben

wordt het galatish kannibalisme of kleine samensmelting genomend. Beide pro-

essen kunnen niet alleen de grootte en het aantal sterrenstelsels verklaren, maar

ook hun geshiedenis en morfologie.

Maar galatish kannibalisme is niet alleen een theoretish onept aangezien

sterrenstelselsamensmeltingen van vershillende groottes nu zijn waargenomen in

een groot aantal sterrenstelsels. De zwaartekraht zorgt ervoor dat, mits er genoeg
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tijd is (de leeftijd van het Universum is 13, 800 millioen jaar!), veel sterrenstelsels

telkens dihtbij genoeg komen om te kunnen samensmelten ondanks de grote

afstanden tussen de vershillende stelsels.

In de ontext van het huidige kosmologishe kader � het Λ Koude Donkere

Materie model, dat de dynamiek en evolutie van het Universum probeert te verk-

laren � is galatish kannibalisme een belangrijke drijfveer in de evolutie van

sterrenstelsels en naar deze twee modellen samen wordt vaak verwezen als het

Hiërarhishe Vormings senario. Deze theorie is suesvol gebleken in het uit-

leggen van de evolutie van het Universum zowel op kosmologishe als galatishe

lengte shalen.

Het levende en fossiele arhief van sterrenstelsels

Aangezien het proes van galatish annibalisme al sinds het begin van het Heelal

gaande is, is het logish om niet alleen naar huidige voorbeelden te zoeken, maar

ook naar sporen van vroegere gebeurtenissen.

Huidige of reente episodes van galatish kannibalisme kunnen herkend wor-

den aan het sterrenpuin en het overblijfsel van het melkwegstelsel dat uit elkaar

gerukt wordt. Omdat het een langzaam proess is, kan het satellietsterrenstelsel

vaak een aantal keer om het grotere stelsel heen draaien voordat het volledig

vernietigd is. Terwijl het satellietstelsel geleidelijk gas en sterren verliest, blijven

deze bestanddelen een baan volgen die diht bij de oorspronkelijke baan ligt maar

worden ze uitgespreid zodat ze een stroom of shil vormen, afhankelijk van de

elliptiiteit en energie van de baan (zie Figuur 1.2 voor een voorbeeld).

Oude episodes zijn moeilijker te identi�eren omdat het sterrenpuin de oor-

spronkelijke baan niet meer volgt, maar vermengd is met de sterren van het grotere

stelsel. Desondanks kan informatie over hemishe samenstelling en kinematia

gebruikt worden om groepen sterren met een gezamenlijke oorsprong te vinden,

mits hun gezamenlijke eigenshappen afwijken van de rest van de populatie.

Bolhopen, kleine ronde groepen sterren die geboren worden uit dezelfde gas-

wolk in de buitendelen van sterrenstelsels, kunnen ook door getijden uit elkaar

getrokken en door hun sterrenstelsel gekannibaliseerd worden.

Ons sterrenstelsel, de Melkweg, is geen uitzondering wat betreft galatish

annibalisme en hiërarhishe groei. Huidig onderzoek suggereert dat de Melk-

weg de afgelopen 10, 000 miljoen jaar geen grote "merger" (een samensmelting

tussen twee sterrenstelsels met vergelijkbare massa) heeft ondergaan, maar ver-

shillende kleine samensmeltingen. Bovendien is het op dit moment vershillende

satellietstelsels en bolhopen aan het kannibaliseren. Dit maakt de buitendelen

van het Melkwegstelsel (het gebied ver van de shijf, de halo) een zeer interessant

gebied.

Dit proefshrift

Dit proefshrift gaat over het bestuderen van de buitendelen van de Melkweg, met

twee doelen: het bepalen van de onderliggende sterverdeling van de halo, en het

identi�eren en karakteriseren van nieuwe satellieten en van nieuwe sterstromen
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als gevolg van kannibalisatie.

Het eerste doel staat beshreven in hoofdstukken 2 en 3. Dit werk is gebaseerd

op waarnemingen gedaan met de Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) in

Hawaii, de Isaa Newton Telesope (INT) in de Canarishe eilanden en de VLT

Survey Telesope (VST) in Chili. De halo van spiraalstelsels is een ijle, ellipsoidale

verdeling van sterren die de shijf en entrale bulge omgeeft. Halo sterren zijn

zeldzaam en staan ver weg, wat het moeilijk maakt om ze in statistish interes-

sante aantallen waar te nemen. Daardoor is het niet eenvoudig om de algemene

strutuur van de halo, zoals de vorm of het verloop van de dihtheid met afstand

tot het entrum van de Melkweg, te bepalen. Met gevoelige breedbeeld am-

era's op de bovengenoemde telesopen (resp. MegaCam, WFC en OmegaCAM)

hebben we halo sterren tot op grote afstand kunnen identi�eren. Op basis van

deze data hebben we kunnen aantonen dat de sterdihtheid afneemt met straal

als een gebroken mahtswet, en hebben we de vorm van de halo kunnen bepalen.

De halo heeft een afgeplatte vorm (zoals een mandarijn of een walnoot, niet zoals

een rehtopstaand ei), maar is vanaf de poolas bekeken praktish rond.

Hoofdstukken 4 tot 6 gaan over het tweede doel. Eén van de belangrijkste

uitkomsten van dit proefshrift is een ross-orrelatie algoritme waarmee steron-

entraties kunnen worden gezoht in een twee-kleuren kaart bestaande uit vele

kleine losse velden. Hiermee kunnen sterstromen, bolhopen of satellietstelseltjes

geïdenti�eerd worden. Met deze tehniek is het mogelijk om twee-kleuren data

te gebruiken waar voorheen minstens drie kleuren (fotometrishe banden) nodig

waren, wat een �inke besparing van waarneemtijd kan opleveren. Ook zijn nabije

ontrole velden niet meer nodig. Het blijft wel zo dat een volledige meerkleuren

kaart meer informatie bevat, maar deze tehniek maakt het wel mogelijk om diepe

arhiefdata in te zetten voor dit soort analyse.

Met deze methode hebben we steronentraties gevonden die deel uitmaken

van drie vershillende sterstromen (de Sagittarius, Orphan en Palomar-5 stromen),

en nauwkeurige fotometrishe afstanden tot deze sterren bepaald door gebruik te

maken van bestaande metingen van de leeftijd en metalliiteit van deze populaties.

In het bijzonder hebben we voor enkele delen van de Sagittarius stroom voor het

eerst afstanden bepaald, en twee steronentraties geïdenti�eerd die tentatief

overeenkomen met de voorspelde positie van een nabije tweede staart van deze

stroom.

We hebben ons algoritme ook gebruikt om dihtheidsonentraties te zoeken

in de buurt van bolhopen in de Melkweg. Als een bolhoop geassoieerd is met een

belangrijke sterstroom dan kan dat er op wijzen dat deze sterhoop deel uitmaakte

van de satelliet waaruit de stroom is ontstaan. Een kleine extra steronentratie

nabij een bolhoop suggereert juist dat de bolhoop zelf aan het oplossen is, of wordt

uiteengetrokken door de Melkweg. In totaal hebben we 23 bolhopen bestudeerd,

en in 8 gevallen duidelijke steronentraties gevonden (met mogelijke deteties in

nog 5). Aan de hand van shattingen van de aftanden tot die sterren, en enkele

kinematishe indiatoren, hebben we per geval bekeken of het om een bekende

sterstroom ging, of om materiaal dat geassoieerd kon worden met de bolhoop.
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In de meeste gevallen was er niet zo'n verband.

Tot slot hebben we de traditionele stertelling tehniek toegepast op de eerste

grote kaarten van het KiDS projet op de VST, om te zoeken naar nieuwe stromen

en satellieten. De verwahte struturen (zoals de Sagittarius stroom, de `Virgo

Overdensity' en de `Eastern Band Struture') hebben we inderdaad teruggevon-

den, net als de 'dikke shijf' van de Melkweg en het einde van de Palomar-5

stroom. Met de huidige staat van de data hebben we ehter geen nieuwe stru-

turen kunnen ontdekken: de 140 vierkante graden KiDS data die we hebben

geanalyseerd (10% van wat de uiteindelijke totale kaart moet worden), hoewel

dieper dan eerdere data, beslaan slehts ∼ 30 vierkante graden die niet eerder in

kaart zijn gebraht, en zijn nog gefragmenteerd. Hier zal ehter snel verandering

in komen: er komen ontinu meer KiDS data binnen, op gebieden die nog niet

eerder zijn waargenomen, wat de kans biedt op nieuwe ontdekkingen in de halo

van de Melkweg.
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Summary

The role of galati annibalism in the Universe

Galaxies are systems omposed of stars, planets, dust, gas, ie moleules and

dark matter, and they are haraterised by the emission of light in a wide range

of wavelengths, whih allow us to study the nulear and hemial reations that

power them. The nulear reations take plae in stars, whereas most the hemial

reations take plae in the so alled interstellar medium (gas louds and dust

grains) or in planets and irumstellar louds. Galaxies are governed by gravity,

whih holds together all their elements and sets the basi onstraints for their

overall struture and evolution.

The �rst galaxies formed out of very small overdense seeds spread throughout

the Universe, through the gravitational aretion of dark matter and gas louds

and the later birth of stars. These overdensities were the result of quantum �utu-

ations that followed the Big Bang and were ampli�ed during the In�ation period.

However, the size (and number) of galaxies today annot be fully explained by

the simple gravitational aretion of gas over the whole history of the Universe.

It is explained, though, by a proess alled galati annibalism. In this proess

the big �sh eats the smaller �sh, meaning that the largest (most massive) galaxy

brings loser, breaks apart and inorporates the material of the smaller (less mas-

sive) galaxy. The largest galaxy is basially exerting its gravitational pull on the

smaller galaxy in a destrutive way. When both galaxies are of similar mass and

size, we all this proess major merging, and when they are of di�erent masses,

we all it galati annibalism or minor merging. Galati annibalism and major

merging an explain not only the size and number of galaxies observed nowadays,

but also their history and morphology.

But galati annibalism is not just a theoretial onstrut, sine galaxy merg-

ers of varying magnitudes have now been observed in a large number of galaxies.

Despite the large distanes between galaxies, provided enough time (the life time

of the Universe is 13, 800 million years!), gravity ensures that many galaxies will

move lose enough to eah other to merge or to have one of them annibalise the

other, in a reurrent proess.

In the ontext of the urrent osmologial framework �the Λ Cold Dark

Matter model, whih attempts to explain the dynamis and evolution of the
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Universe�, galati annibalism is a major driver for galaxy evolution, and to-

gether they are often referred to as the Hierarhial Formation senario. This

theory sueeds in explaining the evolution of the Universe both at osmologial

and galati sales.

The life reord and the fossil reord of galaxies

Sine the proess of galati annibalism has been ongoing for most of the Uni-

verse's history, it is natural to searh not only for urrent examples of it but also

for the traes of previous events.

Ongoing or reent episodes of galati annibalism an be reognised by the

stellar debris and the dissolving remnant of the galaxy being torn apart. Beause

galati annibalism is a slow proess, the satellite galaxy often has time to om-

plete a few orbits around the larger galaxy before being ompletely destroyed.

As the satellite galaxy is progressively stripped o� its gas and stars, these on-

stituents keep a path lose to the original orbit of the satellite, but spread out

forming a stream or a partial shell, depending on the elliptiity and energy of the

orbit (see Figure 1.2 for an example).

Old episodes are harder to identify sine, by now, their stellar debris have

already abandoned the original orbit and have mixed up with the "indigenous"

stars. Nonetheless, both hemial tagging and kinemati properties an be used

to group stars with a similar origin provided their olletive �ngerprint is di�erent

from that of the loal stars.

Globular lusters, whih are small spherial assoiations of stars mostly born

from the same parental gas loud in the outskirts of galaxies, an also be tidally

stripped and annibalised by their host galaxy.

Our host galaxy, the Milky Way, is no exeption to the proess of galati

annibalism and hierarhial growth. The urrent researh suggests that it has

not undergone any major merger at least in the last 10, 000million years (a merger
between two galaxies of omparable mass), but instead various minor aretion

events. In addition, it is urrently in the proess of annibalising several satellite

galaxies and a few globular lusters. This makes the outskirts of our galaxy (the

region away from the galati disk, known as the halo) a very interesting plae.

This thesis

This thesis has foused on expanding our knowledge of the outskirts of our own

galaxy, the Milky Way, with two partiular aims. The �rst aim has been to

understand the overall underlying distribution of stars in the halo, and the seond

aim has been to identify and haraterise new satellite galaxies and stellar streams

resulting from ongoing annibalisation events.

The �rst aim is overed in hapters 2 and 3 and makes use of observations ar-

ried out with the Canada-Frane-Hawaii Telesope (CFHT) in Hawaii, the Isaa

Newton Telesope (INT) in the Canary Islands and the VLT Survey Telesope

(VST) in Chile. The halo of spiral galaxies is an ellipsoidal omponent that ex-

tends beyond the disk and the bulge of the galaxies, thinly populated with stars in
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omparison to the other two omponents. Beause of their low numbers and large

distanes, observing these stars in statistially useful numbers poses tehnial and

instrumental hallenges, and makes it di�ult to infer general properties of the

halo suh as its exat shape or the dependene of the stellar number density with

the distane from the entre of the Galaxy. Using extremely sensitive ameras in

the previously mentioned telesopes (the MegaCam, the WFC and the Omega-

CAM, respetively), we have obtained large samples of stars out to remarkable

distanes. With these data, we have been able to on�rm that the density of stars

in the halo dereases with distane as broken power law. We have also been able

to set strong onstraints in the shape of the stellar halo. These onstraints indi-

ate that the halo is moderately �attened towards the poles (as a mandarin or a

walnut would be, as opposed to an egg standing vertial) but pratially irular

on its main plane (as seen from above).

The seond aim is addressed in hapters 4 to 6. One of the main produts

of this thesis is a ross-orrelation algorithm that allows us to exploit penil-

beam sky imaging surveys with only two olours to identify stellar overdensities

in the halo, suh as those that may be assoiated with streams, globular lusters

or satellite galaxies. The power of this algorithm is that it yields ompetitive

results where previously three olours (three photometri �lters) were needed,

reduing the observing time and osts. This algorithm also obviates the need for

ontrol or omparison sky �elds near the target �elds. Of ourse the traditional

spatially-ontinuous wide-area surveys and the surveys with more than two olours

still provide signi�ant advantages, but this algorithm opens the door to using

extremely deep, high quality arhival data that has never been used before for

this type of work.

Through this method, we have identi�ed overdensities assoiated with three

di�erent streams (the Sagittarius stream, the Orphan stream and the Palomar 5

tails) and, in ombination with independent measurements of the age and metal-

liity of the stars in those streams, we have derived aurate distanes to them.

Notably, we have expanded the atalogue of distane measurements to the Sagit-

tarius stream along its Southern hemisphere tail and along its furthest Northern

piee, and we have also identi�ed two overdensities mathing a predited se-

ondary nearby old wrap of this same stream, whih needs further on�rmation.

We have also used this algorithm in the searh for stellar overdensities near

globular lusters in the Milky Way. We do these in order to determine whether any

of the globular lusters is assoiated with an underlying stream or overdensity.

On the one hand, if a globular luster was assoiated with a major stream, it

would indiate that the globular luster was part of the globular luster system

of the disrupted satellite galaxy that originated the stream. On the other hand,

if a globular luster was assoiated with a minor adjaent overdensity, it would

suggest that the globular luster was either slowly beoming internally unbound

or that it was being annibalised by the host galaxy. We have explored the

viinity of 23 globular lusters and found eight lear overdensities but potentially

up to thirteen. Using distane estimations and the position of the overdensities in
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the sky (and oasionally kinemati omparisons), we have analysed whether the

overdensities ould be assoiated with a known stream or to the adjaent globular

luster. The three situations (no assoiation, assoiation with a major stream

and possible assoiation with a new overdensity) appeared in the sample, with a

majority of no assoiation ases.

Finally, we have applied the traditional tehniques of distane sliing and den-

sity mapping to the �rst wide-area maps from the VST KiDS survey, in order to

searh for new streams and satellites. In these data produts we have suessfully

reovered the expeted major halo strutures (suh as the Sagittarius stream, the

Virgo Overdensity and the Eastern Band Struture) and the Galati thik disk

ontribution, as well as the tail of the Palomar 5 stream. No new streams or

satellites have been unveiled due to the urrently small area of newly sampled

sky (∼ 30 deg2) and to the still rather pathy state of these newly sampled areas.

However, as the KiDS observations keep oming in, more data in new areas of the

sky will beome available. With urrently only 10% of the total survey analysed

and most of the data so far targeting previously surveyed areas of the halo, the

future KiDS data releases should bring the hane for exiting disoveries in the

halo of the Milky Way.
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